
MINUTES OF THE MEETING 
PUBLIC HEALTH, WELFARE & SAFETY COMMITTEE 

MONTANA STATE SENATE 

FEBRUARY 19, 1981 

The meeting of the Public Health, Welfare 
was called to order by Chairman Tom Hager 
February 19, 1981 in Room 415 at 12:30 of 
Building. 

and Safety Committee 
on Thursday, 

the State Capitol 

ROLL CALL: All members were present. Senators Norman and 
Johnson arrived late. Kathleen Harrignton, staff researcher, 
was also present. 

Many, many visitors were also in attendance. (See attachments.) 

CONSIDERATION OF SENATE BILL 129: Senator Jean Turnage 
the sponsor of SB 129, handed out new amendments to SB 129 
which he felt would be agreeable with more people. He stated 
that he would meet at a later date with the Committee, in 
case they had any questions regarding the new amendments. 

CONSIDERATION OF SENATE BILL 452: Senator Matt Hims1 of 
Senate District 9, chief sponsor of SB 452, gave a brief 
resume of the bill. This bill is an act to reestablish 
the Board of Barbers under existing statutory authority and 
ru1es;revising the board makeup; exempting cosmetologists 
from prohibitions under barbering laws; giving the board 
authority to grant temporary licenses to barbershops; requir
ing annual inspections of barbershops; eliminating barber 
apprenticeship requrements; authorizing reciprocal licensing; 
deleting price-setting provisions; deleting criminal convict
ion as grounds for denial or revocation of a license; and prov
iding an immediate effective date. 

Senator Hims1 stated that 85% of the shops in the state were 
not inspected during the last year. 

There were no proponents to the bill. 

The hearing was then opened to the opponents. 

Gary Lucht, representing the Big Sky College of Barber Styling, 
stated that he would like to see the bill amended to include 
three barbers on the board. 

Pat Ginnaty, president of the Montana State Association for 
Barbers, would also like to see the bill amended to include 
three barbers on the board. 

Don Anderson, representing the Board of Barbers stated that 
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three board members are definitely needed. 

Harry Olson of Helena, himself a retire barber, stated that 
he would like to see the bil amended to include three barbers 
and also change the apprentice laws. 

Jim Allen the present secretary to the Board of Barbers, 
stated that barbers are also dealing with the health of 
the public in the fact that they sometimes use caustic 
solutions for straigtening hair. 

With no further oppoenents to the bill. The meeting was opened 
to a question and answer period from the Committee. 

Senator Himsl asked if only Board Members are allowed to 
give the test. This seems to be the case at the present 
time. 

Senator Himsl closed. He stated that there are three people 
on the board, however, one of them is a public member. 

CONSIDERATION OF SENATE BILL 388: Senator Matt Himsl of Senate 
District 9, chief sponsor of SB 388, gave a brief resume of the 
bill. This bill is an act to eliminate reference to the Board of 
Sanitarians, and providing an effective date. 

Ninety-two percent of the sanitarians work for either the local 
or the state department of health. There are 125 registered sanit 
~ians in the state. 

Chairman Hager called on the proponents. Hearing none, he then 
called on the opponents. 

James Peterson, representing the Board of Sanitarians, stated 
that it is his judgement that elimination of the Board of 
Sanitarians will do sever damage to public health protection 
in Montana by permitting totally unqualified persons to make 
inspections, require corrections and generally prescrive health 
conditions. There is no benefit to the citizens of the state 
of Montana to business and industry with whom the sanitarians works, 
nor to the employing industries or governmental agencies to remove 
all requirements, to remove all qualifications, and to permit any
one to assume the legal authorities and responsibilities of a 
sanitarian. The reduction in public health protection would be 
unacceptable to all. Mr. Peterson handed out written testimony 
to the Committee. (See attachments.) 
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Vernon Sloulin, representing the Montana Department of Health 
and Environmental Sceiences, stated that the DHES has exper
ienced a great deal of benefit in administration of public 
health laws through qualified sanitarians. The department 
has supported registration of sanitarians shince passage of 
the law in 1959. This is a very worthwhile registration. 

Peter Frazier, representing the Montana Environmental Health 
Association, stated that currently there are 64 registered 
sanitarians working at the local level in 30 health juris
dictions covering all 56 counties in Montana. In addition 
there are a number of registered sanitarians working in the 
private sector of various chain stores, land developers, and 
others as well as several registered sanitarians working for 
the State Health Department. 

A sanitarians activities are essential to the preservation 
of high quality health. The Board of Sanitarians is a must. 
The total budget for the Board for the fiscal year 1980 was 
$2,784. None of this budget came from public tax monies. The 
Board is totally self-sufficient, operating entirely on 
testing and license fees from members of the sanitarians pro
fession. 

Tom Barger, a registered sanitarian, stated that sanitarians 
have not tried to limit their profession except to the extent 
that knowledgeable and competent people are hired and minimum 
amount of working knowledge be acquired and maintained. The 
Board of Sanitarians should not be sunsetted, but perhaps an 
updating of standards in necessary. Qualifications are 
necessary. 

Donald Pizzini, Health Officer for the City-County Health 
Department of Cascade County, stated that the two major 
functions of sanitarians are the enforcement of state and 
local laws and regulations and provisions of public health 
education. Both aspects are highly technical and complex 
in nature. If this bill passes there will be 56 different 
levels of community health. In addition, state laws and 
regulations passed by the Legislature will no longer be uni
formly implemented and administered. 

Ronny Anderson, representing Buttrey Food Stores, stated that 
the Sanitarians Registration Act significantly enhances the 
public health, safety, and welfare of Montana's citizens by 
requiring that qualified individuals are hired to assure the 
wholesomeness and safety of the foods consumed by Montanans. 
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The criteria for registration under the current Sanitarians 
REgistration Act helps insure that the individual charged 
with these responsibilities has this proficiency. Mr. Anderson 
then urged a DO NOT PASS recommendation on the bill. 

There were no questions from the Committee. 

Senator Himsl closed. He stated that Board of Sanitarians 
only handled 4 complaints last year. This bill does not 
eliminate sanitarians only the Board of Sanitarians and puts 
them under the jurisdiction of someone else. He asked the 
COmmittee to keep the Legislative Auditor's report in mind 
when they take acttion on the bill. 

CONSIDERATION OF SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 17: Senator Judy 
Jacobson of Senate District 42, chief sponsor of SJR 17, 
gave a breif resume of the bill. This is a resolution of the 
Senate and the House of Representatives of the State of Montana 
repealing the standards adopted by the Board of Health and 
Environmental Sciences for fluoride on forage and directing 
the adoption of a new standard. 

Senator Jacobson stated that this resolution is to repeal the 
Foliate Fluoride Standard of 20 micrograms per gram yearly, 
adopted and stayed by the Board of Health and raise it to 
35 micrograms per gram yearly anyone month not to exceed 50 
micrograms per gram. 

Stauffer Chemical has spent 1.16 million on Fluoride Abatement, 
6.89 millon on Particulate and Visible omissions. Anaconda 
Aluminum, 40 million, however, there were other benefits to 
this process such as 15% - 20% energy savings, better efficiency 
and others. 

Stauffer Chemical began these pollution control programs in 
1968 and fluoride control programs in November 1978 thro-
ugh June 1979. Anaconda Aluminum's Sumitomo process 1976 - 1980. 
The department of Health is just completing a study of these 
levels. Although this data is preliminary and not official 
it does appear to support the claim of Stauffer Chemical that, 
given present technology they cannot, at this time, meet the 
stadard of 20 micrograms per gram. 

The Board asked the Department to study the fluoride issue 
including data costs of compliance, etc., and report back at 
the next board meeting. The next meeting is Scheduled for 
February 20 with 4 new members out of a 7 member board. 
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If the board were to desire a new fluoride standard, it would 
adopt the standard under the Montana Administrative Procedures 
Act. The time period could 'not exceed 6 months arid would requ
ire public hearings and the like. It would also take another 
2 months to develop the new standard, reasons for adoption" and 
so forth. 

From all evidence both Stauffer Chemical Company and the ranchers 
and residents of Ramsey have been done a disservice by 
leaving them in limbo with no standards. The evidence points to 
the fact that the original recommendation by the Department of 
Health was reasonable and'substantiated. The ranchers and 
residents of Ramsey never meant to close Stauffer Chemical 
Company, but rather want to protect their cattle and their 
homes with the best standards possible. 

Senator Steve Brown of Senate District 15 stated that the 
important thing to remember is that this is not a public health 
standard, but rather a public welfare standard and economic 
impact must be considered. The Board of Health's original 
recommendation provides the greatest degree practicable to 
prevent injury to plant and animals. This resolution has been 
endorsed by the Select Committee on Economic Problems appointed 
by the Legislative Council. 

Tony Shoonen stated that he supports the resolution reluctantly 
as he does not want to close down Stauffer Chemical, JUBt 
have something that they can all live with. There has been 
no noticeable improvement in 15 years. 

Phil Smith of Melrose stood in support of the bill. 

Joe Peterson of Ramsey stood in support of the bill and stated 
that he would like to see it improved to make it better for 
eveyone involved. 

Ray Tillman, representing Stauffer Chemical, stood in support 
of the bill. 

With no further proponents, the meeting was then opened to the 
opponents. 
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Hal Robbins, chief of the Air Quality Bureau, stated that :he 
was speaking on behalf of the Department of Health and Enviro
nmental Sciences. 

SJR 17 tends to place the Department in a precarious position. 
The Department certainly does not object to adopting a different 
fluoride in forage standard than is currently on the books, 
although not enforced by an order of the Board of Health. The 
Department proposed the 35/50 value that is now a part of this 
resolution. This was one of several recommendations from various 
witnesses and parties. The Department will present the fluoride 
issue of the new baord members at their first meeting. The 
Departments reservations comes from that fact which requires 
the Board to adopt a specific number such as the 35/50 value. 
This specific value may unfairly lock the cattle or chemical 
industry into something that is not easily changed. This would 
allow little flexibility. Mr. Robbins then requested that the 
Committee remove the portions in the resolution that mandate an 
adoption of a specific value. 

Lester Loble II, representing the Tri-County Anti-Pollution 
Association, stated his group is well aware of the economics 
of fluoride pollution. They have seen what it does to their 
cattle and horse herds. The difficulty is that the economic 
results are not as dramatic as in the case of Anaconda. The 
results are the same though. The economic losses are in smaller 
bites, but the total could be just as large. 

The Tri-County Anti-Pollution Association supports the fluoride 
standard in or on forage of a monthly average of 20 parts per 
million. It is the position of the Association, howeer, that 
this standard be applied in a fashion analogous to EPA Class I 
and II air quality areas. 

There is no question that it is more expensive to retro-fit 
an existing installation representing a large capital investment 
to meet a 20 parts per million standard. However, these same 
problems do not face a potentail investor wiching to begin 
operations in Montana. Accordingly, the Associaiton recommends 
that the present standards as promulgated be maintained in all 
areas except those areas containing operating plants with 
fluoride emmissions. 

Karen Zackheim of Twin Bridges stated that she is opposed to 
SJR 17 for two reasons: First, the resolution undermines 
proper consideration of the fluoride forage standard. The second 
reason for opposing the resolution is that it would require the 
Board to adopt a 35 ppm annual average and a 50 ppm monthly 
forage fluoride standard. There is ample evidence that such 
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a standard would not protect the cattle around Silver Bow 
from Fluorosis. Miss Zackheim stated that she believes that 
the Board of Health is the appropriate body to set fluoride 
standards that will be fair to ranchers and reasonable for 
industry. 

Dr. Paul Bisonnette, a vet from Deer Lodge, stated that the 
Board of Health must adopt standards which are feasible for 
both the ranchers and industry. He suggested that perhaps 
a 30/40 formula would be feasible. 

Marlin Gilman stood in opposition to the resolution. 

Richard Stefel stated that he was standing in opposition 
reluctantly. That perhaps the emmissions could be reduced by 
adding more scrubbers. Mr. Stefel felt that the intent of the 
resolution forces action by the Department of Health and that 
they would be tied to certain standards. The choice should 
be left to the officials. 

Steve Doherty, representing the Northern Plains Resource Council, 
stated that SJR 17 is a good attempt to deal with the issue 
of the fluoride standards. It is staraight and directly to 
the point. It does not attempt to hide its intent and effect. 
To that degree it is good. 

However, SJR 17 should not pass for the following reasons: 

1) The numbers cited in the bill appear to be too low to 
adequately protect the livestock industry in the vicinity of 
a fluoride emitting source. 

2) Perhaps the most important reason is the the issue of numbers 
is a complex one. It would not do justice to the industries 
or to the surrounding landowners for a hasty decision to be made. 
The pressure packed halls of the Legislature should not make 
the decision. 

3) The Board 
standard. It 
has adopted. 
change it. 

of Health has stayed emforcement of the fluoride 
is meeting very soon to review the standard it 
The sustem is working. There is no need to 

with no further opponents, Senator Jacobson closed. She stated 
that she urged the Committee to adopte the standards set forth 
in the resolution. Mrs. Jacobson quoted an article from the 
Montana Standard of Wednesday, November 18th. 

"Hal Robbins, Chief of the Health Department's Air Quality 
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Bureau, said Tuesady that his agency would probably recommend 
the same fluoride standard that it suggested to the board about 
a year ago. 

Robbins stated that he plans to ask the board to delay action 
on dluorides until a good sampling protocol is developed. "We 
may be talking over a year," he said. 

Dr. Bartlett was quoted as saying the board basically has 
three options. 

1) Accept the fluoride standard set last summer. 
2) Accept the standard to reflect the board's irtention of 
making the standard apply only during the growing season." 

Senator Jacobson stated that the first is unacceptable 
because it cannot be met. 

The second id not acceptable to the ranchers because of the 
vagueness of the definition of growing season. This year has 
been unusual and cattle have been grazing long after what 
might have been terned the growing season. 

The third option to adopt the department's recommendation 
would involve according to Dr. Bartlett, going through the 
state's rule-making process again. Under that process, notice 
must be given and hearings must be held. Time invovled could 
be two years. She then urged the Committee's approval of the 
resolution. 

The meeting was then opened to a question and answer period 
from the Committee. 

CONSIDERATION OF SENATE BILL 418: Senator Donald Ochner of 
Senate District 26, chief sponsor of SB 418, gave a brief 
resume of the bill. This bill is an act to revise and clarify 
the law creating the Board of Pharmacists and laws adminis
tered by the Board of Pharmacists. 

This bill was introduced at the request of the Department of 
Professional and Occupation Licensing. 
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SeCLiOD (lj - members of the Board of Pharmacists must be graduates 
of a college of pharmacy accredited by the American Council on 
Pharmaceutical Education. The provision that one member may be a 
registered pharmacist of 15 years practical experience is 
eliminated. 

Section (2) - the United States Pharmacopoeia and the National 
Formulary are now combined into one volume and should appear that 
way in the codes now. This change also appears in Section (3) 
37-7-101(6)(i) - and an amendment is needed to change the word 
"them" to "it" to reflect the single volume. 

Also in Section (2) the definition of pharmacy is amended to 
delete words that are archaic or unnecessary and adds that a 
phaLmacy is where "prescLiption" dLugs aLe sold. 

Section (4) - amends the definition of "intern" to specify that 
the intern is "under the supervision of a registered and licensed 
pharmacist". The old language was not clear on that point. 
Section (4) also deletes "drug store" under the definition of . 
"pharmacy". 

Section (5) - again specifies that an intern must be "registered 
and licensed by the department and .under the supervision of a 
registered and licensed phanmacist" in order to dispense 
prescriptions. 

Section (6) - rearLanges 37-7-302 to properly place the fee for 
reg is tra tion by reciproci ty with other material relati-ng---to' the 
subject. 

Section (7) - deletes a 30-day grace peLiod for renewal of the 
annual registration fee. 

Section (8) deletes words that confuse the meaning of revoke. 

Section (9) deletes unnecessary language in subsection (1) of 
37-7-321. Also language is deleted that would allow a license to 
be granted to a pharmacy operated by a registered intern. 

Section (10) - specifies that a prescription not bearing any 
refill instructions may not be refilled without first obtaining 
permission from the prescriber. Any prescription may not be 
refilled for more than one year from the date it was originally 
filled. 
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Warren Able, representing the Board of Pharmacist, stood 
in support of the bill. He stated that SB 418 will help 
clarify the existing law. 

Frank Davis, representing the Montana State Pharmaceutical 
Association, stated the the Association supported in a 
vote of 4-1 the new section starting on line15, page 15, 
"A prescripfion may not be refilled for nore than one (1) 
year from the date it was originally filled." 

With no further proponents, the chairman called on the 
opponents. Hearing none, the meeting was opened to a 
question and answer period from the Committee. 

Senator Ochner closed by asking the Committee for favorable 
consideration on this bill. 

CONSIDERTION OF SENATE BILL 480: Senator Jack Healy of 
Senate District 44, chief sponsor of SB 480, gave a brief 
resume of the bill. This bill is an act to reestablsih the 
Board of Hearing Aid Dispensers under existing statutory 
authority. 

In section 3 an audiologist is removed from the board and a public member 
is added. 

In section 4 "trainee" license replaces temporary license. There is also 
an addition to the practice of dispensing and fitting hearing aids which 
is "and the subsequent selection of a proper ear molds." 

Section 5 deletes reference to otolaryngologist and audiologist in 
constituting a quorum. 

Section 6 adds supervision and administration of the examination to the 
duties of the board. 

In section 7 board notification of change of address by a licensed 
dispenser or trainee is required. 

In section 8 the license fee is changed from $50 to a figure set by the 
board. 

In section 9 a temporary license is changed to a trainee license and 
guidelines are provided for its issuance. 

Section 10 - the fee for renewal will be set by the board. 

Section 11 - allows appropriations from the board's fund. 
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John Sweeney, representing the Hearing Aid Dispensers, 
stood in support of the bill. He stated that this law was 
passed by the Legislature in 1969. Mr. Sweeney stated that 
there is no need for audiologists on their boad. 

Robert Jurick of Billings stated that the Board should be 
left as it and that it will be just as effective as before. 

Barbara Going, representing the Beltone Hearing Aid Service, 
stated that she supports this bill. The deletions, corrections, 
and additions to the H.A.D. law are necessary to enable the 
Board to work more effectively and nest serve the needs of 
the hard of hearing public. 

The audiologist position on the board had long since lost 
its effectiveness. Most dealers are knowledgeable in 
audiology due to the continuing education they obtain through 
their parent hearing aid companies or courses offered through 
the National Hearing Aid Dealers Society. They do not have 
a hearing aid dealer on the board of speech pathologists 
and audiologists and do not feel they need to have a represen
tative on the hearing aid board. 

Mrs. Going stated that she would like to make continuing 
education mandatory for hearing aid dealers in compliance with 
the new standards being set by N.H.A.D.S. 

With no further proponents, Chairman Hager called on the 
opponents. 

Merle DeVoe representing the Board of Speech Pathologist and 
Audiologists, stated that he would like to see an audiologists 
on the board. 

With no further opponents, the meeting was opened to a 
question and answer period from the Committee. 

Senator Healy closed and asked the Committee for favorable 
consideration of this bill. 

CONSIDERTAION OF SENATE BILL 453: Scott Secat of the Legis
lative Auditor's Office presented the bill being as the sponsor, 
Senator Himsl was called away to another meeting. 

This bill is an act to create a Boad of Speech Pathologists, 
Audiologists, and Hearing Aid Technologists to replace the 
existing boards of hearing aid dispensers and speech 
pathologists and audiologists, which are terminated. 
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Chairman Hager called on the proponents. Hearing none, 
he called on the opponents. 

Shirley Devoe, representing the Board of Speech Pathologists 
and Audiologists, stood in opposition to the bill. She 
stated that SB 453 as developed did not include input from the 
Boards nor was there sufficient time for review. The bill 
as drafted, seems to be a last minutes cut and paste attempt 
to create a new board, using bits and pieces of the two 
existing laws. SB 453 thus legislates two groups with a 
history of antagonisn to function as one compatible group. 
The two Boards and professions, although somewhat interrelated 
provide a completely different service to two completely 
seperate comsumer groups, and to two seperate categories 
of licensees. 

Judy Ray, representing herself as a member of the Montana 
Deaconess Med. Center director of speech pathology, read a 
letter from Christie Deck, president of the Montana Speech, 
Language, and Hearing Association. (See attachments.) 

Marilyn Pearson, representing the Montana University at 
Missoula, stood in opposition to the bill and handed in a 
petition from the Department of Communication Sciences 
requesting a do not pass on this bill. (See attachments.) 

Jack Sweeney from Butte stood in opposition to the bill. 

Merle DeVoe stood in opposition to the bill and handed out 
a list of 8 different reasons as to why he was opposed to the 
bill. (See attachments. 

Barbara Going from Great Falls stood in opposition to the 
bill. Mrs. Going stated that these two professions are 
not related at all and therefore, should not be placed on the 
same board. (See attachments.) 

Christian Grover, an audiologist and also a hearing aid 
dispenser, stood in opposition to the bill. He also stated 
that the two fields are different. 

with no further opponents, the meeting was opened to a question 
and answer period from the Committee. 

Scott Secat closed by saying that you are dealing with hearing 
and hearing impairment in this bill and that they should be 
together on one board. 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS: The next meeting of the Public Health, Welfare 
and Safety will be held on Friday, February 20, 1981 at 12:30 
in Room 410 to consider Senate Bill 426. 

ADJOURN: With no further business the meeting was adjourned. 

CHAIRMAN, TOM HAGER 

eg 
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Amendments to SB l29/grey .-
S1~ikj~' -t"i{ f,AJ/IJ."',t . .l.. ,,,,,,. .. '('4 NC.~ 
~ '~e., CQNl'E~Sj,N 0'; F; line 5 and 6, 

~ e'"" Following:" lnsurance on llne 
OJ JU,&y 1,( age, . ". 

. ~ Itw) )(.f; .N, strike:", IF THE GROUP POLICY 

• 2. Page 4, line 3. 

- 3. 

- 4. 

strike: "3 YEARS" 
Insert: "1 YEAR" 

Page 5, line 19. 
Following: "termination." 
Insert: "(1)" 

Page 6, line "4. 
Following: line 3 

~ I ! Insert:" (2) A group policy delivered or issued for 
• r~ '~'M~' delivery in this state which insures employees or 
.tt"i,tfJ ""tNllfhl.f members for hospital, surgical, or major medical in-
:!." fiNI(~~".N "r surance on an expense incurred or service basis, other 
.-e:;+k "/VSftAf",tt than for specifi7 diseases or for accidental injuries 

+~A ... IN"'''.''' only, shall provlde that employees or members whose -r oJ - - insurance under the group policy would otherwise termi-
+-.~~.y~~~t- nate because of termination of employment or membership 
Li~ i$ ~Dt are entitled to continue the hospital, surgical, and 
~~. wl,A. .. J &(,.,Ju major medical insurance coverage of that group policy 
J.(~(t.AJ f ,,,,IV for themselves and their eligible dependents, subject 

!A) ,&~, to all of the group policy's terms and conditions 
~ I applicable to those forms of insurance and subject to 
_~ the following conditions: 
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(a) Continuation shall be available only to an 
employee or member who has been continuously insured 
under the group policy (and for similar benefits under 
any group policy which it replaced) during the entire 
3-month period ending with such termination. 

(b) Continuation shall not be available for a 
person who is or could be: 

(i) covered by Medicare; or 
(ii) covered by any other insured or uninsured 

arrangement which provides hospital, surgical, or 
medical coverage for individuals in a group. 

(3) An employee or member who wishes continuation 
of coverage must request such continuation in writing 
within the 31-day period following the later of: 

(a) the date of such termination, or 
(b) the date the employee is given notice of the 

right of continuation by either his employer or the 
group policyholder, but the employee or member must 
elect continuation within 31 days of the date of termi
nation . 

(4) An employee or member electing continuation 
must pay to the group policyholder or his employer, on 
a monthly basis in advance, the amount of contribution 
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required by the policyholder or employer, but not more 
than the group rate for the insurance being continued 
under the group policy on the due date of each payment. 
The employee's or member's written election of contin
uation, together with the first contribution required 
to establish contributions on a monthly basis in 
advance, must be given to the policyholder or employer 
within 31 days of the date the employee's or member's 
insurance would otherwise terminate. 

(5) continuation of insurance under the group 
policy for any person shall terminate when he fails to 
satisfy the conditions of subsection (2) (b) or, if 
earlier, at the first to occur of the following: 

(a) the date 6 months after the date the employee's 
or member's insurance under the policy would otherwise 
have terminated because of termination of employment or 
membership; 

(b) If the employee or member fails to make 
timely payment of a required contribution, the end of 
the period for which contributions were made; or 

(c) the date on which the group policy is termi
nated or, in the case of an employee, the date his 
employer terminates participation under the group 
policy. 

(6) If subsection (5) (c) applies and the coverage 
ceasing by reason of such termination is replaced by 
similar coverage under another group policy, the follow
ing shall apply: 

(a) The employee or member shall have the right 
to become covered under that other group policy for the 
balance of the period that he would have remained 
covered under the prior group policy in accordance with 
subsection (5) had a termination described in subsection 
(5) (c) not occurred. 

(b) The minimum level of benefits to be provided 
by the other group policy shall be the applicable level 
of benefits of the prior group policy reduced by any 
benefits payable under that prior group policy. 

(c) The prior group policy shall continue to 
provide benefits to the extent of its accrued liabili
ties and extensions of benefits as if the replacement 
had not occurred. 

(7) A notification of the continuation privilege 
must be included in each certificate of coverage." 

,,~,t, he./RS' Page 8, line 2 
Following: line 1 

_v~'" iC" N cCo Insert: "NEW SECTION. Section S. Other health covE\.r-
cO""IIE~t);~ age -- limitations on issuance of converted policy.llJ 
-f;tI"I~ft- W",(,~ The insurer is not required to issue a converted policy 
, flt.oviJ#' rolf covering any person if such person is or could be . 
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(1) (a) such person is covered for similar 
benefits by another individual policy; 

(b) such person is or could be covered for 
similar benefits under any arrangement of coverage for 
individuals in a group, whether insured or uninsured; 
or 

(c) similar benefits are provided for or-avail
able to such person, by reason of any state or federal 
law; and 

(2) the benefits under sources of the kind refer
red to in subsection (1) (a) for such person or benefits 
provided or available under sources of the kind refer
red to in subsections (1) (b) and (1) (c) for such person, 
together with the converted policy's benefits would 
result in a duplication of benefits_ 

NEW SECTION. Section 6. Benefit levels -- con
verted policy need be no greater than group policy. An 
insurer is not required to issue a converted policy 
providing benefits in excess of the hospital, surgical, 
or major medical insurance under the group policy from 
which conversion is made. 

NEW SECTION. Section 7. Pre-existing conditions 
-- total benefits payable first policy year. The con
verted policy may not exclude, as a pre-existing con
dition, any condition covered by the group policy. 

However, the converted policy may provide for a 
reduction of its hospital, surgical, or medical benefits 
by the amount of any such benefits payable under the 
group policy after the individual's insurance termi
nates thereunder. The converted policy may also provide 
that during the first policy year, the benefits payable 
under the converted policy, together with the benefits 
payable under the group policy, may not exceed those 
that would have been payable had the individual's 
insurance under the group policy remained in force. 

NEW SECTION. Section 8. Continued group insur
ance upon retirement -- conversion election. If 
coverage would be continued under the group policy on 
an employee or member following his retirement prior to 

he time he is or could be covered by medicare, the 
employee or member may elect, in lieu of such continu
ation of group insurance, to have the same conversion 
rights as would apply had that insurance terminated at 
retirement. 

NEW SECTION. Section 9. Medicare eligibility 
benefit reduction. The converted policy may provide 
for reduction or termination of coverage of any person 
upon his eligibility for coverage under medicare or 
nder any other state or federal law providing for 

benefits similar to those provided by the converted 
policy_ 

NEW SECTION. Section 10. Insured's family -
conversion entitlement. Subject to the conditions set 

this section, the conversion privilege is also 
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available: 
(1) to the surviving spouse, if any, at the death 

of the employee or member, with respect to the spouse 
and such children whose coverage under the group policy 
terminates by reason of such death, otherwise to each 
surviving child whose coverage under the group policy 
terminates by reason of such death, or if the group 
policy provides for continuation of dependents coverage 
following the employee's or member's death, at the end 
of such continuation; 

_ (2) to the spouse of the employee or member upon 
termination of coverage of the spouse, by reason of 
ceasing to be a qualified family member under the group 
policy, while the employee or member remains insured 
under the group policy, including such children whose 
coverage under the group policy terminates at the same 
time; or 

(3) to a child solely with respect to himself 
~, . \..1 . JO 
~ & ~ upon termination of his coverage by reason of ceasing 
I ~ ~o"""e.S to be a qualified family member under the group policy, 
':~~~;f.feJ if a conversion privilege is not otherwise provided 

==::==::::::::::::==~~a=b~ove with respect to such termination. 

I "'" eN d.Jt'\~Al1s 6. 

#,-.#~ 
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Page 8, line 2. 
Strike: "Section 5" 
Insert: "Section 11" 

Page 8, line 3. 
Following: "termination." 
Insert: "(1)" 

'f) «tove 
="'''AI,l~ts 8. Page 8, line 12. 

JJ ~ Following: line 12 
.y.c.yf r--1,;1 Insert:" (2) A group hospital or medical service plan ""ere ~,ply 0""'1 contract delivered or issued for delivery in this state 

J..o J..e .. lt!. which insures employees or members for hospital, surgi-
. cal, or major medical insurance on an expense incurred 

..; ~A ".c e_ or service basis, other than for specific diseases or 
C--/{PD/tA.. h~ for accidental injuries only, shall provide that employees 
~ ~l e C~~J or members whose insurance under the group contract would 
~~. ~ ~""d)otherwise terminate because of termination of employment 
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surgical, and major medical insurance coverage of that 
group contract for themselves and their eligible dependents, 
subject to all of the group contract's terms and condi
tions applicable to those forms of insurance and subject 
to the following conditions: 

(a) Continuation shall be available only to an 
employee or member who has been continuously insured 
under the group contract (and for similar benefits 
under any group policy or contract which it replaced) 
during the entire 3-month period ending with such 
termination . 

(b) Continuation shall not be available for a 
person who is or could be: 

-4-



(i) covered by Medicarei or 
(ii) covered by any other insured or uninsured 

arrangement which provides hospital, surgical, or 
medical coverage for individuals in a group. 

(3) An employee or member who wishes continu,ation 
of coverage must request such continuation in writing 
within the 3l-day period following the later of: 

(a) the date of such termination, or 
(b) the date the employee is given notice of the 

right of continuation by either his employer or the 
group contractholder, but the employee or member must 
elect continuation within 31 days of the date of termi
nation. 

(4) An employee or member electing continuation 
must pay to the group policyholder or his employer, OL 
a monthly basis in advance, the amount of contribution 
required by the contractholder or employer, but not 
more than the group rate for the insurance being con
tinued under the group policy on the due date of each 
payment. The employee's or member's written election of 
continuation, together with the first contribution 
required to establish contributions on a monthly basis 
in advance, must be given to the contractholder or 
employer within 31 days of the date the employee's or 
member's insurance would otherwise terminate. 

(5) Continuation of insurance under the group 
policy for any person shall terminate when he fails to 
satisfy the conditions of subsection (2) (b) or, if 
earlier, at the first to occur of the following: 

(a) the date 6 months after the date the employee's 
or member's insurance under the contract would otherwise 
have terminated because of termination of employment or 
membershipi 

(b) If the employee or member fails to make 
timely payment of a required contribution, the end of 
the period for which contributions were made; or 

(c) the date on which the group contract is 
terminated or, in the case of an employee, the date his 
employer terminates participation under the group 
contract. 

(6) If subsection (5) (c) applies and the coverage 
ceasing by reason of such termination is replaced by 
similar coverage under another group policy or contract, 
the following shall apply: 

(a) The employee or member shall have the right 
to become covered under that other group policy or 
contract for the balance of the period that he would 
have remained covered under the prior group contract iN 
accordance with subsection (5) had a termination described 
in subsection (5) (c) not occurred. 

(b) The minimum level of benefits to be provided 
by the other group policy or contract shall be the appli
cable level of benefits of the prior group contract 
reduced by any benefits payable under that prior group 
contract. 

-5-



(c) The prior group contract shall continue to 
provide benefits to the extent of its accrued liabili
ties and extensions of benefits as if the replacement 
had not occurred. 

(7) A notification of the continuation privilege 
must be included in each certificate of coverage. 

9. Page 8, line 13. 
Following: line 12 
Insert: "NEW SE2TION. section 12. _ Other health cover
age -- limitations on issuance of converted policy. 
The health service corporation is not required to issue 
a converted policy covering any person if such person 
is or could be covered by medicare. Furthermore, the 
health service corporation is not required to issue a 
converted policy covering any person if: 

(1) (a) such person is covered for similar 
benefits by another individual policy; 

(b) such person is or could be covered for 
similar benefits under any arrangement of coverage for 
individuals in a group, whether insured or uninsured; 
or 

(c) similar benefits are provided for or avail
able to such person, by reason of any state or federal 
law; and 

(2) the benefits under sources of the 
kind referred to in subsection (1) (a) for 
such person or benefits provided or available 
under sources of the kind referred to in 
subsections (1) (b) and (1) (c) for such person, 
together with the converted policy's benefits 
would result in a duplication of benefits. . 

NEW SECTION. Section\~. Benefit levels -
converted policy need be no greater than group 
policy. A health service: corporation is not required 
to issue a converted policy providing benefits in 
excess of the hospital, surgical, or major medical 
insurance under the group policy from which conversion 
is made. -

NEW SECTION. Section 14. Pre-existing conditions 
total benefits payable first policy year. The 

converted contract may not exclude, as a pre
existing condition, any condition covered by the 
group contract. 

However, the converted contract may provide 
for a reduction of its hospital, surgical, or 
medical benefits by the amount of any such benefits 
payable under the group policy after the individual's 
insurance terminates thereunder. The converted 
policy may also provide that during the first 
policy year, the benefits payable under the converted 
policy, together with the benefits payable under 
the group policy, may not exceed those that would 
have been payable had the individual's insurance 
under the group policy remained in force. 

-6-



NEW SECTION. Section 15. Continued group insur
ance upon retirement -- conversion election. If 
coverage would be continued under the group contract. on 
an employee or member following his retirement prior 
to the time he is or could be covered by medicare, the 
employee or member may elect, in lieu of such continu
ation of group insurance, to have the same conversion 
rights as would apply had that insurance terminated at 
retirement. . 

NEW SECTION. Section 16. Medicare eligibility -
benefit reduction. The converted policy may provide 
for reduction or termination of coverage of any person 
upon his eligibility for coverage under medicare or 
under any other state or federal law providing for 
benefits similar to those provided by the converted 
policy. 

NEW SECTION. Section 17. Insured's family -
conversion entitlement. Subject to the conditions set 
forth in this section, the conversion privilege is also 
available: 

(1) to the surviving spouse, if any, at the 
death of the employee or member, with respect to the 
spouse and such children whose coverage under the group 
policy terminates by reason of 'such death, otherwise to 
each surviving child whose coverage under the group 
policy terminates by reason of such death, or if the 
group policy provid es for continuation of dependents 
coverage following the employee's or member's death, at 
the end of such continuation; 

(2) to the spouse of the employee or member upon 
termination of coverage of the spouse, by reason of 
ceasing to be a qualified family member under the group 
policy, while the employee or member remains insured 
under the group policy, including such children whose 
coverage under the group policy terminates at the same 
time; or 

(3) to a child solely with respect to himself upon 
termination of his coverage by reason of ceasing to be 
a qualified family member under the group policy, if a 
conversion privilege is not otherwise provided above 
with respect to such termination. 

Renumber: all subsequent sections 

-7-. 
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Page 10, line 2 and 3 
Following: "3" on line 2 
strike: "," on line 2 

and "4, AND 5" on line 3 
Insert: "through 10" 

Page 10, line 5. 
Following: "3" 
Strike: ", 4, AND 5" 
Insert: "through 10" 

Page 10, line 6. 
Following: "Sections" 
Strike: "5 AND 6" 
Insert: "11 thro~gh 18" 

13. Page 10, line 9. 
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Following: "sections" 
Strike: "5 and 6" 
Insert: "11 through 18" 

-END-
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INTRODUCED BY TURNAGE, NORMAN 

S8 0129/grey 

4 A 9ILL FOR AN ACT ENTITLED: "AN ACT REGULATING CONVERSIONS 

5 OF GROUP LIFE INSURANCE ANI, GROUP DISABILITY INSURANCE AND 

6 PROVIDING FOR CONTINUATIO!'! or GROUP COVERAGE UNDER CERTAIN 

7 CIRCUMSTANCES; AMENDING SEC'IONS 33-20-1209 AND 33-20-1210, 

8 MCA; AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTJVE DATE.n 

9 

10 BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLA1URE OF THE STATE OF MONTANA: 

11 Section 1. Section 33-20-1209, MeA, is amended to 

12 read: 

13 "33-20-1209. Conversion on termination of eligibility. 

14 111 The group 1 ife insurance policy shall contain a 

15 provision that if the insurance or any portion of it on a 

16 person covered under the policy ceases because of 

17 termination of employment or of membership in the class or 

IS classes eligible for _cove~age under the policy, such person 

19 shall be entitled to have issued to him by the insurer, 

20 without evidence of insurability, an individual policy of 

22 b~ftef+t~, provided application for the individual policy 

23 shall be made and the first premium ~o+ci =~~~~~~ fAID to 

24 the insurer ";4 i th i n 31 days after "5tleh-t-e1"mTf'lOh6R tU~:i:t±:!1 
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1 :t.h~::±n~t1.r.!:!1~-ri~bt::ci~nrut!!:~inn~n~::!l::n~n~a±n~~n=gf 

2 ~~~L~~~' and provided further that: 

3 t~tlal the individual policy shally at the option of 

4 such person. be on anyone of the forms, exeept ~lugln~ 

5 t.u:t-"-n.o:l_llmlted:t.o term insurance, IE THE GI:UH.lL-E!1LliLSD 

6 £RQYI~~ then customarily issued by the insurer et-~he--09e 

7 ~nd-~or-the-~mo~nt-eppf~eci-~or AI-IH£~E~~R-IHF A~DllNI 

8 Afnl.EIL.E!B .aoD_s.b~lL2ffr.[~n~fl.:t.s-.aLl!:!2.s.L.e.aua) to thQ~ 

9 und.eL_~~-QLQU~_~QY~~; 

10 trti21 the individual pol icy shall~_at~~~utiQo Qf 

11 :thE-ln~.e~ be in an amount not in excess of the amount of 

12 1 ife insurance which ceases because of such termination, 

13 ~~~~-the-emo~nt-ef-onr-f~f~-+n~~roMee-for-wh+eh-~~eh--per~o~ 

14 +5--~r--oeeo~e~-ef+~+bfe-~no~r-enr-otft~r-~rotlp-pef+ei-n+tn+n 

15 3~-de~~-efter-~~eh-term+net+onT LESS Itlt_AMQllNI-DE-A~LlFF 

16 lli.sUS.~C.=_EQR_-1!tilC.l:LS.UrJ:LE.ERs.m~L.l.S-.ltlSl!RElLU1:i D ERA NY Olli£E 

11 !ZR!lL! E. P Q L I C .. LJilI!:Ur:L.ll_QAI..S.-AEllR-S.!J!:tLI.EB1:U.~AIlQth pro v i d ed 

18 that any amount of insurance which shall have matured on or 

19 before the date of such termination as an endowment payable 

20 to the person insured, whether in one sum or in installments 

21 or in the form of an 2nnuity, shall not, for the purposes of 

22 this proviSion, be included in the amount which is 

23 considered to cease because of such termination; and 

24 t3t~ the premium on the individual pol icy shall be 

25 at the insurer's then customary rate applicable to the form 

-2- 5B 129 
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1 ene-~m6~nt-of-the-~ft6T¥+d~a~-po~TeYT-~o-tne-eTa55-ef-rTsk-to 

2 ~hTe~--~~eh--per~en-then-oe~on9~T-~nri-to-h+~-ege-ett~+nee-on 

3 the-~ffeetT¥e-rie~~ nthe~=~~~b~~=~f=~~=~~~=:ntt=~~~n± 

4 EQR~_AN~AMQUNI_Q£_~E-ItlDlYrnUAL_fQll~Y~Ill--Itlf--'L!~--Df 

5 R15K In Wtil~~U~~f~SQ~-IH~~Q~GS3-AN~_H1S-A~ 

6 AIIAl~Q~N-ItiE-E£=£(II~f-RAIE of the individual policy_ 

7 lZ1--HLih_ih~_~QD~~~~f-~_emQlQY~~~QO~QY~L~ 

B Ull~~L_3-2LQUP-11~_lnsUL~~~-2Ql~Y-l~~~t2-all~~¥~QL 

9 ~Q_~h.~ ~LUS~~Qf_a-fYllO~~~lisheQ_b¥_~~mo~[ uod~ 

Ie n-20-11Jll_.Jn~v CO)t i Due hi .s.-..C.QYBL~--1.ill.dar:.-:t..h~ Q[QUP P~~ 

11 M±-=r-:t~~Sln.= :2f==h±~=.!l~~~:in~==~td:~:nt.::~=:£~ 

12 illl8.~~!:ilS F t1E.l.Q.!t1fNL~QllUlrlS.IA~iUW2 ~!1u~~l..QLL-.Qf_~~ 

13 ~Du12L~QrK~beQul~~Q-1~~~n __ ~be_~iDlmum--DYmu~L-_Qf 

14 bDurS __ L~~lllL~_~QL-£ll~lhllli~f2L-D~~~blp~-Ib~~lum 

15 ~~~~d-1~_~_~u~n~coveraQ~ball-~ __ e~ual __ ~~a1 

16 char0~D--2tb~m~m~_~~~rQuo. SU~_P~~~~~Lage 

1 7 .un.d~L:t he nnll.!.!L-ll.ill __ ~~-1.f~_..sut2.s..eQu.e.nllL.-.h.e.c.Q..l!l.e.s 

18 ~ll~llll~ ~od--h~==~~~~EQB ~Q~~_u~~~er grou~ 

1 9 ~ 1 .i c y ~~2!J.~!lf~I!1P.lQY~nLcl.sglill:.;!.ua II 

20 Section 2. Section 33-20-1210, MeA, is amended to 

21 read: 

22 "33-20-1210. Conversion on termination of policy_ The 

23 group 1 ife insurance pol icy shall contain a prOVision that 

24 if the group policy terrnina~es or is a~ended so as to 

25 terminate the insurance of any class of insured persons, 

-3- SB 129 
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1 every person insured thereunder at the date of such 

2 ter~ination whose insurance terminates and who has been so 

3 insured for at least 5-7ee~~ ~~ ~~ARS prior to such 

4 termindtion date shall be entitled to have issued to him by 

5 the insurer an individual policy of life insurance, ~nbjeet 

same conditions and limitations as are provided by 

8 33-20-1209, except that the group policy m~y ~h~tt ~AY 

9 provide that the amount of such individual policy ~R~~~ ~AY 

11 

12 person's life insurance protection ceasing because of the 

13 termination or amendment of th~group policYT--+e~~--the 

17 te~~~net~on~-~nd, LESS ItlE-AHQUNI OF ANY lIE~-1NSURAN[E __ EQR 

16 ~tll.~tL-HL-lS OR -f.~Q.Mf2 __ fl.llil!2.L.L_UNll~_ANL~!.J.£ POLICY 

1 9 1~ll.ED.~R-REl.NSIAIEL.I!LIJjL~~-.IlE-AllilI1::iE1L--I.H5.!lli~!ill..I:I~ 

21 

22 
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1 bee~~~e--of-h+~-e~pttyment-+n-tne-~~o~~-~~eft-be-~fl~~~ted-to 

2 hove-+~~nerl-to-h+~--t1--the--+n~~~erT--w+tho~t--eY+denee--of 

3 +n~~reb+t+tYT--~r.--+rrl+v+d~ct-pot+ey-of-d+~eb+f+ty-+~~~ronee 

4 eOY~~Tn~--h+e~etf--erd--h+~--depenoent~--or--fem+ty--me~be~5 

5 eevered-~nder-the-9r~npT-proY+ded+ 

6 iTt--epp~+eet+or--for-the-+nd+y+e~ot-pet+ey-+~-~ooe-o~ci 

7 the-~+r~t-pr~m+ttm-te~dered-te-tfte--+n~tt~er--w+tft+n--3T--00Y5 

B ~fte~--wr+tten--not+~e--by-~he-+n~tt~e~-te-the-+n~ttred-of-th~ 

9 +n5ttree~~-~+~ht-to-eo~ver~+on-of--eoveFe~e--efld--of--pend+n9 

10 t~rm+n~t+on~-ond 

11 trt--the--+nci+y+dttot--pot+ey--~h~tt--~ffer--benef+t~-et 

12 t~c~~-eqttet-~o-the~e-~neer-the-~rotl~-eoyer~~e-term+neted--bt 

13 t~e-d+~bend+n~~-ond 

14 t3t--t~~--p~~m+~m--en-the-+nd+v+dtlet-pot+ey-~hett-be-et 

15 th~-+"~erer~~-then-ett~tom~ry-re~e~-oppt+eebte-to-the-9retlp~~ 

16 e~+~t+n9-emo~nt-of-+nd+v+dtt~t-pet+ey-ond-th~-eto5~--of--~+~k 

17 of-tne-per~on-+n~ered-ttnd~r-the-9rett~T 

18 NE~ SECTI~ti~ Section 3. Continuing group coverage 

19 after termination. A person covered by a group disability 

20 insurance policy issued DE--REll~Ell-AEIER~D~ER-11-12Bl 

21 under 33-22-501(1) may? EDR-A_££Rl~E-Qa=-YEAE~ with the 

22 cons~nt of the employer or the trustees? continue coverage 

23 under group disability policy 

24 q~otTfy+n9--~~ptoym~ftt--or after reducing his regular work 

25 schedule to less than the minimum time required to qualify 
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1 for membershio in the group, and the premium charged him 

2 shall be equal to that charged other members of the group of 

3 the same risk class. 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

IS 

16 

11 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

hE~=5EETta~I 5ee~+on-5T--conver~+on-oft-t~rm+ne~+en--of 

~roap--eeftt~ee~T---t%t--~--~r6~p-ho~~+tof-6~-m~d+ee+-~erv+ee 

pton-e~~t~~et-+n-~ff~e~--bT--o--heot~h--~~rv+e~--eo~poret+en 

~f~er--~~tY--%T--~9&%T-~hotf-eente+n-o-prov+~+on-tnet-+f-~~~ 

cevera~e-en~er-the-eentreet-eeo~e~-beeo~~e-ef-d+5eenfi+n;--of 

the--9r~apT-eeeh-per~on-eovered-bee~~5e-e~-h+~-e~pfoym~ft~-+ft 

+~~~r~o+T+~TT-~~-+nd+v+daef-ho~p+t~t-~r-~~~+eef-~er¥+ee-~feft 

eontr~e~-e~~~r+n~--h+~~etf--end--h+~--d~~endeftt5--or--fe~+tT 

~e~e~r~--eoveree--~n~er--tne-~ro~~T-~rov+~~d-e~?f+eo~+on-Tor 

the-+nd+v+daet--eon~r~e~--+~--~e~e--ond--the--f+r~t--~rem+a~ 

tend~red--te--th~--fteofth-~erv+ee-eer~o~o~+en-~+th+n-3%-de1~ 

ofter-w~+tten-not+e~by-~he-+n~~rer-~e-tne--+n5~~ed--ef--the 

t~t--~he--+nd+v+daet--eon~reet--ehell--prov+de-ben~f+t5 

e~a~t-to-thoee-ander-the-~roap-eentroe~--ter~+noted--b7--the 

d+~bend+n~T 

t3t~-The-p~~m+~r.-on-the-+n~+~+d~~t-eon~ree~-~hett-ee-et 

~he--+n~arer£~--then--e~~t~~ery-ret~~-epptTeobte-to-the-f~r~ 

end-the-eme~nt-of-the-+nd+v+dae~-~~ntr~et-end-the--ete~~--of 

r+~k--of--the--p~r~on--eovered--bat--+n-no-e~~e-more-~~dn-5~ 
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3 N~SfCIIC~_-S~lUN-~~_LQtlY£RSIDN __ QN-IERMI~AIIDN DE 

4 lll.Gl.5.ll.lIY.s.--l.lLA_G.B.mlLlll.SAfiI LII.Y_ll1SllRANC.E.-fill.l..C.Ll..S..5..U.EO 

5 QfLB.ENEUE1LA.EIER-lli.:I!lB.EfL_l.s..-.J.2~L.~tlA.LLL.QMIAl1:LA- P BO Y I S I!lli 

10 UNnfR __ -IHE---EQLlCY~llR __ AS_-A_-R£.sULI __ D£ __ tlI.s_~£LQYER 

11 I2.ls.cUNIINUltf.G.-1:jILaunlli:S s , s UC H_f..ffiS~tlAl.u. __ £RJJ.tlQ.Ell-liE 

12 HA.s. __ flEfN--1N.5UB.ED EnR-A_ffBl.QrLQEJtlR.EEJjQtlllih~L.E1illi.L£D 

13 IQ_tlAYf_LSSUFD TD_tll~frY_lti£_I~.sUBER~_~lItiQUI __ EYlll~C£ __ QE 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

M£ll~£gS~_-fRQYl~_AffLl..C.AIIQN--EDR--ItlE __ lNUlYlnllAL-£QLlCY 

.s~A.L.L_~MADE-A~D-IHE_EIR.sI-£REMIUM-IfMll£R.E.~IQ_ItlE--IU.sURfR 

tllItl~_~~_nA~AEIEB_IHf_IfRMlNAIlDN_OE-~RQUL~~~RAG£~ 

!Z1-_ItlE_-INDlYlnUAL-fUL1~SHAL~AI-Itl.E-D£ILQH-DE-ItlE 

INS VI<£O 
I~~UBEB1-~_QN_A~Y-llE-IHf_EQRMS_IH~CUSIDMARILY __ lSSUED--QY 

ItlE--IN.sUR=R--ID_l~UlYIQUAL-fllLlCYtlQ.LQEE.s~IItl_ItlE ~XCf£IIQ~ 
~\o-, R:r#7.u-L-~~ ;-r.........,- AT pl;CAYiXS 5I.c«J eu1dLck- o? '1ao.iJ )'f'4£--r£,. 

QE __ lliQ.s.E __ EDLrrlE..S7'f~~ £Sa _r:UEl.:!ttlIL-1.L_llfttRtUhJ::IZ_frY: 
;"\\1\"-. ,:)~.j}~'\~, ~(~ 

~EEUdAIllHUiHU IJ!!=tOMM:IDL:Effil:Ih J 

!J1-_ItlE __ fR~MIUM __ Q~JtiE_lHQLYI~UA.L_fQL1~~A.L.L~~ 

I~~_l~SU&£~~~-IHE~'~IQ~tBY-BAIf_A£e.LICA~Lf_IQ_ItlE-'QY£EAGE 
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1 QLItlf-l~Ol~I.QUAL~QLl~ 

2 N£~S£CIIQN~ Section 5. Continuing group coverage 

3 after termination. A person covered by a group hospital or 

4 medical service plan contract. issued QR-RENfHEll by a health 

5 service corporation after ~ttTY QCIOfi=E 1, 1981. may. EUR--A 

6 £fRIDD--D£ __ Q~E-YEAB with the consent of the employer or the 

7 trustees, continue coverage under the group contract ~f~e~ 

8 ~erm+ne~+n~--h+~-~ttoT+f1+n9-em~to1ment-or after reducing his 

9 regular work schedule to less than the minimum ~ime required 

10 to qualify for membership in the group. and the premium 

11 charged him shall be equal to that charged the members of 

12 the group. 

13 Nf~£CIlQ~ Section 6. Conversion on termination of 

14 eligibility. The group hospital or medical service plan 

15 contract +n-effeet lSSUfO-DR-Bf~H£Q by a health service 

16 corporation after dttT1 llCIQ5fR 1, 1981. shall contain a 

17 proviSion that if the insurance or any portion of it on a 

18 person, his dependents, or family members covered under the 

19 policy ceases because of termin3~ion of his employment or of 

20 his membership in the class or classes eligible for coverage 

21 under the policy OR AS A R£5ULI_QE-bM_EMfLQYER-ULSCD~IINll1N£ 

22 t!IS_~!J..s.~N~S, such person shall~£B!l~laf[L-1:1LjjAS_aE~ 

23 1~.s.URf~EQB_A_ffRIQD-DE-~_MilNIH~ be entitled to have issued 

24 to him by the insurer, without evidence of insurability. an 

25 individual policy of hospital or medical service insurance 
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1 on himsalf, his dependents, or family members, provided 

2 application for the individual policy shall be made and the 

3 first oremium tendered to the insurer within 31 days after 

6 group cov~rage. 

7 (1) Th~ individual pol icy shall, at the option of ~~eh 

8 per~~n ItlE_LNSUE£B, be on any of the forms th~n customarily 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

11 

issued by the i nsurer TIL.lG.Q.lYI.QllAl_eJlLl.CXtill.L.QERL-.HlltLJti~ 
~jues c..JuCt-r ~~~ i~e 7U4T ~jJl '~75 s~ eoc.d£,c£ CJloC ::4 vc-v 1tl24c..rit 

ElCfrIl~ ___ ~EJliQSEk~f=ftl~I~IIY=15=D:I~~IHf~Y liklE~ 

AFEl:lllll.Q~L=::Hl:E:! A ~BIl:Ql:lAR =fltl:JX!, bod sliall uffer 

"' 

t3tiZl The premium on the individual p~licy shall be 

13 at the insurer' 5 then customary rate app1 i cabl e t:p_t:he-:-~t.het" 

19 member~--~f--t:ne--9r~up--end the coverage of the individual 

20 policy. 

21 Section 7. Severability. If a part of this act is 

22 invalid, all valid parts that are severable from the invalid 

23 part remain in effect. If a part of this act is invalid in 

24 one or more of its applications, the part remains in effect 
. 

25 in all valid ap~lications that are severable from the 
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1 invalid applications. 

2 Section 6. Codification instruction. (1) Sections 3~ 

3 n~d 4~_~D-2 are intended to be codified as integral parts 

4 of Title 33, chapter 22, part 5, and previsions of Title 33, 

5 chapter 22, apply to sections 3~ end 4~AND-2. 

6 (2) Sections 5-~hrott~~-T 2-AtlQ_2 are intended to be 

7 codified as integral parts of Title 33, chapter 30, part 10, 

8 and provisions of ~+t;e--33T-ehopte~-~rT-a"d-of Title 33, 

9 chapter 30, apply to sections 5-thrott~h-T 2-AN~. 

10 Section 9. Effective date. This act is effective July 

11 1, 1981~ 

-End-
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SENATE BILL 388 

Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Public Health Committee: 

My name is James Peterson. I am a registered sanitarian and a member of 
the Board of Sanitarians. It is on behalf of the board that I am presenting 
these remarks in opposition to Senate Bill 388. 

The Montana Board of Sanitarians came into existence in 1959 for the purpose 
of protecting public health by: 

1. Determining the demands of the sanitarian profession and then developing 
and enforcing minimum standards for sanitarian registration. 

2. Using appropriate methods and examinations to determine whether applicants 
meet those standards. 

3.' Authorizing the issue of a registration license, suspending or revoking 
licenses, and annually renewing licenses of registered sanitarians: 

- The Board of Sanitarians has followed these procedures since 1959 as the 
registered sanitarian's responsibilities have grown to the highly complex and 
technical world of today. The Board of Sanitarians believes that nmoJ, Plore than 
ever before, sanitarians must have specific qualifications, must exhibit their 
basic competency through application review, and testing and must perform as a 
professional on the job. 

We can see no benefit to the citizens of Montana, to the businesses and 
industry with whom the sanitarian works, nor to the employing industries or 
governmental agencies to remove all requirements, to remove all qualifications, 
and to permit anyone - anyone at all - to assume the legal authorities and 
responsibilities of a sanitarian. We believe the reduction in public health 
protection would be unacceptable to all. 

Considering items of special interest determined by the Board of Sanitarians, 
the registred sanitarians themselves, and the Legislative Audit review, we would 
like to offer the following. The page numbers after each item refer to pages in 
the audit report. 



COMMENTS REGARDING THE SUNSET'REVIEW 
OF THE BOARD OF SANITARIANS 

1. Pre-employment Examination and Probationary Certification (Page 10 & 13) 

HB 685 would eliminate this procedure. Prospective sanitarians 
would be required to pass the full professional registration 
examination before employment. 

2. Pass-fail Ratio (Page 11) 

The academic requirements necessary before an application for 
registration can be made effectively eliminates most individuals 
who would fail the examination--thus, the pass percentage seems 
high. 

3. Exemptions to Registration (Page 15 & 16) 

A. Academic activities -

Persons qualified to teach at the college and university 
level are already academically qualified and are not 
actually performing as sanitarians. 

B. Sanitary engineers, public health engineers, registered 
engineers, etc. 

Persons graduating as engineers have qualifications for 
their profession and have their own registration procedures. 
These persons do not usually perform as sanitarians but 
deal with a limited area. 

C. Public Health Officers 

50-2-116 MeA requires a health officer to be a physician or 
a person with a master's degree in public health or equivalent 
thus these persons more than meet academic requirements. 
They also don't perform as sanitarians. 

D. Federal employees 

These individuals are qualified by other standards and do 
not perform as sanitarians. 

4. Oep3.rtment of Health Authority (PClge 17) 

Although the department \'iOrks very closely "lith sanitarians on 
the day-to-day applications of rules and laws, it has no authority 
to register the profession. 

Also, the department does not \'Jant the assignment and feels peer 
.review is better. 



~mments regarding the Sunset Review 
of the Board of Sanitarians 

page 2 

5. Conflict with the Department of Health (Page 20) 

The problem developed when the state instituted its new classification 
system. The Department placed two persons in the sanitarian classi
fication even though one managed the confined feed-lot program 
and the other \'Jas a soils scientist. 

Because they had the title "sanitarian" the Board had no choice 
but to request registration. 

The problem has been resolved by proper job classification 
procedures. 

6. lack of Complaints to the Board 

The board is charged with establishing qualifications, testing 
applicants and issuing registration certificates. It can only 
take disciplinary action for specific causes listed in 
HB 685 (Page 9). 

Only limited complaints concerning these causes have been brought to 
the boards attention. 

Other complaints, dealing \'Jith the sanitaria-n's application of laws 
and rules are the responsibility of the Department of Health and 
the local health agency. Only if the problems relate to incompetence, 
misconduct, gross negligence etc. \'lOuld the board become involved. 

7. Department of Health Authority (Page 22) 

Discussed under item 4. 

8. Educational Requirements (Page 22 & 23) 

HB 685 amends the educational requirements to bring the relationship 
of academic background and the requirements of the job into direct 
focus. Montana State University currently has 15 persons in the 
environmental health degree program. 

10. Standards of Conduct (Page 24) 

-The Board of Sanitarians plans to adopt standards through its rule
making aut!1or-ity. 
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11. Continuing Education (Page 24) 

The Board of Sanitarians plans to institute a continuing education 
component. 

The actual requirements will be developed through an action 
committee of field sanitarians and with the participation of the 
Montana Environmental Health Association. 

Senate Bill 386 provides the authorization for continuing education. 

In conclusion, the Board of Sanitarians recommends the committee vote against 
Senate Bill 388. The points just raised, together with other testimony you will 
receive, indicates broad-based support. The industry we work with, the county 
com'11issioners who hire most of our profession, the local boards of health and 
health officer for whom we work, and the members of the profession themselves 
are all opposed to Senate Bill 388. 

We respectfully urge you to cast your vote with these concerned people and 
protect public health in Montana by voting against Senate Bill 388. 

Thank you. 
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Testimony on SB 388 

By: Peter M. Frazier, R.S. 

Mr. Chairman and committee members, my name is Pete Frazier. I 

am a Registered Sanitarian and currently the President of the Montana 

Environmental Health Association, which represents a majority of the 

more than one hundred (100) registered sanitarians throughout the 

State of Montana. For the past ten (10) years I have been employed with 

the City-County Health Department in Great Falls and currently hold the 

position of Environmental Health Coordinator for that Department. On 

behalf of thp Montana Environmental Health Association I appreciate the 

opportunity to testify on SB 388. 

Currently there are sixty four (64) registered sanitarians working 

at the local level in 30 health jurisdictions covering all 56 counties 

throughout Montana. In addition there are" a number of registered 

sanitarians working in the private sector of various chain stores, land 

developers, etc., as well as several registered sanitarians working for 

the State Health Department. 

I believe it is important to briefly explain exactly what a Sani

tarian is and what he does, since the 'term' sanitarian has little 

meaning to the average citizen, yet every day the services the registered 

sanitarian performs greatly influences the health and well-being of each 

and every citizen in Montana. The Registered Sanitarian occupies a 

most important and unique position in the work of public health protection. 

He is the first line professional, usually a multi-discipline generalist) 

who carries the tremendous responsibility as primary inspection, evaluator, 

advisor, educator and enforcer in public health prevention and correction 

matters. The propriety of his actions is critical to the development 

and maintenance of a healthful and safe environment. 
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The food we eat, the water we drink, and the schools our children attend are 

all inspected for compliance with Montana Public Health Regulations by 

the registered sanitarian. In addition motels, hotels, trailer courts, 

and swimming pools are inspected by registered sanitarians for the pro-

tection of the public health. 

The Sanitarian has long been considered a responsible professional 

bv tne Montana Legislature. Many laws, including those dealing with 

food, public accommodations, and trailer courts specifically name sani-

tarians as the persons to carry out the provisions of the law. It seems 

a re~sonable assumption that the lawmakers believed that registration 

requirements qualified and justified the specific inclusion of the 

sanitarian in these laws. 

Because the Sanitarian's activities are essential to the preservation 

of high quality health, it is essential the sanitarian be well qualified. 

A Registered Sanitarian is much more then a robot, who by rote reads 

regulations, mechanically marks a form, and walks away. He is a pro-

fessional who must be properly educated and qualified in order to make 

educated decisions concerning public health matters. Unqualified 

individuals making wrong decisions, or no decisions would be extremely 

costly to a business or individual and, in turn, to the consumer. The 

sanitarian at the local level is the right hand of local government in 

most matters of public health. 
I 

Through the saTIitarians actions or 

inactions legal indemnities may occur against local or state government. 

Unqualified sanitarians in the field may significantly increase such 

actions and thus affect the cost of service to the public, as well as 

jeopardize public health. 
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Because of what I have just discussed, it is the feeling of all 

the sanitarians throughout Montana as well as a number of Boards of 

County Commissioners, several of the industries that are inspected by 

sanitarians, and several attorneys, land surveyors and soil scientists 

that the Board of Sanitarians is imperative. Registration of Sanitarians 

is the simplest and most effective method to assure the availability 

of qualified, competent individuals to deal with the complex problems 

associated with food, water, housing, and land sanitation. The educa

tional requirements to be a Registered Sanitarian are necessary for a 

basic knowledge that is needed by a sanitarian in order that the indivi

dual can make intelligent and valid evaluations of conditions which have 

the potential of causing disease. Such quality evaluation is a necessary 

precursor to the formulation of recommendations which will prove effective 

in alleviating conditions detrimental to public health. The educational 

requirements are also necessary in order for the sanitarian to understand 

and interpret to the public the reasoning behind public health laws and 

regulations. 

The Board of Sanitarians is not a State agency but rather is an 

independent board attached to the Department of Professional and Occupa

tional Licensing for Administrative purpose only. The total budget for 

the Board of Sanitarians for fiscal year 1980 was $2,784. None of this 

budget came from public tax monies. The Board is totally self-sufficient, 

operating entirely on testing and license fees from members of the 

sanitarian profession. 
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There have bpen comments made in the past that should there be 

no Board of Sanitarians that the registration of sanitarians would 

automatically be performed by the State Department of Health and 

Environmental Sciences. However, this is not true. The State Depart

ment of Health and Environmental Sciences has no legal authority to 

perform this function. Without the Board of Sanitarians there will be 

no sanitarian registration within the State of Montana and, thus, no 

control over who provides these extremely important prevettativepublic 

health services, with regard to the individual's knowledge qualifications 

and competance. I, therefore, urge this committee to kill SB 388. The 

Montana Environmental Health Association believes that only qualified 

and Registered Sanitarians should be entrusted with the protection of 

public health in the areas of their responsibility. To place the health 

and safety in the hands of anyone less qualified would be retrogressive 

and not in the best interest of the c5tizens of Montana. 

I have provided to each of you an inventory list of letters con

cerning the need for a Board of Sanitarians, from a wide range of 

individuals and professionals, including Board of County COITmissioners, 

Cities, Doctors, a Legislator, Planning Boards, Local Boards of Health, 

Lawyers, Engineers, Surveyors, Food Service and Hotel-Motel Operators, 

the Local Health Officers Association, and others. In addition, I have 

provided to the Chairman of this committee copies of all letters submitted 

to the Legislative Audit Committee and recent letters of support, should 

you desire to review them. 

Should you have any questions I would be happy to answer them. 

Thank you. 



Inventory Letters Supporting Need for Board of Sanitarians 

County Commissioners 

Big Horn 
Broadwater 
Hill 
Jefferson 
Judith Basin 
Madison 
Petroleum 
Toole 
Valley 
Lake 
Cascade 

Cities 

Billings 
Lewistown 

Medical Doctors 

Robert C. Arfman, M.D. 
Robert R. Whiting, Jr., M.D. 

Legislator 

Rep. Gene Frater, House Dist. #IO,Billings, Mt. 

Planning Boards 

Judith Basin City-County Planning Board 

Boards of Health 

Butte Silver Bow 
Big Horn County Health Board 
Missoula City-County Board of Health 
Cascade City-County Board of Health 

Attorneys 

William A. Spoja, Jr., Lewistown 
Law offices of Church ,Harris ,Johnson & Williams, Great Falls, Mt. 



Professicn3.l Individuals & Businesses 

James L. Hahn, Land Surveyor 
Donald M. Erb, Soil Scientist 
Tom Astle, Jr., Land Surveyor 
Sage Engineers & Land Planners, Inc. 
Sanderson, Stewart, Gaston Engineering, Inc. 
Treftz & Associates, Land Surveyors & Engineers 

Industry & Establishment Operators 
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Curtis D. Langendorff, Chairman, Great Falls Food Service Assoc. 
Kenneth E. Hickel, Owner, Ponderosa Inn, Billings 
F. Jack Anderson, V.Pres. & General Manager, Northern Hotel, Billings 
Klaus H. Schuhbauer, Owner, Trail Dust Inn, Billings 
Ron Anderson, R.S. and William Robinson, R.S., Industry Sanitarians, 

Buttreys, Great Falls, Montana 

State Department of Health & Environmental Sciences 

John W. Bartlett, Deputy Director 

Association 

Montana Local Health Officers' Assoc. 
David A. Feffer, Chairman 



Testimony provided at Legislative Audit Committee Hearing 

Gary Lee Watt, R.S. 
James M. Peterson, R.S. 
Lawrence Wallace, R.S. 

Individuals' Letters 

Bill DeCou, R.S., Missoula 
Malcolm D. Winter, M.D., Custer Co. Hlth. Officer, Miles City 
Stephen Hamann, R.S., Miles City 
Larry D. Mitchell, R.S., Helena 
Sue Cozzans, R.S., Billings 
Gary Bradshaw, R.S., Billings 
Louis Ladas, R.S., Billings 
Ted Kylander, R.S., Billings 
James U. Neely, R.S., Billings 
Don McLean, R.S., Butte 
Edward Grove, R.S., Sidney 
Kenneth B. Read, R.S., Missoula 
Pete Frazier, R.S., Great Falls 
Samuel R. Kalafat, R.S., Great Falls 
Paul J. Gans, Health Officer, Lewistown 
Robert Childers, R.S., Lewistown 
Steven Isaacson, R.S., Lewistown 
Duane L. Robertson, R.S., Helena 
John C. Geach, R.S., Helena 
James E. Leiter, R.S., Helena 
Vic R. Andersen, R.S., Helena 
Jerry Cormier, R.S., Billings 
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BOARD OF HEALTH PHONE .,.",.r.700 

EXT S:iO COUNTY CO __ MI.SI0NER 

MA.YOR 
aUP£FfINTENO£NT CITY SCHOOLS 
JlltEPRf"SENTATIY'£ MEOIr:"L SOC'J"TY 

RE"'RESENTATrVE DENTAL SOCI£TV 

February 18, 1981 

SUBJECT: Bill HB388 

Montana Senate 
Public Health Committee 

Dear ~1embers: 

My name is Donald Pizzini, Health Officer for the City-County Health 
Department in Cascade County. I have been in this position since 
1973. 

I am here today representing myself as a local health officer and 
also as a representative for the Montana Association of local Health 
Departments in opposition to HB388. 

You mayor may not know Sections 50-2-101 through 50-2-124 MCA, deal 
with the duties and responsibilities of local Boards of Health 
and local health officers. One of the responsibilities of local 
boards is to employ a health officer and other necessary staff. 
However, the employment of other necessary staff is usually 
delegated to the health officer. The two major categories of pro
fessional employees hired by local health departments are public 
health nurses and public health sanitarians. 

Regarding public health sanitarians, the two major functions of a 
sanitarian are the enforcement of State and local laws and regula
tions and the provision of public health education. Both aspects 
are highly technical and complex in nature, requiring a broad 
knowledge and understanding of the sciences and public relations. 
For example, some of the roles of a sanitarian require the investiga
tion of food and water-borne illnesses; the investigation, history and 
culturing of communicable diseases; the bacteriological analysis of 
water; the educational programing of public restaurants, day care homes, 
schools, etc; the investigation, interpretation, education and 
enforcement of water supplies, sewage treatment systems, public 
establishment; the investigation and follow-up of community problems, 
i.e. PCB, chemical spills, air, water and radiation hazards, insect 
and vector problems, and safety hazards; the review of plans, 
inspections, education and interpretation and enforcement of public 
eating establishments; the on-site visits, compilation of maps, well 
logs and other requirements for the early approval of sanitary 
requirements within subdivisions; and the community education for 
effective preventive health concerns. 
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February 18, 1981 

SUBJECT: Bill HB388 

Montana Senate 
Public Health Committee 

These and the other responsibilities of a sanitarian mandate the need 
for certified or licensed personnel within this area of public 
service. 

If this Committee feels that local government can effectively control 
this level of service with performance criteria, then in my opinion, 
Montana may be establishing 56 different levels of community health. 
In addition, State laws and regulations passed by the Legislature will 
no longer be uniformly implemented and administered. 

This Committee is charged with public health concerns of the State 
of Montana. I feel the public health issues can best be met and 
resolved through properly licensed and experienced professional san
itarians. The sections of law proposed to be repealed by HB388 are 
the very sections which would guarantee the citizens of Montana the 
level of public health to which they are accustomed and demand. 

I wish to thank you for this opportunity to appear before you and 
encourage your lido not pass ll vote on HB388. 
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DIVISION OF JEWEL COMPANIES. INC. 

601 SIXTH STREET S.W. 

GREAT FALLS. MONTANA 59403 

February 19, 1981 

Chairman and Committee Members: 

My name is Ronny A. Andersen. I have been employed for nine years as 

AREA CODE 406 

761·3401 

the Director of Sanitation and Safety for Buttrey Food Stores Division, 
Jewel Companies Incorporated, Great Falls, Montana, and I am currently 
registered under the Sanitarian Registration Act. My job responsibilities 
include developing and implementing quality assurance, food protection, 
and general sanitation programs in retail food stores and distribution 
facilities in our seven state market area, to include monitoring and in
suring compliance with the various local, state, and federal food safety 
regulations. My comments in opposition of S.B. 388 are therefore limited 
to the food safety scope of a registered sanitarian's responsibilities. 

The following testimony in opposition to S.B. 388 is respectfully offered 
for your consideration. 

The Sanitarian Registration Act in my op~n~on significantly enhances the 
public health, safety, and welfare of Montana's citizens by requiring that 
qualified individuals are hired to assure the wholesomeness and safety of 
the foods consumed by Montanans. The complexity of the causative factors 
of food borne illness and its preventative measures necessitates that one 
be proficient in the basic concepts of food protection and sanitary prin
ciples, if he or she is to be able to identify situations or practices in 
food establishments which may lead to a food borne illness outbreak. Reg
ulations provide the sanitarian with a tool to mandate certain requirements 
which will reduce the likelihood of a food borne illness, but the sanitarian 
must be able to interpret these regulations and correlate them with observed 
situations or practices in a food establishment which might lead to such a 
food borne illness. If one is not qualified to do this, such situations 
or practices will very likely go uncorrected and the safety of the consumer 
will not be assurred. The criteria for registration under the current 
Sanitarians Registration Act helps insure that the individual charged with 
these responsibilities has this proficiency. 

In my opinion the Sanitarian Registration Act does not have the effect of 
directly or indirectly increasing the costs of any goods or services involved 
in the operation of a food establishment. A conscientious food operator will 
strive to comply with the letter and the intent of the sanitary food regu
lations applicable to his operation, and will design, construct, and maintain 
the facility and equipment in compliance with those regulations, integrating 
the required specifications into his operational design. The sanitarian, 
through the plan approval process, and through pre-opening, and subsequent 
inspections, is responsible to insure that these specifications are met. 



The operator must rely on the proficiency of the sanitarian to define 
these specifications as they relate to his particular plan, equipment, 
structure, or current operation. The sanitarian must be able to cor
relate the specifications required in the regulation to the potential 
food safety hazards which might be associated with a particular food 
operation. If the sanitarian does not have the background that will 
enable him to understand the food safety hazards that might be associated 
with the operation, arbitrary specifications, based on misinterpretation 
of the regulations, may be required that .are costly or counterproductive 
and serve no useful purpose. Additionally, during the plan approval, 
construction, and pre-opening inspection process, interpretations may 
vary if not based on sound food protection concepts and sanitary prin
ciples, necessitating costly plan, equipment, and/or construction changes 
or construction delays. The qualified sanitarian through his knowledge 
can assist the operator in complying with the regulations at the minimum 
cost and in a manner most efficient to the productivity of the operation. 
The converse is true of an unqualified sanitarian. Since costs of 
operating a business are necessarily passed on to the consumer, the 
Sanitarian Registration Act, by requiring proficiency, helps reduce, or 
at least hold down such operating costs. 

I hope my comments have been of assistance to the committee and I urge 
a do not pass recommendation on this bill. 

Sincerely, 

u_ t?~ 
~~ Andersen, R.S. 

RAA/mrh 



Montana Restaurant Association 

~----

-0 
Mr. Tom Hager, Chairman 
Senate Public Health Committee 
Montana State Legislature 
Helena, Montana 

February 17, 1981 

P.O. Box 6664 
Great Falls, Montana 59406 

Dear Mr. Hager and Members of the Senate Public Health 
Committee: 

My name is Roger L. Anderson. I am the President of the 
newly-formed Montana Restaurant Association representing 100 
foodservice operators throughout the State of Montana. I am 
also the President and Owner of Robbie's Restaurant, Inc. 
located in Holiday Village Mall in Great Falls. 

The Montana Restaurant Association is opposed to Senate 
Bill No. 388. 

The Montana Restaurant Association was formed to protect, 
to promote, and to improve the foodservice industry throuhghout 
Montana. 

The State Board of Sanitarians by requiring Foodservice 
Health Inspectors to have a minimum of a bachelor's degree in 
enviromental health or its equivalent from an accredited uni
versity or college and pass an examination greatly helps 
foodservice operators "improve" upon their operating practices. 

The Montana Restaurant Association wholeheartly suppor~s 
the upgrading of the quality of Sanitarians in Montana and we 
are extremely concerned about the lack of professionalism that 
would result from the non-registration and non-certification 
of Sanitarians. At the same time we would like to see further 
efforts made beyond the registration and certification to con
tinually upgrade and improve the quality of inspections that _. 
the Foodservice Industry is recieving at the present time. 

If you have any questions about this matter, please feel 
free to contact me at any time. 

With kind regards, I am 

Anderson 
President 

Montana Restaurant Association 
761-7160 or 452-3564 



Inventory Letters Supporting Need for Board of Sanitarians 

County Commissioners 

Big Horn 
Broadwater 
Hill 
Jefferson 
Judith Basin 
Madison 
Petroleum 
Toole 
Valley 
Lake 
Cascade 

Cities 

Billings 
Lewistown 

Medical Doctors 

Robert C. Arfman, M.D. 
Robert R. Whiting, Jr., M.D. 

Legislator 

Rep. Gene Frater, House Dist. #IO,Billings, Mt. 

Planning Boards 

Judith Basin City-County Planning Board 

Boards of Health 

Butte Silver Bow 
Big Horn County Health Board 
Missoula City-County Board of Health 
Cascade City-County Board of Health 

Attorneys 

William A. Spoja, Jr., Lewistown 
Law offices of Church ,Harris ,Johnson & Williams, Great Falls, Mt. 



Professianl Individuals & Businesses 

James L. Hahn, Land Surveyor 
Donald M. Erb, Soil Scientist 
Tom Astle, Jr., Land Surveyor 
Sage Engineers & Land Planners, Inc. 
Sanderson, Stewart, Gaston Engineering, Inc. 
Treftz & Associates, Land Surveyors & Engineers 

Industry & Establishment Operators 

Page 2 

Curtis D. Langendorff, Chairman, Great Falls Food Service Assoc. 
Kenneth E. Hickel, Owner, Ponderosa Inn, Billings 
F. Jack Anderson, V.Pres. & General Manager, Northern Hotel, Billings 
Klaus H. Schuhbauer, Owner, Trail Dust Inn, Billings 
Ron Anderson, R.S. and William Robinson, R.S., Industry Sanitarians, 

Buttreys, Great Falls, Montana 

State Department of Health & Environmental Sciences 

John W. Bartlett, Deputy Director 

Association 

Montana Local Health Officers' Assoc. 
David A. Feffer, Chairman 



Testimony provided at Legislative Audit Committee Hearing 

Gary Lee Watt, R.S. 
James M. Peterson, R.S. 
Lawrence Wallace, R.S. 

Individuals' Letters 

Bill DeCou, R.S., Missoula 
Malcolm D. Winter, M.D., Custer Co. Hlth. Officer, Miles City 
Stephen Hamann, R.S., Miles City 
Larry D. Mitchell, R.S., Helena 
Sue Cozzans, R.S., Billings 
Gary Bradshaw, R.S., Billings 
Louis Ladas, R.S., Billings 
Ted Kylander, R.S., Billings 
James U. Neely, R.S., Billings 
Don McLean, R.S., Butte 
Edward Grove, R.S., Sidney 
Kenneth B. Read, R.S., Missoula 
Pete Frazier, R.S., Great Falls 
Samuel R. Kalafat, R.S., Great Falls 
Paul J. Gans, Health Officer, Lewistown 
Robert Childers, R.S., Lewistown 
Steven Isaacson, R.S., Lewistown 
Duane L. Robertson, R.S., Helena 
John C. Geach, R.S., Helena 
James E. Leiter, R.S., Helena 
Vic R. Andersen, R.S., Helena 
Jerry Cormier, R.S., Billings 



lUG HORN (OlUJNTY 

HARDIN. MONTANA 

March 12, 1980 

Office of the Legislative Auditor 
State Capitol 
Helena, Montana 59601 

ATTENTION: Morris L. Brusett, C.P.A. 
Legislative Auditor 

Dear Mr. Brusett: 

" i.· .. 

~~~~~~~. ~u~ 
P. O. Box H 
(406) 665-1506 

RECEIVED 
~,1AR 1 :.; i9SJ 

MONTANA LEGISLATIVE AUDITOR 

In reference made to your letter dated February 29, 1980, 
concerning an invitation to address the questions posed in 
the Sunset Laws relative to the Boar~ of Sanitarians. 

1. The absence of regulation would significantly 
harm or endanger the public health, safety and welfare. 

2. There is a reasonable relationship between the 
exercise of the state's police power and the protection of 
the public's health, safety and welfare. 

3. The regulation does not effect directly or 
indirectly the increasing costs of any goods or services 
involved. 

4. The increase in cost is not harmful to the public 
than the harm which could result from the absence of 
regulation. 

5. All facets of the regulatory process are designed 
solely for the purpose of, and have as their primary effect, 
the protection of the public. 

The Board of County Commissioners support and feel that it is 
imperative that the Board of Sanitarians and the registration 
act continue to exist to insure that only qualified individuals 
be allowed to work in this profession. 

.~ 



r"io:-ris L. 
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B~-usctt 

1980 

Very truLy yours, 

nO.\RI) Or-- C()l1~:'l~~· C:CJ.:_".~ISSICI',JERS 

?lG :~)?,.>; cJ~Tr':;':"{ J tJ~O:Jrr.~.NA 

, ,-
- , :-. -;..!.. ~ 

-'! •• : •• '::' (. " 



TESTIMONY 

The Hill County Board of Health, Hill County Commissioners and Hill County 
Health Officer, wish to make this testimony in favor of the Board of Sanitarians. 

We feel that: 
1. The absence of this regulation would lead to severe problems which we 

feel would, to a very great degree, endanger the public health, safety 
and welfare. 

2. There is a definite and direct relationship between the exercise of the 
State's police power and the protection of the public's health, safety 
and welfare. 

3. We know of no other less restrictive method of regulation available, 
which could ade~uately protect the public. Nor do we envision any 
future alternatives. 

4. The regulation does have the effect of increasing the costs of goods 
and services in the initial stages, but to a very limited degree. 
And after the initial stages, the regulation has the effect of actually 
lowering these costs. 

5. The initial increase in cost is far less harmful to the public. than 
the alternative situations. 

6. We believe that the vast majority of facets of the regulatory process 
are designed soley for the purpose of, and have as their primary 
effect, the protection of the public. With few if any exceptions. 

, ~ County Health ~oard 

0.· q/ r:--h~ ,,/ ;/)- '7cb~~ 

Hill County Health Officer 

1/ 

Ill!} 
ill County Nurse 
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BROADWATER COUNTY 

inarlt nf <!Inunty <!Inmmisstnnrrs 
, 

TOWNSEND, MONTANA 

'\ 
March 12, 1980 

, 
lbrris L. Brussett, C.P .A., Le:Jislative Auditor 
Office of the Le:Jislative Auditor 
State, Capitol " 
Hp~ena lbntana 59601 

ve, the Ibard of Ccmnissioners of Broadwater Cbunty, wish 
to express our suPPJrt for the continUCltion of the Ibard of Sani
tarians and the- Registration Act. 

The tennination of the 'regulation \-\Quld errlanger the public's 
he3.lth, safety and welfare. ~"feel that a registered sanitarian 
is a mresure of quality control in the environnental health field 
on the county level. ' 

Having operated without a sanitarian for many years, we 
feel that sane criteria is necessary to- select a qualifiErl sani
tarian. We kn:>w that we are rot qualifiErl to establish the 
criteria. 

We sincerely, feel that the incrresErl cost to the public is 
offset by the protection of the public health, safety and welfare 
that they receive by having a qualified professional w:>rking for 
than. 

With the inc::rrese in p::>pulation, the added burden to the 
State, \-\Quld be overwhelming without supp::>rt on the county level. 

Sincerely, 
Broadwater Cbunty !bard of O:mnissioners. 

~~~~ 
J/{d" c9~ 

.--.--'"'---':1f~ 
Riis, Menber 



r. MMISSIONERS: JEFFERSON COUNTY JOANNE P McFARLANE 
County Clerk and Recorder ,_enl M Cappo Ch;",man. Who1ehall 

Leslie J. Sodorll. Craney . CLERK and RECORDER CARLA MATLACK 
Delbert M. Bullock. BaSin Depuly 

-
-
..... 

-
-
-
-
... 

-
-
-

Boulder, Montana 59632 

. \ March 4, 1980 

\ 
Morris L. Brussett, C.P.A., Legislative Auditor 
Office of the Legis~ative Auditor 
State Capitol ' 
Helena, Montana 59601 

\ . 

RECEIVED 
MAR 0 71980 

MONT~ L£GISLATlVE AUDrTOR 

We, the Board of Jefferson County Commissioners, wish to express 
our support for the continuation of the Board of Sanitarians and 
the Registration Act. We feel that· termination of the regulation 
would definitely endanger the public's health, safety and welfare. 
A registered sanitarian is a measure of quality control in the en
vironmental health field on the county level. We sincerely feel 
that the increased cost to the public is offset by the protection 
of the public health, safety and welfare they receive by having a 
qualified professional working for them. 

With the many legal liabilites now encountered by counties in the 
public health area, we feel the necessity to have a qualified per
son to help regulate this area of county government for the pro
tection of Jefferson County. Thank you for giving us the opportu
nity to express our feelings. If we may be of further assistance 
please contact us . 

Sincerely, 

Jefferson County Commissioners 
, .I 

./ 

/ 

vf~~(~'nt ~~J~~~~j/' 

Les Sodorff ' 

- tlJ!;t:n?I-~,-UL 
Delbert Bullock 

-
-

-
-



RECEtVED 
i'.lAR 1 ~ 195-] 

~"rc~-, 10, 1%0 

:~()[Y-!~ 1 .• PrlJ~r·tt_, .,.:) .. \. 

-::- .......... , 

·i~li~ .. :.LtL-'r- '- ~I .. j '.' r 

I feel th.Jt if t:,L' :;o:,rJ is abulis;lcJ, i: ~.tny illstances unqu<ilifie,! persons 
could practice as sanitarians ~ithout thp education and proficiency that is 
now required by the Board. This would prescnt a very real danger to the 
public. 

The Bv:1ro, b:: \J.';\' ,',: it's ;->,JlicL' P,~\··:cr, !.ICj in<;IJred c:Guca:.1onal and 
;)f('lficiL'nl~\' SLll1J:irds .Jre eSLlb~ic;hL:d ;J!;r! Lomplieci with by the practicing 
s.:mitari.Jns. This provides the public I.'ith s;lOitClrians capable of working 
in the hroad area of environmental health, and has done much to upgrade 
the profession. 

The regulation of sanitarians docs affect the cost of the counties providing 
environmental health services, however this cost is more than offset by the 
increased efficiency of the qualified sanitarians. It is difficult to equate 
cost of services with the quality of puhlic ill'alth protection provided. 
Historically, these services have resulted in a decided upgrading in the 
quality of life. _ l.iven competent personnel tltis trend should continue. 

The increase in cost due to the Boards duties is truly minimal when compared 
to the many benefits derived by the public by their actions. 

1 [ecl the regul.:ltory proccss Is a well dpsigned ilnd effective tool for 
protection of the public. 

Sincerely. 

COUNTY COMtlI SS lONER 
JUDITH BASIN COUNTY 

-, 

/ 
/ / 
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March 11, 1980 

Legislative Audit Committee 
Office of the Legislative Auditor 
State Capitol 
Helena, MT 59601 

Dear Sirs, 

The Madison County Commission has considered the issue of sunsetting 
the Sanitarians Registration Act in light of the six questions posed in 
the sunset law. These questions and our anS\'lerS to them are as follows: 

A. Would the absence of re ulation si£nifican~lv harm or endaneer the 
pu lie health, safety, or welfare? 

YES. We feel that the sanitarian should be an expert in the control of 
various environmental factors that can affect human health. There is 
potentially a large population at risk from such environmental hazards 
as food poisoning, sewage contamination, and various types of spills or 
transportation accidents. Therefore, a sanitarian who didn't know how 
to spot dangerous food handling practices in a restaurant for instance, 
or didn't know what to do about food products spilled in a truck wreck, 
might very well endanger the public health, safety, and welfare. 

# ~B~. __ ~~~~~~r~e~a~s~o~n~a~b~l~e~r~e~l~a~t~i~o~n~s~h~ip~~b~e~t~w~e~e~n~tuh~e~e~x~e~r~c~i~s~e~o~f~t~hLke 
ower and the rotection of the ublic's health safet 

or we 

YES. Obviously, requiring prospective sanitarians to prove they are 
qualified to practice has the effect of preventing people who are not 
qualified from practicing. While there have been questions raised 
about a sanitarian's continuing competence once he or she has been 
licensed, we believe that initially weeding out those people without 
the background or ability to function properly, greatly reduces our 
likelihood of having an incompetent sanitarian. 

C. Is there ~nother less restrictive method of regulation available 
which couli adequately protect the public? 

NO. It has apparently been suggested that closer supervision of local 
sanitarians by the State Health Department could adequately replace 
sanitarian registration requirements. It is our belief, however, that 
even if the State Health Department spent much more money on supervision 
and training, they would not be able to control the situation as well 
as the Board of Sanitarians does right now. As we see it, without 
registration the only two ways to prevent incompetent sanitarians from 
practicing would be 1) training them to be sure they were competent, 
or; 2) Proving that they were incompetent, so they could be fired. 

~ Both of these are after-the-fact approaches. The present system, on 
the other hand, requires that prospective sanitarians bear most of the 
cost of their training themselves, and then prove their ability before 
they can practice. 



r~ 
\.:I Q 

have the effect of directl or ind' 
any goods or services involved and, 

NO. This is a complicated question, but taking each aspect separately, 
we believe the following: 

Sanitarian Services 
It has been suggested that requiring sanitarians to be licensed 

increases the cost of their services. While this is true, it is only 
because the license requirement increases the quality of their services. 
Adequate sanitarian services are not going to cost any less if the 
license requirement is dropped. It will merely become possible for this 
county to provide inadequate services. Since this defeats the whole 
purpose of having a sanitarian, it is our opinion that it would waste 
more money than it would save. In addition, dropping the license require
ment would make it more difficult for us to hire a qualified sanitarian, 
since we would have to make our own investigation into the qualifications 
of each applicant. 

Goods and Services Affected b 
t m~g t a so e argue t at ~cense requirement would 

reduce the cost of those goods and services, such as food service, which 
are regulated by the health laws, since less qualified sanitarians would 
presumably be less effective in enforcing these laws. It has been our 
experience, however, that incompetence on the part of the regulating 
officials tends to increase the cost of the regulations. If the regula
tions are too costly, they should be changed! 

E. Is the increase in cost more harmful to the public than the harm which 
could result from the absence of regulation? 

NO. It is our opinion that the regulation reduces the overall cost of 
providing sanitarian services, as well as increasing the protection of 
the public's health, safety, and welfare. 

F. Are all facets of the rocess desi ned soleI 
purpose 0 , ave as t effect, the 

YES. The process is currently quite simple, and its primary effect 
certainly is the protection of the public. In fact, increasing the com
plexity of the process with a continuing education requirement for 
license renewal might increase the public's protection. Another bene
ficial change would be a provision for substituting actual field exper
ience for some of the educational requirements. 

For the reasons listed above, the Madison County Commission OPPOSES 
sunsetting the Sanitarians Registration Act. 

Sincerely yours, 

C?~ . 
.,.., Robert L. Storey 

Chief Executive 
, Madison County Courthouse 

Virginia City, MT 59755 
843-5444 
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SHELBY, MONTANA 

To~ Sherr2rd, CtairmRn 
Joe C()t~fr ~ n{" Cn::;missio:-.~>r 

,. 

(/~:.i ::·1 I.":' 'l:-,t:-

StetL' C.1?i t11 
f>.: 1~~':1, :-lon~_a:'1:4 SC,b'1. 

Mr. Morris L. Brusett, Legislative Auditor: 

We are writing a comment in reference to the performance review by the 
Legislative Audit Co~mittee of the Board of Sanitarians. 

The pu~lic health, s3f2ty, an~ welfare coul~ very well be endangered by 
the non-existence of a board of regulation and thus not providing a 
system for properly screening and selecting duly qualified personnel that 
have specialized knowledge in many areas that directly and indirectly 
protect and assist the public. Qualified and authoritive sanitarians are 
necessary to assist us in our duties as elected officals and to provide 
and assist the citizens of Toole County through proper management of their 
environment for the benefit and protection of all. 

We notice that from our relationship as provider and regulator for the 
citizens of Toole County. there is a just equilibrium of regulatory 
versas beneficiary facets as is possible. The general public does 
benefit from the regulations that are now in effect and are enforced. 
The protection from disease and hazards is of primary concern. for us 
as representatives of the people of Toole County. 

The proper and adequate protection through the present system with 
qualified sanitarians can have certain restriction but the benefits 
that prevail through those "restrictions" or regulations provide and 
assist for the majority of our citizens. 

Although a few minimal costs can be directly increased as the result 
of regulation of sanitarian it is dispersed overall and these benefits 
far exceed the cost both directly and indirectly • 

(con) 



-2-

The cost of the restriction, benefits, and services is quite minim.11 
in respect and consideration to the public and less harmful than the 
ensuing cost, hazards, and chaos that could be created without any 
regulations. We see that if individual people or conso~ted groups 
~re to be handling the tasks of providing for the many highly spec
ialized required areas to be h~ndled with probable lar.k of co-ordin
ation and more expense from the many r.ew facets and the likelihood 
of benefits being considerably reduced. 

The regulatory process for the board of sanitarians anrl their role 
in providing and assisting the citizens of Montana and Toole County 
is for the protection of everyone, for the benefit of their Health 
safety, and welfare. 

We hope these connnents are beneficial to the A'.lcii: COIT.nittef' CinG 
provide an understandir:2; in regnrds to our \·ie'.;s t:o~:l.c tr.e !30::i.G 
of Sanitarian.:.;. There ;roay always be areas for i:nPLo-:-2r::ent Ci_ the 
regulatory process as needs are seen, 2nd qU2Lificaticns c~~ be 
more delineated as determined by the Audit CO~Jittee, but the np=d 
for the service is here and it is bein~ provided for at this ti~~. 

cc; jp 
cc 
kb 

Sincerely, 

d~~ 
To~ard Chairman 



VALLEY COUNTY HEALTH DEPA:lT:.IEJ\T 

State of ~lontana 

COURTIIOUSE 

Glasgow, Montana 5<)230 

t-brch 10, 1980 

Office of the Legislntiy~ Auditor 
C;tdt.:: Capitol 
He 1 c n:1, ~':O!l Cma 59f.Ol 

:',1::: SlInset Revic\'! of Sanit'lria'1s Registr,it Leon. Act 
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FolJo\.·~~rih is Ju!" \·jr~tten Lt::stinlon:: tha~ fcctlsL:~ un tile 6 cucstions 
posed in t'le sunset law. 

A. Absence of the regulation could endanger public health, safety 
or welfare by the lack of uniformity which would endanger local 
control and enforcement that is possible and also might generate 
enforcement conflicts between state and local levels. 

B. There is a reasonable relationship between the exercise of the 
states police power and the protection of the public because 
access is hampered by distances that exist and these can be 
overcome by using local authority in conjunction with State 
Enforcement. 

C. In order to maintain statewide integrity we would either need 
to continue the present system or develop a parallel system, 
thus it is more logical to keep the present Board of Sanitarians. 

D.&E. Any affect to increase cost sprvice~ is offset by protection of 
the public's welfare. This is particularly important in rural 
areas in that it provides uniform standard minimum requirements 
to insure the public's protection. 

F. Regulations while maybe producing both beneficial and harmful 
effects in anyone case provide in total an effective ~eans 
in assuring public safety. 

In conclusion we feel that there is a need to have qualified individuals 
working in environmental health that are also state standardized. 

Sincerely, 

Chairman, Valley Co. Commissioners 



LAKE COU'NTY, ~J10NT ANA 
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 

DON CORRIGAN 
Polson 

WESLEY W. LEISHMAN 
St IgnatIus 

WIL~~N A. BURLEY 
Ronan 

TREASURER 
MARJORIE D KNAUS 

CLERK AND RECORDER . 
ETHEL M. HARDING 

I . 

SHERIFF AND CORONER 
GLENN FRAME 

CLERK OF COURT 
ETHEL HARRISON JAMES 

SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS 
GLENNAOENE FERRELL 

COUNTY ATTORNEY 
RICHARD P. HEINZ 

JUSTICES OF THE PEACE 

VIRGINIA MALLORY 
Polson 

ASSESSOR 
WILL TIDDY POLSON, MONTANA 59860 CHARLES C MEYER 

Ronan 

December 22, 1980 

Board of Sanitarians 
% Jim Peterson 
Food & Consumer Safety Bureau 
State Dept. of Health & Environmental Sciences 
Old Board of Health £ldg. 
Helena, MT 59601-

RE: Proposed legislation to Sunset the Board of Sanitarians 

Dear Mr. Peterson: 

The Board of County Commissioners of Lake County, Montana would like to go on 
record in opposition to any legislation which would Sunset the Board of Sanitarians. 
The board's function in administering registration has advanced the field of Public 
Sanitation and provided competent and professional people to work in the public 
health field. 

In Western Montana we are proud of our clean waters and air and feel that reliable 
and competent people are needed if our county is to remain in its relatively unpolluted 
state. 

Please feel free to contact us if our support is needed in the upcoming legislation 
session. 

Wes Lei shman, Cha i rman . , 

~111{~d~/ 
~ 

-
-



WHEREAS, the 1977 Legislature provided that licensing boards and 

agencies be reviewed on a periodic basis to determine the need for 

their continued existence under the "Sunset Law," and, 

WHEREAS, the Board of Sanitarians will be abolished effective 

July 1, 1981, unless specific legislation is adopted by the 1981 Legis-

lature for the continuance of the Board of Sanitarians; and 

WHEREAS, specific legislation has been prefiled with the 1981 

legislature calling for the continuance of the Board of Sanitarians 

and specific educational requirements for the registration of indivi-

duals in order to practice as a Registered Sanitarian in the State of 

Montana; and, 

WHEREAS,:' it has been determined that the Board of Sanitarians and 

the registration of individu~ls practicing as sanitarians is vitally 

necessary to assure the availability of qualified, competent individuals 

to deal with the complex programs associated with food, water, housing, 

and land sanitation and to assure that the best possible public health 

protection and service is provided to the residents of Cascade County 

and the State of Montana, 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 

OF Cascade, County, Montana does hereby strongly support and recommend 

to the 1981 Legislature that the Board of Sanitarians and requirements 

for registration of individuals practicing as Sanitarians be continued. 

BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF 
C~SCA~E C0:0 MONTANA :: 

. / / /./:' f (,-V ) I /C,<-~ __ ~I~~.' '/ 
Lawrence . Fas ender. Chai:t:Illan 

~_~~ . .tri"ker. e er = 
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CITY OF BILLINGS 
MONTANA L£G1SLATI\,'c. AUOiTOR 

CITY ADMINISTRATOR'S OfFICE 

Morris L. Brusett, C.P.A. 
Legislative Auditor 
State Capitol 
Helena, Montana 59601 

March 11, 1980 

IN RE: SUNSET REVIH1 OF SfuHTARIA:-~S KEC lSTRATIO;; ACT 

Dear Mr. Brusett: 

220 NORTH 27TH STREET 

P O. BOX 1178 

BILLINGS. MONTANA 5\;1103 

PHONE (AOe) 248·7511 

Please submit the following testimony in favor of the Sanitarians Registration 
Act at the Public Hearing scheduled for March 17, 1980. 

Testimony for the six (6) pertinent questioJs posed in the Sunset Law are: 

A. If such an act is eliminated, this could have an adverse 
affect on the health, welfare and safety of the citizens 
of Montana. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

AT!bm 

Without the Sanitarians Registration Act there would be 
no assurance of qualified and trained individuals to ad
minister the laws~ rules and regulations that pertain to 
public health. 

No, as this type of public health safeguard should be 
uniform statewide and mandated by State Law. 

The Registration Act does not apply itself to direct 
expenditures to businesses or private individuals only 
indirectly through compensation for well qualified and 
trained personnel to work in the field of Public Health. 
The compensation is not that great. 

Since monetarily the Registration Act does call for 
compensation for well qualified and trained personnel, 
the cost is minimal for the harm that could result in 
the absence of regulations. 

Yes, as the Registration Act for Sanitarians certainly 
does apply itself favorably for the protection of public 
health, welfare and safety. 

Res/Pe~~py_ rub~~ tted, 
;"-7 j ./'1 L/0 C.~./{,/ .. j 

Al Thelen 
City Administrator 



CECIL HOWE 
FR)'NK "BUD" K)'MP 

Firat Ward Aldermen 

WAL TER WRIGHT 
C WIL8UR LINDSTRAND 

$e<:ond Ward Aldermen 

ROBERT H. GREEN 
'lVINHECKFORD 

T'"rd Ward Aldermen 

-JOH)'NN)' McGUIRE 
City Treasur.r 

T. O. "SAM" TURNER 
City Judoe 

THOMAS EVANS 
BUllomg Ollieial 

CITY OF LE"JISTOV"t,~ 
312 4th AVENUE SOUTH - LEWISTOWN, MONTAN ... S9'S7 - 14(6) 5J8·e7e& 

ROBERT E. LaFOUNTAIN. MA.YOR 

. 'March 14, 1980 

MORRIS L. BRUSETT 
Legislative Auditor 
State Capitol 
Helena, MT 59601 

Dear Mr. Brusett: 

This letter is written In support of concinua-

tion of the requirement of sanitarian registration in 

Montana. 

The possiblity is good that without a good system 

of registration of sanitarians there would be a re-

suIting deterioration of quality within that profes-

sion. Such deterioration could correspondingly 

result in lower health standards and sanitation 

enforcement difficulties and inconsistencies. 

REL/pgb 

Sincerely, 

Robert E. LaFountain 
Mayor 

ROiJERT L.I(NOPP 
City A.Horney 

RL'SSELL L DUNNING TON 
A'~ 3~arH P'J'n:f' Ctolle' 

SONNY ~OLlNE 
Fire Chief 

LOrD80WEN 
Supt. of Oper.lIonl 

P). TRICIA G. BERG 
CilyCler1l 

"'MIJORY J. KELLER 
W.tatClar1l 

EDVOR;} F. 8ERGER 
Recreallon Dlrectof 



Robert C. Artman. M.D. 
6 1 Q W. D,v,s,on 

HardIn Momono 5QOJ4 

OIG HORN HEALTH CORP. 

t.r~c Co.J~ 4C6 
Tp!ep~0'l€- 665·J201 

March 11, 1980 

Morris L. Brusett, C.P.A. 
Office of the Legislative Auditors 
State Capitol 
Helena, Montana 59601 

Dear Mr. Brusett, 

RECElVEO 
f'.IAR 1 'J 'IS3J 

MONTANA LEGISLATIVE AUOlTO~ 

As County r·iedical Officer of Gig 1I01'n COunty I aill submittin:; 
this letter as testimony in suppor: of the Sanitarians Re
gisteration Act. I feel that the absence of regulations would 
not bet 0 the ben e fit 0 f the pop u 1 at.; 0 nat 1 a r 9 e sin c e i t v.' 0 U 1 d 
prevent strict regulation for certi7ying Sanitarians. I t~ink 
like any professional group, people practicing in community 
health should be monitored and regulations should exist to main
tain a certain competency. I do not feel that regulations and 
a Board of some sort governing these regulations would increase 
the costs of any goods and services involved, on the contrary 
I believe less problems will exist and would probably not affect 
costs in general. I think the facets of the regulatory process 
are designed for the purpose of protecting the public. 

I cannot stress strongly enough the need for adequate regulation 
of somebody in the Public Health field in order to maintain the 
highest level of competency necessary to protect the public. 

Sincerely, 

Robert C. Arfman, M.D. 

RCA/pfl 



.. HARDIN CLINIC 

619 WEST DIVISION 

,",-. R. WHITING. JR .. M. D. 
-"DANIEL J. GEBHARDT. M. D. 

HARDIN. MONTANA 59034 

AREA CODE 406 

PETER TAUBENBERGER. M. D. TELEPHON 665-ZZ05 
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11 March 1980 

Montana Board of Sanitarians 
Helena, Montana 59601 

Dear Sirs: 

RECF="'\/ED 
r.lJ..K 1 :3 19SC 

I would like to offer my whole h2arted support lr vppositic:l to "termina"ting 
the Sunset Law which would cause termination of t~e Board of Sanitarians 
on July 1, 1981 . 

I feel that with the specialization and areas in which sanitarians now work, 
such as water quality ~ vector~ector control, solid waste management, food 
protection, and water supply, to name a few, that the board of sanitarians 
provide a real service in seeing that people are properly qualified in order 
to function in these various roles to protect the public health . 

If this were left to local counties and other agencies without a board to 
insure quality individuals as sanitarians, I believe the quality of individual 
and the profession and the service provided by these people would deteriorate . 
I hope that the work of the Board of Sanitarians will be allowed to continue 
to provide us with quality people necessary to properly protect the public health 
of the State of Montana in so many areas . 

Si ncere 1y, 

f).' \ r.J 1-:± -t ,,\. -\-~ i,Jl.~ \" Y~ t \ v~i.: 
Robert R. Whiting, Jr., M.rY. \j 
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REP. GENE FRATES 
1601 BITTE RROOT DRIVE 

BILLINGS. MONTANA 59101 

PH. 259·1329 

Morris L. Brusett, C.P.A. 
Legislative Auditor 
State Capitol 
Helena, Montana 59601 

HCL"S( HUP'.'r,N Sf; "'l(_~-'i c.~J~'''arJI TEE 

March 11, 

Reference to: Sunset Review of Board of Sanitarians and 
Sanitarians Registration ~ct 

Dear Mr. Brusett: 

I submit the following, in favor of the Board of Sanitarians and 
the Sanitarians Registration Act, to be presented to the Legislative 
Audit Committee at the public meeting on Harch 17, 1980. 

A. Yes. The absence of regulations, and Registered Sanitarians, 
~.rould be very detrimental to the public's health, safety 
and welfare. 

B. Yes, because without enactment of the regulations, there 
would be no qualified personnel, on the local levels, to 
relate the requlations, rules and laws,enacted by the State 
Legislature, to the general public in every phase of 
environmental and public health. 

c. Not to my knowledge. Laws are set by Legislation which takes 
qualified personnel to intrepret and administer to the public. 
This must be uniform throughout the State. 

D. The Registration Act does have an effect on costs for 
services rendered, but since Legislative laws are in effect 
governing the largest majority of a Sanitarians occupation, 
then qualified personnel must be able to assist the taxpayer 
in understanding the law and the cost is minimal. 

E. In my opinion no. It would be very harmful to the public's 
health, safety and welfare without the regulation. 



Morris L. Brusett, C.P.A., Con't. 
Legislative Auditor 
March 11, 1980 

Page 2 

F. I firmly believe that the regulatory process, as established 
at the present time, it solely for ~he purpose of protecting 
the public because all lavls must J-_ilve the same three basic 
elements, "Health, Safety and ivel[are." 

GF:nh 

Respectfully submitted, 

-,.-
! 'L.c .. . i .... __ _ 

Gene Frates, Representative 
House District #60 
1601 Bitterroot Drive 
Billings, Montana 59101 



Judith Basin City-County Planning Board 
STANFORD. MONTAl'iA 59479 

r';arch II, I9RO 

~orris L. Brusett 

Legislative Audita: 
fiECE\VED 

State Capitol 

Helen::'\. , Motl t;]r;a 
• r •• _ ... r-
IL; to ~~., 

The J'Jdi -:r. ?~:sin ~:i ty- Ccn..:!!ty Pl:::ml;.c;: 20ard :'lollld Llr:e tc vo':ce i -+'::3 

support of the continuation of the Board of S~nitarians. ~e feel their_sorvice 

is of great inportance in our county as well as our community of Stanford. There 

arc many times when our office is in need of a qualified person to help c.> with 

sar,i ta tio~ problel".s , .. e are try ir:c -+:'0 de8.1 wi L" our currer:,- ones being ~'Jli::1 

waste disposal and pollution problems in Raynesford. We need someone with the 

educational background to support our program~ and give suggestions and advise. 

From time to time it is also necessary to turn to these able persons to help us 

apply for n~eded fundine: wht;!n a s:1r.ltation pYCl~lem is involved. 

Slr.cerely, 

/. .••.• r -- • 
/ ' ~ 

Irvin J. Larson, Chairman 

ILldc 



BUTT~ . SILVER BOW HEALTH DEPAh(MENT 

PHONE 406.792-2341 

Morris L. Brusett, C.P.A. 
Legislative Auditor 

220 NORTH ALASKA 

BUTTE, MONTANA :59701 

March 13, 1980 

RECFtVED 
!,ili;) II PSD 

,I {i.. \ __ OJ 

:.IO~~l;"ilA, LEGISLATIVE AUDITCR 

Office of the Legislative Auditor 
State Capital 
Helena, Montana 59601 

Dear Sir: 

At a recent meeting of the Butte-Silver Bow Board 01 Eealth 
a resolution was passed unanimously urging the continuation of the 
Board of Sanitarians and the Registration Act that presently exists. 

It is felt that the Act ensures the employment of competent 
and trained individuals in a highly technical, field. The Sanitarians 
Registration Act is designed solely to ensure Public Health, Safety 
and Welfare. These objectives are being met without any adverse effect 
on the cost of any good or services. The financing of this Board is 
completely supported through Registration Fees paid by the Professional 
Sani tarians. 

The Sanitarians Registration Act has been effeotive for the 
past twenty years and we strongly urge its continuance. 

RWT:mp 

Sincerely, 

/' 
" / / ' '.' I" / ,,' .. '~ 

I ~ ~ . (.. I.... .... ,/-r-L..-...c, . ~ # 

Robert W. Thometz, M.D. 
Chairman 
Butte-Silver Bow Board of Health 



.. 

State of Montana 

.-;.t.. 
: :: I 

. .9".! . ~ . 

Office of the Legislative Auditor 
Atten: Morris 1. BTIlSett 
State Capitol 
Helena, Montana 59601 

Dear Sir: 

... 
~) 

Hardin, Montana 
March 10, 1980 

RECFIVED 
!'ilAR 11 1980 

MONTANA LEGISLATIVE AUDITOR 

Reference is made to your letter dated February 29, 1980 regarding 
an invitation to address the questions posed in the Sunset Law relative 
to the Board of Sanitarians. 

A. 
The lack of adequately trained personnel would create a serious problem 
for the County of Big Hom and City of Hardin in particular. The health, 
safety and welfare of all of our residents would be endangered if proper 
supervision is not practiced in our area. We have a problem \vith some of 
our Taverns, Restaurants and refuse in general. Proper housing continues 
to be a problem also and a facet that should be fully supervised. 

B. 
It is my belief that there is a reasonable relationship between the power 
of the State arid the protection of the public's health, safety and welfare. 

C. 
At-the present time there is not a less restrictive method of regulation 
for the public protection. 

D. 
The regualtion may cause a cost increase to a small degree in goods and 
services. In my opinion this small additional cost is more than offset 
by the added protection afforded-to the public. 

E. 
Any small cost increase is beneficial to the public's welfare. 

F. _ 
It is easy to understand that not all laws, rules and regulations are not 
designed solely for the protection of the public however it is my belief 
that Board of Sanitarians was created in good judgement and is a benefit 
to the public and should be maintained. 

~er:J ~ru~y y~urs, 0 
tI~w-~~~ 

~Virginfa W. Lundberg G 
Olairperson 
Big Hom County Health Board 
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FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Peterson 

_ Miss()ula City-Coun!y Hea~fuJ)~p_~rtme~_l 
:.- ---- -----" --'-~"'.-

DATE: December "31, 1980 

"301 WEST ALDER - "
MISSOULA, MONTANA 59801 

PHON E 721-!i700 

Boar"d of Health recently passed this resolution. Will you please 

to the right people? Thank you. 
",' ... 
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· . 

. .. MAKI~G A DIFFERENCE ... 

RESOLUTION 

WHEREAS; the 1977 Legislature provided that the Board 
of Sanitarians be reviewed to determine the need for 
its continued existence; and, 

WHEREAS; the Board of Sanitarians will be dissolved 

unless specific legislation is adopted for the continuance 
of the Board, and, 

WHEREAS; the Board of Sanitarians has adopted requirements 

for the registration of sanitarians, and, 
WHEREAS; the Missoula City-County Board of Health has 
determined that the Board of Sanitarians is vitally 

necessary to assure the availability of qualified, 

competent individuals to deal with the complex programs 

of food, water and shelter sanitation ani to provide 

the best possible service to the residents of this County, 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Missoula City
County Board of Health does hereby strongly support and 
recommend to the 1981 Legislature that the Board of 
Sanitarians and requirements for the registration of 
sanitarians -be continued. 

December 17, 1980 

of 

MISSOUlA ct1Y-COUNlY HtALl1-f D~PARTMENT 
301 WEST ALDER STREET MIS5OULA,MT SCfBOI 

ITLI P~ON E 721- 5700 



BOARD OF HEALTH 
tOUHTY cO",,,,.SS,ONCJI 

""YO" 
SU .. £ .. '....n:NQJNT C>TV lICI'OOLIi 
RtP"RE'!toL1'ITATIV!: MIJOICAL SOCIETY 
R.EP'R6ENTATJY!: PENTA&.. &OCII:TY 

CITy-COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT 
1130 • 17TH AYE. soum 

GREAT FALLS, MONTANA ~9405 

Mr. Jim Peterson, R.S. 
Montana Board of Sanitarians 
Food & Consumer Safety Bureau 
Montana Department of Health 

& Environmental Sciences 
Helena, Montana 59620 

Dear Mr. Peterson: 

.... OHZ 761.&700 

EXT. 510 

It has recently come to my attention that the Legislative Audit 
Committee has recommended that the Board of Sanitarians be "sunsetted" 
and that legislation has already been drafted and will be introduced 
in the 1981 legislative session calling for the abolishment of this 
Board effective on July 1, 1981. This knowledge concerns me immensely. 
It is imperative that individuals working as Sanitarians in Cascade 
County and throughout the State of Montana have the proper knowledge, 
education, and experience to make the often difficult decisions neces
sary while working in the complex programs of food, water, shelter, 
and land sanitation. Without the current procedures of testing and 
registering individuals prior to entering the field of public health 
sanitation there would be no control as to the competence of the indi
viduals providing public health protection to the citizens of the 
State. This could have a drastic effect on the public health services 
being provided. 

It is my understanding that a committee of public health pro
fessionals has already drafted legislation to be introduced in the up
coming legislative session calling for the continuance of the Board of 
Sanitarians, including specific educational requirements for the testing 
and registration of individuals, in order to practice as a Registered 
Sanitarian in the State of Montana. I want to take this opportunity 
to indicate my support and the support of the City~County Board of Health 
in Cascade County for this legislation. This Board urges the 1981 
legislature to continue the Board of Sanitarians and requirements for 
registration of individuals practicing as sanitarians. 

If I can be of further assistance to you please feel free to 
contact me. 

JHS/kl 

} 

Sincerel v, / . / 

" ~ ;/:~--;:;k/ ~ 
J 0 H S't one, M. D. 
Chairman 
C · \ C I d f 1 h ~ty~unty Boar 0 Hea t 



F E ~l GUS C 0 UN ... ' Y 
STATE OF ~IONTANA 

March 13, 1980 

Morris L. Brusett, CPA 
Legislative Auditor 
State Capitol 
Helena, Montana 59601 

Dear Nr. Brusett: 

RECFIVED 

MONTAiiA LEGiSLATIVE AUOITOR 

The foIl 0\\ i Il b i S 0 f [ e Ted 1 n ~ u:: I) 0 r t 0 f the c c : 1 -

tinuation of the Boaru of S~l;,it;lrians. 

As Fer gus Co u n t Y r\ t tor n c y, :: tis my ex per i c nee 
that the Sallital-ians COi;le Ulh_cr ;I grc:lt de:ll 
of persoll:!l :!11<1 professional pressure. For this 
reason, I bel ieve that a st rc,ng 1 y independent 
professional group must be maintained. To per
mit any other result would result in great har;n 
to the people of Montana, for the standard of pro
tection they now know would probably be eroded 
from maintenance of cleanliness in restaurants 
to maintenance of proper sewage disposals from 
the multitude of septic tank systems existing 
in Montana - and a myriad of things in between 
those two. 

Because of the rather special problems which 
the Sanitarians encounter, I believe that a 
Board dealing with their problems alone is ap
propriate so that Sanitarian considerations 
do not get swallowed up in other, perhaps more 
interesting, considerations. 

I believe that the health of the people of 
Nontana is clearly worth any additional cost 
which having a separate Board might entail. 
The process now used seems to be workable; I 
do not believe that it has resulted in over-regu-
lation. /'/ 

1/, 

Sincerely, , i 

:/)/~~ - ;//;/ C&' 
~( Lt'd'/r/L,(,t;~r'/ 

WILLIAM A. SPOJA, JR. )// .,,/.-
COUNTY ATTORNEY 

WAS.mg 
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Mr. Morris L. Brusett 
Office of the Legislative Auditor 
Rm. 135, State Capitol Building 
Helena, Montana 59601 

Dear Mr. Brusett: 

RECEIVED 
LiJ4R 1 7 1980 

MONTAN~ LEGISLATIVE AUDITOR 

The purpose of this letter is to previde written testimony 
to the Legislative Audit Committee concerning the Sunset 
Review of the Board of Sanitarians. 

1n my opinion, elimination of the Board of Sanitarians and 
removal of the licensing restrictions for public 
sanitarians would significantly endanger the public health, 
safety and welfare. Under the present regulations, sani
tarians must have certain educational background and must be 
able to pass a licensing test in order to qualify for the 
position. These licensing requirements insure that the 
individuals holding the position of sanitarian are competent 
to deal in the areas of food service and water and soils 
tcstin·J. BeCZiUse of the extreme dan'3ers which are present 
i:"l the food serv i ce indus':. ry, it is ,::r i t ically important 
cLat co;r'ix'tcr.t, }:IiO'.·lledg€2.ble indiv:duals be employed for 
llJ" pL.: q.Jose of tes t i ng food serv ice ope ra t ions. 

~~C2use of incrc~sing inflationary rressures, it is reason
a~le to expect that new sanitarians hired, without 
re9ulation, would be hired at a lower cost to the c0unty 
govern~ents. As a result, qualified individuals would cease 
to apply for these positions and the counties would end up 
e:::Dloying untrained and unskilled individuals to handle this 
critical work. 

Once this trend became evident, then the State would undoubt
ecHy step into the area. In my estimation this would only 
complicate the testing process, would result in higher travel 
costs to the State, and thereby the taxpayer, and would 
substantially lengthen the process of obtaining approval of 
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food service operations and the testing process. Likewise, 
I do not believe that on-the-job training can act as a 
substitute for the formal education requirements ""hich are 
necessary for these jobs. 

In the area of subdivision testing and examination, it is 
again critical that the local government be able to provide 
qualified sanitarians to hanul~ the ~esting of water, soils 
analysis and air pollution analyses. If this is not done, 
the State Department of Health and Environmental Sciences 
will undoubtedly remove the right of the county sanitarians 
to perform these functions, thereby increasing Stat~ costs, 
travel costs and subs tan t ially ce lay i.n'] the ti:ile re'lu ired to 
complete these analyses. Noreover, this will eliminate the 
advantage which exists now in having local people reviewing 
local situations and being able to rely in part upon 
knowlege of local areas. 

Finally, I believe that the present system of licensing and 
registration provides protection of the function and wages 
of a county sanitarian. If this system is eliminated, I 
believe that there would occur an erosion of wages with a 
resultant loss of qualified and competent people in these 
local functions. This would have the effect of bringing in 
less qualified people, not only in the technical areas but 
also in the communication areas. The communication skill 
which tends to be associated with college graduates is 
vitally important to the proper fulfillment of the task per
formed by sanitarians. If problems and solutions cannot be 
communicated, the general public will encounter substantial 
difficulty in these areas. 

Very truly yours, 

CHURCH, HARRIS, JOHNSON & WILLIAMS 
J/' 

.y /1 .A' r :.,// ,·f·' 
'. ' . ,--r'- -~ ,//" 

BY: ID:klL··. ~~-";i\' 1 
fOBBRT P. ~OPF ~J;I 

RPG:lh 
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Morris L. Brusett, C.P.A. 
Legislative Auditor 
State Capitol 
Helena, Montana 59601 

Legislative Audit Committee: 

RECEIVED 
fvlAR 1 J i980 March 18, 1980 

MONTANA LEGISLATIVE AUDITOR 

Re: Board of Sanitarians Sunset Review 

I am a registered land surveyor employed by a consulting engineeriag finn 
and am actively engaged in the development of land for residential and industrial 
uses. 

I offer the following comments with respect to the Sunset Rev~c~ of the 
registration of sanitarians. 

A. In the case of subdividing land for the use of individual "WQLt:!r and 
sewer systems, there is a need for expert review by a branch 
of the governing body. The absence of registration for sanitarians 
could and probably would allow unqualified people to pass judgement 
in situations that have a definite potential on endangering the public 
health, safety and welfare. 

B. Only the governing body and its qualified representatives are capable 
of maintaining uniform standards in the sanitation field. The absence 
of an ability to approve or disapprove proposals dealing with sanita
tion in land development would in many instances lead to a disregard 
for the public's health, safety and welfare. 

.-' 

C. The ongoing development of minimum standards for Montana in the sanita
tion field through rules procedures during the last 25 years has led 
to probably the least restrictive method of regulation which will 
adequately serve the public's interests. 

D. Present rules requiring registration of sanitarians does directly 
increase costs related to salaries, facilities and the knowledge
able enforcement of minimum standards. 

E. The indirect and unseen long range savings to consumers are probably 
greater than the obvious costs referred to in D. above by a consider
able amount. This is especially true in cases where land unsuitable 
for individual water and sewer systems is turned into a residential 
subdivision only to have an eventual failure of either or both systems. 
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F. For the most part my experience reveals that registered sanitarians 
demonstrate that they do protect the public. However, there have been 
instances in which I have seen registered sanitarians extend a partic
ular administration's policies dealing with restricting reasonable 
growth. These situations which were concluded in adverse recommenda
tions by a sanitarian to a particular development proposal did not 
endanger the public's health, safety or welfare conversely neither 
would the development have endangered the public's health, safety or 
welfare. 

Sincerely, 

: 1 f;;~ \ ,-:' .JI /, // 

\, /_itL'-' . t, ", ...... ,/:, L.'v 

" lames L. Hahn 
1/ 
V 
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SOIL SCIENTIST 1\arch \3. 1900 

Office 
248-7835 

Billings 

Mobile 
248-9412 

Pick-up 

Don c 1 d M. ~r b 
Consulting Soil Scientist 
P.O. Box 65 
Huntley, Montana 59037 

Mr. Morris L. Bursett C.P.A. 
legislative Auditor 

RECEi\JED 
State Cap; tol 
Helena, Montana 59001 

MONTANA LEGist :'Ti':E ;.;j[';ITnR 

Dear Sir, 
Thi~ lett .. :r is 1:1 referenc-:· 0 ti'< ::.:: 

$un~ct Kcvit:w. I h"vl.! a t-\'1stcrs C-.:gr(: .. 1~ ::'ui j 5.:i::.:.,': > rr~" 

!'I.S.U., Bozcm<.ln and work on a private i;_:'~~ co. <.: ;;cnl::.. t::on
sult<>nt in the Billings area. Cr;e ph",>,~ if my b\JS11ll':S~ i~

volves percolation tcsts, water tajle dct~r ~inations and soil 
profile descriptions as required in :h.! proce:>s of su~d;'vic

;"g property. I have been involvF'c in ti':is particular ty?C 
of soi 1 work for about three year.. t-: .. lVing presented this 
brief bit of background information I shall proceed to answer 
the questions set forth in the Rules For Conduct of Public 
Meetings on Sunset Reviews, rules section, number 4. 

4-A Yes, regulations are definitly needed to protect 
public health and welfare. It is obvious that many 
home sites which require individual wells as a water 
supply, septic tanks and drainfields for sewage dis
posal have been and are being created in many areas 
in Montana. It wi 11 be many years before pu!:>l;c 
water and sewage systems wi 11 be avai I ab·le to these 
residences. many will probably never have such ser
ice available. Who would possibly want their 
neighbors sewage drainfietd located just across 
the fence or lot line from the well that provides 
their drinking water. 

let it be understood that I am not in total 
agreement with the regulations that I encounter 
in my lint! of work. However, I do fecI very strong
ly that regulations are needed. 

4-B Yes, however, the persons who inforce such powers 
should be competent, understanding people. ~e in 
Yellowstone County are fortunate to have a capable 
staff in our local Environmental Sanitation office. 
I have not found this to be the case in some other 
counties or at the state level. 

4-C No, none that I can think of. 
4-0 Yes, for exmaple the cost for the type of service 

I offer ranges from about fity dollars, for a one 
acre homesite, to about one hundred and fifty doll
ars for a five acre homesite. 
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4-E No, money spent to obtain informdtion regarding the 
installation of an on site sewage system which is 
adequate and properly located is money well spent. 
It is in the best -interest of not only the individ
ual home owner but the general pub! ic as well. 

4-F Yes, however, I question SOfne of the information 
and the intcrpertation of that information which 
serves as a basis for some of thl: regulations 
which arc pertinent to the type ot service tha~ I 
provide. 

I hope that my coomcnts Hi 11 be he: pfu 1. Res t a~surc(. 

that I am sincere and deeply concerned in regard to this ~~.~er. 
Should anyone or any group wish to discuss any of r,1y cC:7lnC'nt~ 
more specifically 1 would be glvd to do so. My card is ~nclcs~d. 

Thank You. 

I 

I 

Dona I d I'. Ern 



TC'\1 t\STLE, JR. 
licensed Land SurvelJor 

111 BURLINGTON AVENUE 

BILLINCS. MT !59101 

PHONE 259·8632 

Morris L. Brusett, C.?: •. 
Legislative Auditor 
State Capitol 
l1elena, Mnntana 5960' 

.. 

MEMBER MONTANA AS[;OCIA.TION 0'" 

REQ'ATEJ'Ot.D LAND 5UJ'OVEYOJ'OS (MAQLS) 

l':arch 13, 1980 

REr,t.J\/ED 

r \-.aul like to offt>t: my suppcrt to tht: Evard of Sar.Ltarians. It ha!: 

been my experience that the Public Health is bein~! served well by this 

Board. I have also found that thou-~h some extra expense is 1ncured due to 

regulations, this C03t is not at this time causing a hardship on the 

aenernl public. 

I r.1'.lst say that by my very r,aturt:" 1 a::-. 0PFc.:;,''> to n~ulat::'ons and 

regulators. However, I must admit that J: have ha,j a .. ~ood working relationship 

with sanitarians and if this Board is dissolved ;\I"IC control is passed 

to some inhouse co~~ittee or no control at all, W~ would have chaos,and 

a serious threat to the public health would be a c1istince possibal1ty. 

Thomas A!;tle Jr., R.L.S. 
Reg. No. 2<:l~~;-S 
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Ma r chI 2 , 1 980 

Morris L. Brusett, C. P.A. 

Legislative Auditor 

State Capitul 

Helena, Muntana 5l) GO 1 

Re: Boa rd' of Sa nit;.... rian~ S\lnbct I(.c·,i lW 

Dear Mr. Bru:;eti.: 

t-iECE\\/EO 
. .,....'. 
\'.:',~/_. 

ON
"'" ~ 'lJA L:GISI.ATIV£ f\U[)!Tf')R M I ,,'11 .. 

This written testinwny is pruviderl ill SUPPlJrl ui cuntinuing the vital 
functiun of the State Board uf SaOltlrians. 

A. The absence uf the 130arc will rnust certainly result in 

degradatiun of the quality of personel and services pru
viding vital publi c health in~ pection, regula tion, conslll

ta t Ion S , etc. 

B. There is a must definite need for regulation in this area 
by the State agency as evidenced by past needs and per

formance. 

C. The re may be a less rCl:itrictive method to provide the' 

public with the tiamc proJtcctiun but tu this date it has 

not been found. We sug)?('st an effurt tu study same, 
but nut to abolish what exists until the new regulatory 
system is formed. 

D. The current regulation (kes cause a rniniJnal increase 
in custs of related good!! and services which have not 
been a major factor of resistance in the past. 

E. This increase is minixnal in relation to possible harm to 

the public from absence d regulation. 

F. It a ppca rs from past pe rforrnance t hat must facets uf 
the regulatory process have been designed solely for 
the purpose of and have had as their primary purpose. 
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Project En~lJlll'r 
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Ju':!y, iCcharcib.'Jl1 
Office Manager 

.. 
L. p. 
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Sanderson/Stewart/Gaston 
Engln~ering, Inc. 1-Brch 11, 1980 

RECEIVED 
Mr. loDrris L. Brusett, C.P.A. ('jAR 1 3 1930 
legislative Atrlitor 
State capitol MONTANA LEGISLATIVE AUDlWR 
Helena, lwbntana 59601 

Fe: Board of Sanitarians Sunset Rev"ie-.·] 

~ Mr. Brusett: 

OUr finn \\Qrks in the area of civil e..'1g-!!l£~ring ~id la.~ sur.rEying 
primarily ooncerned with private arrl public developr.ents ,,;here ~ .. ;atcr 
supply and sani tary sey~age systems are necESsary. In this capacity, 
we \oo1Ork directly with the State ~t of Health am the County 
Sanitarians in M:lntana. We feel very strongly that the sanitarians 
rrust neet specific requi.nm:nts for licensin;1. Our respcnse to the 
six specific questions posed are as foll~lS: 

A. Vbuld the absence of regulation significantly harm or 
errlanger tie public health, safety, or welfare? 

Yes. Sanitarians are faced each day with d....ocisions that 
directly effect public health. These decisions can only 
be made by perSDns specially trained in the field of exper
tise. The public nust be assured that the perrons rraki.ng 
decisions c::ozx=e.ming p.lblic water, 5eYE!rage, a:crl solid 
waste are properly qualified. 

B. Is there a reasonable relationship between the exercise 
of the state's IX>lice p:>wer and the protection of the 
public's reaJ.th, safety, or welfare? 

Yes. The State must have the pov.>er to enforce rea9Jnable 
requirarents for p..tblic health facilities on a uniform resis. 
The present systan of licensed County aOO. State Sanitarians 
is sound and sl"oul.d rot be ~akened in any way. There 
really is ro foreseeable roan for c:x::nptctnise wtEn dealing 
with health starrlards .In new am e.v.isting deve1.op"cents. 
Regulations must be enforced by persons trained and licensed 
to serve the public and mId the tI:ust of t:l"Ose affected. 

Consulting Engineers and land Surveyo,. 
1629 Avenue 0 
Billings. Montana 591C2 
.w6·2"5-0366 

Robert L Sande~n. P.E. 
John S. St ....... rt, P.E. 
Gerald M. aaston, P.E. 
Jack F. Mueller. P.E.. 
Harry A. Schmitt. P.E. 
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C. Is tlEre arx:>the:t less restrictive neth::xl or regulation avail-
: -able which CX>Ul.d adequately protect the p.1blic? 

~. We do rot feel that a less restrictive n'eth:xi of regulation 
w::ruld neet the basic requirement for carpetent review of 
facilities. 

D. I):)es the regulation have the effect of directly or irrlirectly 
increas~ the costs of any gcxx1s or services involved and, 
if ro, to what degree? 

Yes. l~ believe that the existing regulations do require 
mi..n:imJm qualifications to be net and t..~t in o~~ to rreet 
these requiranents, a person !mlSt have cP-Xtian rosic backgrourrl 
and education. This is the crux of the situation. 'This indi
vidual will therefo=e demand and deserve higher a:::mps='J1Sati.cn 
than sareone rot so prepared and therefore rot qualified to 
perfonn the savice. 

E. Is the increase in cost r:ore hannful to the public tP.an the 
hann which could result fran the absence of regulation? 

No. The cost which might occur if public water and waste 
systans were not properly evaluated is i.rt1:reasurable. The 
cost of hiring qualified people to enforce public health regu
lations is rreasurable in roth dollar value and peace of mind. 
We do rot believe there is rcx:m for cn:npr:omise here. 

F. Are all facets of the regulatory process designed solely for 
the pllIp)se of, am have as their pr:iIraIy effect, the pro
tection of the plblic? 

Yes. We feel each aspect of the regulatory process enhances 
the overall puI:}X>se of protecting the public. Q:rrpranising 
the process in any way decreases the protective effect. 

Thank you for tre ow:>rtunity to ~s; ~ concerns. ", We believe 
our troughts will be ech::>ed by many in our profession. -. , 

Very~trw.Y-~7Z.t··~{~-
~ . ~ ~ .~~- . . . 

... - .. ~ . .' -' . ~ . .. 
lbl:::ert L. SaOOerson, P.E. 
President 
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LEGISLATIVE AUDITOR 
STATE CAPITOL 
HELENA, MONTANA 59601 

TREFTZ & ASSOC . 
. LANDSHRVEYORS & ENG. 

124 CHERRY STREET 
BILLINGS, MONTANA 
252 - 1301 

MARCH 12, 1980 

A. Would the absence of regulation significantly harm or endanger 
the public health, safety, or welfare? 

Yes, a person could becomf' a Sanitari;m hy personally knowing 
someone that would have enough influence 0n th~ hiring agency to 
convince them you are a qualified rOt' the posi::ion. 

B. Is there a reasonable relationship betw(~en the exercise of the 
state's police power and the protection of the public's health, safety, 
or wefare? 

The only way to assure that a person is qualified for the pos1t10n 
of Sanitarian is to have a regulatory board requiring a Sanitarian to 
meet certain qualifications to prove to the board th~t he is qualified 
for the position & therfore the health, safety & welfare of the public 
1S protected. 

C. Is there another less restrictive method of regulation available which 
could adequately protect the public. 

None that t'am aware of. 

D. Does the regulation have the effect of directly or indirectly. 
,increasing the costs of any goods or services involved and, if so, to 
what degree. 

No. A man who is qualified for his pusition will save the public 
money by safeguarding the health, Safety & welfare. 

E. Is the increase 1n cost more harmful to the public than the harm 
which could result from the absence of regulation? 

No increase in cost would occur. 

F. Are all facets of the regulatory process designed soley for the' 
purpose of, and have as their primary effect, the protection of the public. 

Yes, if properly organized. A regulatory board made up of professionals 
knowledgeable in the field of Sanitarians are the best qualified in the 
interest of the public to assure that the public health, saftety & welfare 
are protected. 



P.O. BOX 2127 
92& CENTRAL AVENUE 
GREAT fALLS, MONTANA 59403 
(406) 761-4434 

March 14, 1980 

State of Montana Legislative Audit Committee 
Room 135, Capital Building 
Helena, MT 59601 

Dear Legislative Audit Committee: 

--.. - ~ 

The Great Falls Area Foodservice Association respectfully submits the 
following formal testimony concerning the Sunset provision effecting the 
Montana State Board of Sanitarians, Section 2-8-101(2) MeA. 

In the opinion of the Association, the Board of Sanitarians provides thp 
Montana taxpayer an invaluable service. Our local sanitarians have the 
awesome responsibility, in conjunction with the food service industry, 
of insuring the health and s~fety of our Montana citizens. The preserva
tion of their welfare is no matter to be taken lightly nor placed in the 
hands of unqualified personnel. Through the development of minimum 
standards of registration, by determining sanitarian eligibility, and by 
authnrizing the Bureau of Occupational Licensing to registe~ sanitarians; 
the Board of Sanitarians insures that local sanitarians are the true 
professionals that their responsibilities demand. 

Local sanitarians are a prime source of information for food service 
operators in the areas of health regulation and sanitation standards. 
It is vital that if the food service industry is to take full advantage 
of this information. through inspections and seminars conducted by 
sanitarians, the credibility of these sanitarians must be maintained. 
It is th~ough·the state registration process that Montana re~taurantellrs 
and their patrons are assured of this credibility. 

The GFAFSA'strongly supports the continuation of the Board of Sanitarians. 
Just as insuring public welfare and safety is an inportant function of 
our state and local governments, it is also of paramount importance to 
the food service i~dustry. The Board of Sanitarians provides that all 
sanitarians have the npcessary education and expertise to meet their 
responsibilities with the professionalism we and the public have come to 
expect from them. 

Respectfully, 
/'. /' -;r, !2 ~ '" /, -./" 
C,c; _ C > ~....- ~" / ..... ;./ ",-

Curti sO. Lang:endorff 
Chai rman 



2511 FIRST AVENUE NORTH 
P O. BOX 1791 

BILLINGS, MONTANA 59103 
DIAL 4061259·5511 

March 10, 1980 

RECEIVED 

tlorris L. Brusett, C. P. ~. 
Legislative Auditor 

MONTANA LEGISLATIVE AUDITOR 

State CaDitol 
Helena, I:lont. 59601 

Dear 11r. Brusett: 

I understand the 1977 ~~set Law wo~ld termina~e 
the Board of Sanitarians on July 1, 1981. 

Because of the qualified and ex~erienced sanitarians 
in Billings I have been given very valuable help in 
controlling the san~ry conditions of a restaurant 
on my premesis; a restuarant whic~ is leased and 
over which I have very li~tle control. 

I think there is not only a reasonable but a mandatory 
relationship between the exercise 0: the states policy 
power and the protection of the public's health but 
this control must be by a licensed sanitarian. 
If such would incur any increased costs it would be 
negligable compared to the pr:;servation of adequate 
controls. I don't believe there is a substitute for 
qualified persons in this field. We certainly don't 
substitute quality in any other area of public health 
and safety. 

I can't envision this regulation affecting the cost 
of services or goods involved except possibly in an 
incre~se in licencing fees but this would certainly 
"tie wo.rranted. 

S~JJ£d4 
~~E. Hickel 

Owner - l"innager 
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March 11, 1980 

Morris L. Brusett, C.P.A. 
Legislative Auditor 
State Capitol 
Helena, Montana 59601 

RECF\VED 
1 <) '· ... 8:\ t1AR t) I:; ',) 

MONTANA LEGISLATIVE AUOITOR 

Reference to: Sunset Review'of Sanitarians Registration Act 

Dear Mr. Brusett: 

This is a favorable testimony to be submitted for the public 
meeting on Barch 17, 1900. 

The following are reSponses for the SlX questions posed in the 
sunset law. 

A. Without the Registration Act, the health, welfare and safety 
of citizens throughout Montana could be jeopardized. 

B. If this Act was eliminated, the protection of public health, 
in general, could deteriorate. Unqualified and untrained 
personnel would be trying to adninister the laws, rules 
and regulations. 

c. I do not helip.ve so becnuse we need this type of safeguard, 
mandated by State Law. 

D. The Registration Act does have an effect on cost3 for services 
rendered, but the cost is not prohibitive to have well 
qualified and trained personnel to assist businesses and the 
public in intrepretation of the laws, rules and regulations 
that pertain to public health. 

E. No, it would be more harmful to the public wi~hout the 
regulations. 



Morris L. Brusett, C.P.A., Con't. 
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F. I feel that the regulatory process is for the benefit of the 
public's health, safety and welfare. 

FJA: nh 

Respectfully s_ubmi tt:ed, 

I"~ , 
- I ,-": . . . ... L 

F. Jack Anderson 
Vice President and General Hanager 
Northern Hotel 
Billings, r.1on tana 59101 





PO P.OX 1eo8 
TELEPHONE·I406176\-J401 - 601 . ~h STiEET SOUTHWEST 

RECFJVED 
f'IIAR 1 4~~~~ 14, 1980 

MONTANA LEGISLATIVE AUDITOR 

Office of the Legislative Auditor 
State Capital 
Helena, Montana 59601 

Re: Comments on Sunset keview of Sanitarians Registration Act 

Dear Sirs: 

The following written testimony in support of the Sanitarian Registration 
Act is respectfully offered to the Legislative Audit Committee for con
sideration at the March 17, 1980, meeting. 

The below signed have been employed for eight and four years respectively 
as sanitarians for Buttrey Food Stores Division, Jewel Companies, Inc., 
Great Falls, Montana, a retail food store chain with retail outlets in 
Montana," Idaho, Washington, Oregon, Wyoming, North Dakota, and Minne~0ta. 
Both are graduates of Montana State University (Master of Science Micro
biology) and are currently registered under this act. Job responsibilities 
include developing and implementing quality assurance, food protection, 
and general sanitation programs in retail food stores and distribution 
facilities in the seven state market area, to include monitoring and in
suring compliance with the various local, state, and federal food safety 
regulations. Our comments in support of the Sanitarian Registration Act 
are therefore limited to the food safety scope of a registered sanitarian's 
responsibilities, and will address only the questions in Item 4 Page 2 of 
the Rules For Conduct of Public Meetings on Sunset Reviews which we feel 
qualified to answer. 

A. The current regulation in our op1n10n significantly enhances the public 
health, safety, and welfare of Montana's citizens by requiring that qual
ified individuals are hired to assure the wholesomeness and safety of the 
foods consumed by Montanans. The complexity of the causative factors of 
food borne illness and its preventative measures necessitates that one be 
proficient in the basic concepts of food protection and sanitary principles, 
if he or she is to be able to identify situations or practices in food 
~stablishments which may lead to a food borne illness outbreak. Regulations 
provide the sanitarian with an enforcement tool to mandate certain require
ments which will reduce the likelihood of a food borne illness, but the 
sanitarian must be able to interpret these regulations and correlate them 
with observed situations or practices in a food establishment which might 
lead to such a food borne illness. If one is not qualified to do this, 
such situations or practices will very likely go uncorrected and the safety 
of the consumer will not be assurred. The criteria for registration under 
the current Sanitarians Registration Act helps insure that the individual 
charged with these responsibilities has this proficiency. 
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D. In our op1n10n the Sanitarian Registration Act does not have the effect of 
directly or indirectly increasing the costs of any goods or s~rvices involved 
in the operation of a food establishment. A conscientious food operator will 
strive to comply with the letter and the intent of the sanitary food regulations 
applicable to his operation, --and will des ign, construct, and maintain the 
facility and equipment in compliance with those regulations, integrating the 
required specifications into his operational design. The sanitarian, through 
the plan approval process, and through pre-opening, and subsequent inspections, 
is responsible to insure that these specifications are met. The operator must 
rely on the proficiency of the sanitarian to define these specifications as they 
relate to his particular plan, equipment, structure, or current operation. The 
sanitarian must be able to correlate the specifications required in the regula
tion to the potential food safety hazards which might associated with a particular 
food operation. If the sanitarian does not have the background that will enable 
him to understand the food safety hazards that might be associated with the 
operation, arbitary specifications, based on misinterpretation of the regula
tions may be required that are costly or counterproductive and serve no useful 
purpose. Additionally, during the plan approval, construction, and pre-openin~ 
inspection process, interpretations may vary if not based on sound food pro
tection concepts and sanitary principles, necessitating costly plan, equipment, 
and/or construction changes or construction delays. The qualified sanitarian 
through his knowledge can assist the operator in complying with the regulations 
at the minimum cost and in a manner most efficient to the productivity of the 
operation. The converse is true of an unqualified sanitarian. Since all costs 
of operating a business are necessarily passed on to the consumer, the Sanitarian 
Registration Act, by requiring proficiency helps reduce, or at least hold down 
such operating costs. 

We ho~ our comments have been of assistance to the committee 1n their Sunset 
Review of the Sanitarians Registration Act and we are at your service if ampli
fication or clarification of our comments is necessary. 

Sincerely, 
'~) 

, /'4 ,. '7 

;' -.;.,. (j, Cc ~_\_c·~ ___ 

Ron A. Andersen, R.S. 
Director Sanitation & Safety 

cJ1/1.--lJ~ ... -..'-. L /!«f..~ .. r~.;._ 
William E. Robinson, R.S. 
Staff Sanitarian 



DeQ.Qrtment of Heo~h and E~ronmentol Sciences 
STATE OF MONTANA HElENA. MONTANA 59601 

DIRECTOR'S OFFICE 
449-25,\4 A. C. Knight. MO .. F.CCP. 

\ 
September 16, 1980 

John W. Northey \, 
" Legislative Auditor's Office 

Room 135, State Capitol 
Helena, Montana 59601 

Dear Mr. Northey: 

Director 

The Department of Health & Environmental Sciences strongly believes 
that sanitarians must meet uniform state-wide qualifications before 
working in the profession and believes that screening, testing, 
registering and monitoring by an independent board is the best 
process by which this can be accomplished. 

The Department recommends the Legislative Audit Committee reconsider 
its decision to sunset the Board of Sanitarians and determine 
to re-establish it, with certain changes in its administrative 
law, in the Department of Professional and Occupational Licensing. 

If this is not acceptable, the Department then recommends the 
Board of Sanitarians be allocated to the Department of Health & 
Environmental Sciences for administrative purposes, that the Director 
of the Department of Health & Environmental Sciences be given 
the authority to appoint the members of the Board of Sanitarians, 
and the Board of Sanitarians continue its current screening, testing, 
registering, and monitoring of professional performance activities. 

The Department is responsible for the administration of many laws 
and rules which specifically name the sanitarian as the person 
to complete public health protection tasks as representatives 
of the Department. Some of the areas of responsibility are: 
food processors and manufacturers; food, drugs and cosmetics; 
food service establishments; hotels, motels, and tourist homes; 
day care centers; retirement homes; schools; locker plants and 
frozen food processors; septic tank and cesspool operations; swimming 
pools and bathing places; tourist campgrounds, trailer courts; 
vending of food and beverages; water pollution; jails and public 
buildings. Over 7,000 licensed businesses are included in this 
workload. 

EEO/~:=FIR~.1ATIVE ACTION AGENCY 
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September 16, 1980 
John W. Northey , 
Page 2 • \ 

\ 
Many more areas, such as nuisance complaints, animal bites, rodent 
and insect control, junk vehicle yards, and solid waste disposaJ 
programs are also\jnvolved. Other areas include the sanitarian 
by implication or common practice such as planning and zoning 
activities and building codes administration. 

\. 

The Department has always worked closely with, relied upon, and 
accepted documents, observations, judgments and evaluations of 
registered sanitarians. Department legal actions are based upon 
the registered sanitarian1s work. 

This close professional relationship is possible because accumulated 
evidence indicates that persons required to meet and maintain 
sanitarian registration requirements deliver quality work consistently, 
are certifiable as experts in their fields of responsibility, 
and are qualified partners with the Department in public health 
protection matters. 

The loss of the sanitarian as a registered professional would 
effectively erase this partnership and Montana would be ill served 
if just anyone could be employed in the first line public health 
protection role provided by the registered sanitarian. 

The Department would be happy to expand on its beliefs and to 
work with the committee and its staff in any way. 

Thank you for the opportunity to bring these considerations before 
you. 

s~'nCe1~elY' ~ 
: I J,.' 

A\l~0 &lvltcq 
Joh~ W. Bartlett 
Deputy Director 

v 

9S 

cc: Kenneth B. Read, R.S. 



... MAKING A DIFFERENCE .,. 

January 14, 1981 

Mr. James Peterson, State Compliance Officer 
State Department of Health & Environmental 

Sciences 
Food & Consumer Safety Bureau 
Board of Health Building 
Helena, Montana 59620 

Dear Jim: 

This letter is to inform you that at the December, 1980, Local 

Health Officers' Association meeting, the local Health Officers unani-

mously voted to support retention of the Board of Sanitarians. We feel 

the Board, whi~h operates at no public cost, offers considerable public 

benefit by establishing and maintaining standards of professionalism 

among sanitarians working in Montana. 

DAF:mjp 

,Sa:' \.~relY' 
r I . 
\-, . ,J. r.----
David A. Fef e, airman 
~lontana Local (ealth Officers' Assoc. 

MISSOUlA crrt-cOUMY HtALTI1 D[PARTM(NT 
301 WEST ALDER STREET MISSOULA,MT '59001 

lTL( PUON E 72 )- 5700 



THE LEGISLATIVE AUDIT COMMITTEE FOR THE aO'!TAt"tA STATE 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee 

I am Gary Lee Watt. I live at 1515 Missoula Avenue, Helena, 
.. 

I am a registered sanitarian but I have not worked as such for the past twenty 

. months. 

I am employed as a food service consultant for tDe Office of Public InsLruction. 

My background consits of many years in the milk business, three and one->llf years 

as a county sanitarian and six years as .3 consultant sanitdri:lp.. for ti;o Dc~~rt::,c:1[ 

of Health and Environmental Sciences. 

I hold a B.S. in Dairy Manufacturing and a ~.S. in ~icrob10logy l~nvlr0~~~~t~ 

Health) • 

I have taken several advanced courses in public administration. Besides this I 

have numerous certificates for training courses completed in most areas 

sanitarians are involved. While I was with the Department of Health and Environmental 

Sciences, I was certified bv the Food and Drug Aiministration as a food survey 

officer. 

I am past President of the Montana Environmental Health Association, former member 

of the Sanitarians Registration Council and a former member of the Governing 

Board of the Montana Health Systems Agency. 

I give you this capulated form of my history so you know that I speak from 

experience. I have helped train several sanitarians working in Montana today. 

I have also helped train many sanitarians who have left the field. 

To understand what a sanitarian is, you have to understand what he or she does. 

It is like looking through a microscope, as you 3djust the focus you clearly 

.~ 

.ee one segment of the operation. Then by readjusting the focus, you see another 

segment. Rarely will you ever see the total picture without pieceing the 

segments together. 



I feel the absence of registration would signifi,:antlv har.n or endanger the 

public's health, safety or welfare. 

I would estimate that within five years after th~ Board was disbanded, there 

.... 
would be a movement to reestablish the Board and to make it stronger than it 

is today. 

Most local jurisdictions currently 100" for guidance -from the Ellard 

and the Department of Health and Environmental S:iences in finding people 

qualified and capable of acting as sanitar i:ms. SOlD.C" local b,)nrds have tried 

to save money by hirin~ local talent, using (TT,\ ~vorkers and 111' atLE':11~li,;t', :_,) 

live without a qualified sanitarian. The need f::>r a qualifiec: sanitari.::m 

quickly becomes apparent. 
k'n<- ...10£-- ThIS 

The hiring agency/is soon looking for qualified applicants because the demands 

of the job become so heavy the unqualified people cannot keep up. 

Not all persons who qualify as sanitaricms stay;yith the profession. Highly 

qualified people who can very easily handle the ;york sometimes move on to 

better paying jobs. Others cannot or do not care for the stress of public 

contact. Still others get so involved with the demands of the job they burn out. 

Their family life becomes nonexistant because they are working weekends and nights. 

I believe the auditors missed the point on Page 4, Paragraph 1, last sentence. 

Very few local sanitarians are only involved in food protection and water quality 

control. You should read a sanitarians log if you don't believe me. 

Actually sanitarians are expected to know a lot about everything involved with 

sanitation. The demands on this profession are rapidly evolving and becoming 

extremely complex. 

It is difficult to keep up even when you are working with subjects on a constant 

basis. That is why I agree with the concept of continuing education. 

It is my opinion that in the near future only graduates of certified environmental 

health programs should be eligible for registration. The sanitarian is expected 



to work on a par with engineers, medical doctors. lawyers and other professional 

people. To have less than qualified sanitarians puts the public's health at 

risk. Their pocket book will also suffer because of inadequate evaluations 

of situations such as subdivision'~review, sewage disposal and epidemeological 

investigations. 

I feel the board should be seperated from the Department of Health and Environmental 

Sciences because of two serious incidents that occurred. The personal ego of a 

division director got in the way of professional judgc~ent. If the Department of 

Health and Environmental Sciences had had control of the r~~istration I fear t~at a 

bureaucratic power play by one person would have wiped out t!12 board. 

Please refer to page 22, Paragraph 3, The Depart~ent of He~lth and Environmental 

Sciences does do a lot of training but they do nat regulate local or private 

sanitarians. Various individual Department of Health and Environmental Sciences 

employees keep the Board informed of sanitarians activities but the Department of 

Health and Environmental Sciences does not have authority or control over local 

sanitarians. Too often confusion occurs over the Department of Health and 

Environmental Sciences role in control. Local g~vernments and businesses have 

complete authority over their employees. Local jurisdictions such as Great Falls, 

Missoula and Billings seldom ask for assistance in training new staff. The 

Board should retain its autonomy. 

On Page 21 under Regulatory Authority I believe the auditors missed the point of 

registration complaints. Sanitarians, by nature, are very sensitive to human needs. 

If they have a fault it is in proper documentation. They try to resolve matters 

quickly, cleanly and with as little distress to the other party as possible. 

Sometimes red tape and records are left undone because of it. 

Although it is not on file I was the one who notified a board member that an 

unqualified person had just been hired in Lake County. He contacted the person 

who quickly called his former employer, got his old job back and moved back to 

Colorado. 



· . 
Since sanitarians converse a lot by phone, the board members are usually nware 

of situations where a sanitarian is not performing properly. Usually, the 

County Commissioners or local board of health either terminates the individual 

or the individual resigned before ~he board could collect the necessary data 

to act. 

However, the mechanism for delicensure should be in place should it be needed. 

This has been a cursory list of comments I have 8n why I believe the Board of 

Sanitarians is essential to public health. I welcome any questions you way 

have now or in the future. My office number js ~49-2501 and ~y horne ph0ne 

number is 443-4753. 
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The Board of Sar~tarians has been establish~d and functions to maintain 

standards for Sanitarians in the State of Eontara. Hontana' s Board of Sani tar-

ians insures that only qualified individuals serve as Sanitarians in Montana. 

Individu3.ls adequately trained and lJlth a der.lonstrated ability to pass a required 

environmental health examinatio:1 better serve tbe public healtt needs of the 

people of l~ontana. As !·:ontana State University :'as received accreditation for 

tr;e environmental health option in the Department of I,ti.crobiology by the IJational 

Ace redi ta tion Council for' Environmental Heal tt C'.lrricula in order' to provide 

well-trained, quality students to serve Hantana, so too, the Board of Sanitarians 

attempts to insure tha-~ well-trained, quality Sa:1itarians serve the environmental 

bealth needs of Montana. He, the undersigned, feel that the l10ntana Board of 

Sapitarians bas insured a high level of quality personnel for serving M::mtana 

Environmental health needs and that abolition of the Board would be detrimental 

to the standard of quality attention given to tbe health and safety of every 

:r--:Ontanan. 

! ~J 
iI' If / ! ' 
/' /. ~ . , . .' i:' 

I .... i' 



STATE OF MONTANA 

DEPARTMENT OF PROFESSIONAL & OCCUPATIONAL LICENSING 

~OARD OF SANITARIANS 

ED CARNEY. DIRECTOR 

LALONDE BUILDING 
HELENA. MONTANA 59601 

(406) 449-3737 

LEGISLATIVE AUDIT COr~1ITTEE 

Testimony 

'Relative to the Board of Sanitarians and Sanitarian Registration 

by 

James M.' Peterson, R.S. 
Member 

Board of Sanitarians 

Gentlemen: 

It is a privilege to come before you and present testimony on behalf of the 

Board of Sanitarians, Kenneth Read, R_S., Chairman, and Samuel Kalafat, R_S., 

Vice Chairman, in support of the continuation of the Board of Sanitarians and 

sanitarian registration. 

Before speaking to the six specific questions required by Sunset Law, we 

would like to present a few introductory remarks. 
, ; 
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The registered sanitarian occupies a most important and unique position in the 

world of environmental public health protection., He 1s' the first: line professional~;:E:;;:} 
, " ' : >;~~:\i:,: 

usually a multi-discipline generalist, who carries the tremendous responsibility 
. : ... -:- . 

I 
: -. . .~.:- ' . 

as primary inspector, evaluator, advisor and enforcer in e~vironmental public 

health prevention and correct-jon matters. The propriety of his actions is 

critical to th~ development and maintenance ~fa healthful 'and' ~afe environment>'-·-·:-:)·:;:,~~A~· 
The sanitarian has long been considered a responsible professional by the 

, , ~ 

" 

. - ...... 
. ' .. ,', 

' .... 
~ \ ~ _..r'. 

legislature. r1any laws, incl uding those deal ing with food, publ ic accorIJllodations, , ~. - ,\",-,;~" 
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'_and trailer courts-campgrounds, specifically name sanitarians as per~ons to carry 

out the provisions of the law. It seems a reasonable assumption that the lawmakers 

believed the registration requirements qualified and justified the specific 

inclusion oTthe sanitarian. 

The individuals and industries that are affected by environmental law and 

rules generally accept the need for controls. But they expect the laws and rules 

to be universal, that they will be uniformly enforced, and that only qualified and 

.competent sanitarians will administer them. 

Without a viable Board of Sanitarians and sanitarians registration requirements, 

a fundamentaT element in an efficient, effective and fair public health prevention 

program will be missing. 

1. Would the absence of regulation significantly harm or endanger the 
pub1ic's health, safety, or welfare? 

Yes. The elimination of the Board of Sanitarians and the requirements for 

sanitarian registration would result in a lowering of the level of public health 

protection because qualified registered sanitarians have an appreciation for and 

an understanding of those factors which have.a critical impact on the elimination 

of environmental health hazardS. They can adapt their basic knowledge and training 

in public health preventive practices to sudden and unfamiliar situations. The 

rapid mobilization and successful participation of sanitarians from industry and 

local/state government in the t'ecent PCB incident illustrates this capability. 

2:- Is there a reasonable rel ationship between the exerci se of the state's 
police power and the protection of the public's health, safety, or 
welfare? 

Yes .. The public health responsibilities of the registered sanitarian are 

gener.ally concerning matters that are beyond the awareness and technical knowledge 

of the public and thus the public cannot protect itself. There is no way a consumer 

can assure himself that the water he drinks in a cafe is potable, that the food he 

eats is free of harmful chemicals or bacterial c~ntamination, that the silverware 



and glasses he uses in a public establishment are sanitary, or that the sewage 

disposal system serving a facility is non-polluting. He can only suffer the 

consequences. 

3. 

These exampies illustrate- a f~ of the many areas where the public expects. 

and even demands the state meet its responsibility to provide adequate and effective 

public health protection through laws and rules and the qualified persons to 

administer them. 

Maintaining the Board of Sanitarians and sanitarian registration is a reasonable 

and, we believe, necessary exercise of state power. 

3. Is there a less restrictive method of regulation available which 
could adequately protect the public? 

No. We believe the Board of Sanitarians has adopted the minimum qualifications 

necessary to meet the responsibilities of the profession. The requirements are in 

keeping with those in other states. 

The Board of Sanitarians accepts limited equivalency in academic areas to provide 

flexibility and has interstate reciprocity with states with similar standards. 

4. Does the regulation have the effect of directly or indirectly increasing 
the costs of any goods or services involved and, if so, to what degree? 

No. It is possible that the salaries paid to persons qualified as registered 

sanitarians would be higher than that paid to individuals with lesser qualifications. 

However, the costs resulting from incorrect decisions,inaction, etc., mode by 

unqualified persons would more than offset any salary differences. 

5. Is the increase in cost more harmful to the public than the harm 
which would result from the absence of regulation? 

N~- As was discussed in the preceding question, costs would likely balance, 

but, .even if they did not, the harm to the public through the increased incidence 

of illness and injuries would more than offset any increase. 
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6. Are all facets of the regulatory process designed sOlely for the 
purpose of, and have as their primary effect, the protection of 
the public? 

Yes. The entire registration process and the only reason for the Board of 

Sanitarians is to insure that only persons with adequate knowledge and ability 

in public health protection matters are given the authority and responsibility to 

practice the profession of sanitarian. 

GENERAL COt-1MENTS 

We would like, with your permission, to add our comments to other items 

contained in the Sunset Review and to other areas, because we believe the 

information wo~ld be helpful in your deliberations. 

It may be your information that differences existed between the Board of 

Sanitarians and the Department of Health and Environnrental Sciences. These 

problems have been resolved. You should have written corrunentary to this fac.t 

from the Department and an indication of their support for the Board of Sanitarians. 

The ?unset Review contains corrunents on educational requ'irements, com~1a int 

procedures, and several other special areas, and we wish to respond to them. 

But we would like to note that we do not believe they should be considered factors 

in determining the continuation of the Board of Sanitarians and sanitarian 

registration. 

They are, and are being actively considered as, recommended improvements to 

the functions of the Board of Sanitarians and the registration process. 

Educational Requirements: 

The sanitarian was the first professional to become active in the field of 

envi~onmental public health protection. As a generalist, the knowledge and abilities 

he must bring to his work are broad, yet firmly grounded on certain subjects such 

as microbiology. 
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We now have schools of public health in universities across the United 

States which are graduating individuals in the specific academic discipline of 

environmental health. Montana State University recently was nationally accredited 

in this area. It is anticipated that most future sanitarians will come from this 

specific academic background. 

All this means that educational requirements for sanitarians is a dynamic 

process, and the Board of Sanitarians will be continually evaluating educational 

requirements which will insure that only qualified persons are registered. 

Complaint Procedure: 

The Sunset Review noted that the Department of Hez:.lth Clnd Envin)nmcntal 

Sciences and other agencies deal with complaints c,ga;nst Yeg'istered s,;nitarians. 

We believe this is misleading as the complaints being considered are in 

reality questions about the interpretation and application of a state law or 

rule, and as such are part of the normal standardization process. 

The Board of Sanitarians is not in the busL-2sS of 'intei"jJ:;2tili:'; iechnical 

laws and rules, but is charged to act when gross incompetence or professional 

conduct is in question. 

A suggestion is made that the Department of Health and Environmental Sciences 

take over the registration process. 

We believe this is inappropriate. We believe a conflict of interest would 

occur, since the Department would be both an employer of sanitarians and the 

registering agency. 

We find that establishing the Department as registration agency is in 

opposition to the more independent and broad-based expanded Board of Sanitarians 

being proposed. 
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Unprofessional Conduct: 

The Board of Sanitarians has recently revised its rule~ dealing with 

unprofessional conduct. They are currently consistent with those of the 

engineering profession. 

The Board will be continuously evaluating statements from other states, 

considering legal opinions handed down by the courts, and will be amending its 

rules· as appropriate. 

Continued Competency: 

6. 

The Board of Sanitarians proposed an amendment to its governing laws during 

the last legislative session to require continuing edur~fion for ro· regi~trati0n (!f 

sanitariarls. The amendment was defeated when the bill W~S vuted out over other 

aSPects. 

The Board of San'itarians plans to re-introduce the continuing education 

amendment in the next legislative session and is already working with an advisory 

committee of san'j tarians from the Nontana. Envit'onmenta: nca n,h Assoc iu t i on on the 

details of the process. 

Board Membership: 

The Board of Sanitarians proposed an amendment to increase membership by 

including lay persons during the last legislative session. The amendment was 

defeated when the bill was voted out due to another matter. 

IF-g-~~.~an~ to re-introduce this amendment during the next legislative 

session. 

Administrative Areas: 

The Sunset Review comments dealing with automated license records~ reporting. 

requirements, etc. are non-controversial so far as the Board of Sanitarians is 

concerned and seem not to be a factor in the deliberations concerning the continuation 

of the Board. 



7. . . . 

Conclusion: 

The Board of Sanitarians believes that only qualified and registered 

sanitarians should be entrusted with the protection of environmental public health 

in the areas of their responsibility. To place the health and safety in the 
. 

hands of anyone less qualified would be retrogressive and not in the best interest 

of anyone concerned. 

We hope your deliberations will result in the decision to recommend 

continuation of the Board of Sanitarians and sanitarian registration. 

You may be assured that all any registered sanitarian wants is to be sure 

that he and his peers are qualHied and competent to carr}, out their rc~pvii::;·il"ih ~.ies 

and to satisfy the trust placed upon them. 

Thank you. 



Montana EnviNJnmental Health AssocIation 
., 

RECE1VED 
March 13, 1980 

[-JAR 1 ~ 198·J 

MONTANA LEGISLATIVE AUOITOR 

Legislative Audit Committee 
State Capitol -
Helena, Montana 59601 

Re: Comments on the Sunset Review Report on the Board of Sanitarians 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

As the current President of the Montana Environmental Health Association, 
I am speaking on behalf of that association. r~y name is Laurence E. rJallace, 
and I am from Bozeman. 

It is difficult to be concise and to the point and still cover adequately all 
six questions mentioned in the Legislative Auditors Report. I therefore will 
answer only the first question. "Would the absence of regulation significantly 
harm or endanger the public's health, safety, or welfare?" The answer to that 
would be, in some counties yes and in some counties probably not. 

Let me explain what I mean by that yes and no answer. The laws, codes, ordi
nances, and regulations we now enforce are not going to go away whether the 
Board of Sanitarians is sunsetted or not. People will still be required to be 
out around the state enforcing the laws you have enacted. The actions taken by 
those inspectors will continue to affect the health and welfare of the people 
who live and visit here. To insure that these inspectors are competent and 
making educated decisions, some qualifications for the job will still be re
quired. If statewide qualifications are not used, the individual counties will 
have to come up with some of their own. The effect of this will be that the laws 
will be enforced somewhat differently in each county in the state. Sanitarians 
now have basicly the same education and training and this tends to make enforce
ment relatively the same throughout the state. Fair and equal enforcement of the 
regulations from county to county is now encouraged by the licensing regulations. 
These regulations are enforced by the Board of Sanitarians. 

The decisions and actions that the sanitarian is required to make must be made 
with an educated judgement. The sanitarian must then be ready to defend his 
actions in court. If the Sanitarian is undable to convince the court that he 



Legislative Audit ( ;littee .. 
page 2 

or she acted lawfully and properly, the employer (county) may find itself 
liable. I am sure that Gallatin County is not much different than any 
other county in Nontana, and ~e find ourselves on the witness stand more 
and more frequently. 

We in the Montana Environmental Health Association would prefer that the 
current rules, regulations, and board that governs our profession be updated 
and modified if necessary, rather than completely eliminated. It is only 
in this way the uniformity that is needed to enforce the regulations equally 
and fairly across the state can be obtained. 

LHJ: hma 

Laurence E. Wallace, R.S. 
President, t·iontana Environmental 
Health Association 

. ...... 



.•. MAKING A DIfFERENCE .•• 

Morris L. Brusett 
Legislative Auditor 

\ 
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Office of the Legislative Auditor 
State Capitol 
Helena, MT 59601 

Dear Sir: 

March 12, 1980 

RECElVED 
MAR 1 ~ 1980 

MONTANA LEGlSlAllVE AUorrOR 

I request that this letter be included as part of formal written 
testimony and be entered into the record concerning the sunset perfor
mance audit report of the Board of Sanitarians. 

My name is William R. DeCou. I reside at 1139 Poplar Street, 
Missoula, Montana. I am a registered sanitarian, currently employed 
by the Missoula City-County Health Department. My comments reflect my 
views as a practicing sanitarian. 

The rules for written testimony state the necessity for relating 
the testimony presented to the questions posed in the sunset law. 
Limiting testimony to the six points outlined would have the effect 
of excluding relevant testimony. 

The sunset review report to the Legislature concerning the Board 
of Sanitarians, prepared by the office of the legislative auditor, 
does not follow the requested format; nonetheless, I assume that 
material included within that report is deemed relevant. Therefore, 
the validity of concerns or conclusions stated in the report are proper 
subjects for testimony. 

My first comment concerning the report questions the validity of 
the point raised on page 20 concerning the definition of a sanitarian. 
I do not agree that "the law forced the inclusion of many professionals 
into the definition of sanitarian who did not want to practice the 
profession." I am aware of only two individuals for which this was an 
issue. To me, two does not constitute "many." And the positions held 

MISSOUlA CllV-(OUNlY HtALTH DtPARfMENT 
301 WE5T ALDER STREET MISSOOlA,MT 5'18Or 

lTLIP~ONE 721-5700 
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by the individuals were stated as "sanitarian" at the date of bire. 
The position titles \(but not the responsibilities or duties of the 
position) were .later'~hanged by H.E.S. administrators in an attempt 
to evade the law. I am sure that the committee must be aware of the 
considerable bureaucratic maneuvering by H.E.S. concerning this issue. 

\ , 

I also question the relevancy of past disputes regarding the 
definition of a sanitarian. I am sure that this committee would not 
accept the relevancy of disputes within committee hearings in previous 
legislative sessions. Thus~ a single standard must be applied. 
Currently there is no dispute; H.E.S. and the Board of Sanitarians 
are in agreement concerning the definition of a sanitarian. 

I do not agree that the standards for suspending or revoking a 
license are inappropriate as contended on page 21. First, more 
specific standards have been proposed by the Board of Sanitarians. 
While the proposed standards are still somewhat non-specific, as are 
the standards adopted by the boards of many licensed occupations in 
Montana, that's simply the nature of such standards as applied to 
licensed professionals. 

This committee found the standards regarding suspension and 
revocation for professional engineers to be acceptahle at the last 
session of the Legislature. Yet the committee questions the same 
language when proposed by the Board of Sanitarians. It is the respon
sibility of the committee to determine the suitability of language, 
not to measure the political clout or lobbying power of professional 
engineers as compared to registered sanitarians, or to make decisions 
based on the differences in political power of the two groups. 

I do not agree with the conclusions reached in the section titled 
Regulatory Responsibility, starting on page 21 of the report. While 
one of the Board's major objectives is to review and take appropriate 
action on complaints, the committee has misinterpreted the type of 
complaints which are relevant. 

I am sure that the committee would agree that it would not be in 
the Board's jurisdiction to investigate complaints regarding issuance 
of traffic citations. Likewise, it is outside the Board's jurisdiction 
to field complaints regarding health-related complaints encountered by 
the public unless the complaint results from unprofessional conduct 
of a sanitarian. The lack of this kind of complaint indicates that 
sanitarians are carrying out their duties in a professional manner. 
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Generally~ complaints involve adverse environmental conditions} 
the existence of which is not related to the lack of competence by 

\ ---
sanitarians. _The most common reasons why some of these complaints 
are not satisfactorily resolved are either inadequate funding or 
lack of jurisdicti~n (no enabling legislation). These are political 
deficiencies not unaer the control of sanitarians. 

It is most appropriate that health-related complaints be referred 
to the local or state agency having jurisdiction, as these agencies 
provide funding. for enforcement, make political decisions regarding 
priorities, and are responsible for establishing the necessary 
regulatory framework to resolve complaints. 

I do not agree with the report's contention that most of the 
regulation of sanitarians is concentrated at H.E.S. I have observed 
little or no evidence of "the department's constant contact with 
probationary sanitarians." I have never been supervised by H.E.S. 
While H.E.S. serves as technical consultants for some programs, a 
number of local jurisdictions have their own regulations and programs 
with no parallel at a state level. Thus, H.E.S. has little or no 
influence in these areas. 

It should also be noted that while H.E.S. has the power to 
monitor and supervise local sanitarians in some respects, it has, 
on the whole, not chosen to do so. Food and Consumer Safety, which 
administers the single largest state program carried out by sanitarians 
(licensed establishments) has not withheld funds for unsatisfactory 
contract performance, although justification for withholding of funds 
probably existed in some jurisdictions. 

I also question the implicit assumption that employees of H.E.S. 
are necessarily better qualified to evaluate sanitarians than are 
sanitarians throughout the state. 

Establishing H.E.S. as the licensing board would create an 
unhealthy situation in two respects. H.E.S. could abuse its powers 
for political reasons regarding the inevitable friction between 
various levels of government. Thus, a local sanitarian could suffer 
harassment from H.E.S. regarding registration because H.E.S. and 
the county's commissioners had some differences. 

Secondly, H.E.S. is a well-developed bureaucracy, with attendant 
internal organizational problems. There would be an opportunity and 
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incentive to rubber-stamp its own workers' qualifications unless the 
worker had committed an act of political indiscretion. Since the 
purpose of registering sanitarians is to assure competency in 
technical, not political, respects, H.E.S. would be unsuited for 
this role. 

I do not agree with either of the points raised on page 22 
concerning educational requirements. A degree, in and of itself, 
does reflect on the applicant. A degree-holder has demonstrated 
at least four years of self-motivation, an ability to function satis
factorily with a(n) (academic) bureaucracy, and has fulfilled basic 
requirements in oral, written, and mathematical skills. Since 
sanitarians must function ina bureaucracy, these skills and abilities 
are highly relevant. 

The accumulation of a particular number of credits in science 
does not necessarily provide these same skills and abilities. 

While it would be possible for a history major to have 30 credits 
in science, it is unlikely. If a history major did have 30 credits 
in science and those courses included microbiology, biology, chemistry 
and physics, the person would have the necessary technical background. 
The specific major is of lesser importance if the candidate has a 
degree and the required coursework. 

The requirement does specify the degree required and specific 
types of subjects required. The minimum number of quarter hours 
is covered by the degree requirement. The current requirements are 
broad enough to include qualified persons and narrow enough to 
exclude those unqualified. 

The committee's discussion of continued competency appears to 
criticize both the lack of continuing education an~ a proposal to 
require same. This smacks of wanting to have the cake and eat it too. 

Continuing education and entrance exams are not perfect predictors 
of competency, as is true of bar exams, medical exams, professional 
engineer exams, etc. However, satisfactory performance on the exam 
insures an adequate technical and analytical background, which is an 
essential part of competency. In a similar manner,.a continuing 
education requirement assures up-to-date knowledge by registrants, 
which is a necessary part of competence. 

,The Board has proposed a continuing education ~equirement, but 
cannot" enact it without legislative action. \ " 

\ . 
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The committee report discusses automated record-keeping and, 
no doubt, will later expound about the associated high costs. , 
As the numbe~ of reg~stered sanitarians in Montana is less than 200 
and likely to remain so, there is no need for automated records. 
If the Legislature, is to require such record-keeping without a 
documented need, then the Legislature should also take responsibility 
for the resultant costs incurred. 

The committee's guidelines for testimony make an unwarranted 
assumption that the registration of sanitarians increases costs to 
the public. This constitutes evidence of a bias on the part of the 
committee. (4 E Is the increase in cost •••• ) 

I believe the committee's concern about costs is unwarranted. 
Seven percent of the time of one administrative assistant is involved 
in sanitarian registration, and all of the costs are borne by the 
sanitarians themselves. 

In the absence of a registration requirement, these additional 
costs could be expected to result: 

(1) Government would continue to expend funds for sanitation, 
but would receive less service as qualification of job-holders 
declines. 

(2) Lowered environmental conditions would be endured by 
the entire citizenry. 

Sincerely yours, 

Bill DeCou, R.S. 

BD:mzc 

l ,-'c> '. \-:>:~c\'c '''-~ C:;Zl •. \\\,::;"~:",,,) <39(ee. 

"'~" \ \ 0 _"" "',6 (C'l-n .-)') e.,,, \ <; • 
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Office of the Legistative Au~tor 
Morris L. Brusett 
Legislative Auditor 
State Capitol' 
Helena, Montana 59601 

\ 

March 12, 1980 

REC;ErVED 
IJAR 1 3 ,980 

MONTANA lEGISLATIVE AUDITOR 

Re: Testimony on the importance and 
performance of the Board of Sanitarians. 

Dear Mr. Brussett: 

Please enter the testimony on the next page at the March 11, 1980 meeting 

of the Legislative Audit Committee. 

lb 

Enclosure 



The Board of Sanitarians has been established and functions to maintain 

standards for Sanitarians in the State of Montana. Montana's Board of Sanitar-

ians insures that only qualified individuals serve as Sanitarians in Montana. 

Individuals adequately trained and llith a demonstrated ability to pass a required 

environmental health examination better serve the public health needs of the 

people of Montana. As Montana State University has received accreditation for 

the environmental health option in the Department of Microbiology by the National 

Accreditation Council for Environmental Health Curricula in order to provide 

well-trained, quality students to serve Montana, so too, the Board of Sanitarians 

attempts to insure that. well-trained, quality Sanitarians serve the environmental 

health needs of Montana. We, the undersigned, feel that the Montana Board of 

Sanitarians has insured a high level of quality personnel for serving Montana 

Environmental health needs and that abolition of the Board would be detrimental 

to the standard of quality attention given to the health and safety of every 

Montanan. 

Dr. Malcolm D. Winter 
Custer Cou~t~ Hralth Officer 

~'V~'~."~ R-S-/ /tle< ,~:£{f£i ~narm I • 7f 
C~ter and Powder. River County Sanitarian 

\. 

, 

\ . 

, 



lsjislative Audit €cmnittee 
Roan 135 . ., 
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Crnmittee Manbers: , 
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1026 Hauser 
Helena, Ml' 59601 
March 14, 1980 

RECE\VED 
LAK 1 7 'I~~U 

MONlAAA lEGlSLAlrv:E AUDITOR 

Please consider this It1Y written testim::my in opfXJsition to the prop::>sed 
sunsetting of the Board qf Sanitarians. Without that administrative board, 
the Sanitarian Re:Jistratioo Act \oJW.ld .be a totally ineffective piece of 
legislation. Without the qualification requiranents set forth in that act, 
I sincerely feel that the quality of environnental sanitation curl the 
associaterl preventative health efforts in the state will deteriorate. The 
Jlct arrl its crlmi.nistration by the Board is the cnly guarantee that state and 
especially local health depart:ITEnts will be stafferl with the qualifierl indi
viduals neErlerl to carry out the very important task of inproving the environ
mental health of the people arrl the state. '!be absence of this type of regula
tion will result in a significant da:=rease in the quality of these important 
public officials. 

The relationship between the regulation arrl the protection or enhancarent 
of p..1blic health, safety, and \\elfare is dira:=t and nvst obvious· at the COl.IDty 
health department level. The COl.IDty sanitarian is the primary and often the 
only environmental health authority in at least 40 of the 56 counties in the 
state. The wide range of duties am problans they are callerl. upon to investi
gate arrl solve requires an irrlividual of special ability. The Board of 
Sanitarians arrl the Sanitarian Registration Jlct is the only assurance that 
these fOsitions will be fillerl with irrlividuals capable of perfm:ming these 
duties in a satisfactory manner. 

The econanics or costs involverl. in retaining the Board barely deserve a 
cannent. The staff report on the subja:=t clearly illustrates that it is a 
self-financed regulatory agency which costs the taxpayers of the state nothing. 
I certainly do not pass on the cost of my annual license to my "custaners" when 
I renegotiate my salary plan with the Legislature. I w:mld venture to guess 
that the taxpayers' cost of preparing the Legislative Atrlitor' s staff refOrt 
on the Sanitarians Board was far IOOre than the cost to the taxpayer for supp:>rting 
the Board of Sanitarians in the entire history of its existence. 

'lb sunmarize in the interests of brevity, the retention of the Board or the 
developnent of an alternative (and probably nvre costly) administering agency 
is very important to the Sanitarian Registration Act. That Act is very important 
to the state of Montana. I sincerely hope that your carmittee will be farsighterl 
enough to realize what inpacts its da:=ision will have on the future ca.rrse of 
envirol1ID2l1tal health and sanitation fo! the people of the state. 

Sincerely, ,/ j) 
~~',- . ;/~!/'! .~ 

.... Lar D. Mitchell, R.S. 

Employed by funtana Depa.rt::nent of Health 
and Envircnnental Scierx:::es 
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CITY-COUNTY HEALYf DEPARTMENT 

\ 

James U. Neely, R.S~, Chief 
Environmental Health,Division 
Room 311, Courthouse 
Phone 252-5181 Ex~. 225 

Morris L. Brusett, C.P.A. 
Legislative Auditor 
State Capitol 
Helena, Montana 59601 

BILLINGS, MONTAN 
511101 

March 13, 1980 

Reference to: Sunset Review of Sanitarians Registration Board 
and Sanitarians Registration Act. 

Dear Mr. Brusett: 

We, the employees of the Yellowstone City-County Health 
Department, Environmental Health Division, support the Board of 
Sanitarians. 

This Board was established to enforce the laws and rules 

EO 

of qualification for entering into this field and to police its 
ranks. We feel that it is fulfilling this function and through 
its efforts a high standard of professionalism has been achieved 
in this State. 

To do away with this agency and its control will open this 
field to possible political abuses that have occurred in the 
past. 

~ve feel there should be no compromising of qualifications 
and educational standards when the health, safety, and'welfare 
of the people of this State are involved. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Sue A. R. S • ./ 

/ ... , 
\ r.: I ..... 1:'. -'t I ... ~ '.1, .. ~. -, , '.' 

Gary pradshaw, R.S. 
"1 .. 

Norma L. Hart, Secretary 
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BUT. -'-SILVER BOW HEALTH DEP_~TMENT 

PHONE 406·792-2341 
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Morris L. Brusett, C. P. A. 
Legislative Auditor 

, 
'. 

Office of the Legislative Auditor 
State Capital 
Helena, Montana 59601 

Dear Sirs 

220 NORTH ALASKA 

BUTTE, MONTANA 159701 

March 12, 1980 

RECE\VEO 
MI\R 1 31980 

t cr-\S\..ATlVE AuorrOR 
MONlANA ~ 

I wish to present vri tten testimony in support of the Sanitarians Registration 
Act. 

The abolishment of the Sanitarians Registration Act would have an adverse and 
detrimental effect on the public health needs and requirements of the people of the 
entire state of Montana. 

The absence of regulation of the profession of Sanitarian as set by the present 
Sanitarian Registration Act would allow untrained and uneducated personnel to inspeot, 
investigate, interpret and render decisions of the Public Health Regulations Rules and 
Codes of the State of Montana as passed by the Legislature and the State Department of 
Heal th and Environmental Sciences, to the detriment of the general public and the 
various industries involved. 

There is a reasonable relationship between the exercise of the State's police 
power and protection of the public' 8 health, safety and welfare at the present time 
because qualified Registered Sanitarians at the state and local levels are carrying out 
the public health programs they are responsible for. 

In my opinion there is no lese restriotive method o£ regulation available than 
using qualified personnel, who by the very nature o£ their education and experience 
can effectively determine the best methods of achieving publio health goals. 

The Sanitarians Registration Aot is administered by the Sanitarians Registration 
Council and the entire operating cost comes from the annual and in! tial Sanitarians 
Registration Fees; therefore, there is no cost to the public. 

All facets of the Sanitarians Registration Act are designed solely and primarily 
to give the public the protection of having aanitarians who have a high degree of 
expertise in their field of endeavor through education and adherence to an ethical 
philosophy of deportment and practice. 
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BUTTE-SILVER BOW HEALTH DEPARTMENT 

220 NORTH ALASKA 

'HONE 406.792-2341 BUTTE, MONTANA ~9701 

. \ 
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The Sanitarians Registration Aot has been in effeot since 1960 ~d I feel it 
bas proven its worth by the caliber of the people employed in the field ;o! environ
mental health and sanitation." 

\ 

I strongly urge that the Legislative Audit Cammi ttee give favorable consider
ation to the merits of the S8ni tarians Registration Act and allow the act to remain 

'\ 

in force. 

DMlmp 

Sincerely, 

LU~7t*'~'~-V<-, A?-S. 
Don McLean, R.S. 
Registration No. LXl7 
Supervising Sanitarian 
Butte-Silver Bow Health Department 
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Edward W. Grove 
221- 5th Street S.W. 
Sidney I Montana 59270 

MalLek 1 i, 1 980 

MoJtJz...i.h L. 8tL.u.h eft \ 
Leg.i6f..a;ti.ve AucU.:tOIl '\ 
066.ic.e 06 .the Leg.i6f..a;ti.ve AucLU:oll 
State Ca.p.i:tol 
Helena, Montana 59601 

VeaJz. MembeJLh 06 tJie Leg.i6lailve AucU.:t CorrtnLttee: 

RECE\VED 
.. MAR 1 fl i980 

MONtANA LEGISLATIVE AUDlTOR 

It .i6 my 6.i1tm beUe6 .that the BooJul. 06 sruU:taJUaY!.6 aru:l the SruU:taJUan 
Reg.i6:tJtail.on Ad hhou1.d be pilei> eltved. The Reg.i6.tJuLtion· AU mough .the 
BOalLd 06 Sa.ni:taJz..ian heltVel> a vUal 6unc;t..i.cm .in the hClteen.ing 06 .ind.iv.idual.6 
who heek to become pltac.ti.c.ing h~ .in Montana. The Reg.i6:t.1ta..U.on 
Act .i6 the h.implut, mOht e6~ve method 06 ah.6u1t.ing :tha;t ha.rU:taJU..a.M 
POh.6U.6 :the m..uu.mum ~a:t.io bac.kgllound to pltOpVLly heltve :the public. 
.in the c.onc.VtY!.6 06 public. heali:h. The lleg.i6telty exam tu:t.6 the applic.an:t.6 
knowledge .in :thue .impolt:tant a.6pec.:t.6 06 pubUc. he.aUh: 11 d.i6ea.6e 
m.ic.ltob.iology and c.on:tltol; 21 LOO..telt c.hem.i6:t1ty, :tItea:tme.n:t, and pllotec.lion; 
31 a.iIt pollu:t.ion; 41 env.iltonmen:ta.e. .6aJU..:t.a.,tWn; 51 600d hruU..ta..t..ion; 
6 I vectoll and 110 d e.n:t c.o n:tItO land 71 h P ec...iaLty h ruU..:ta.:t.io n aIlea.6 ( pfum b.ing , 
ven:ti1.a;ti...on, ltad.iation). The BOalLd 06 SruU:taJUaY!.6 .i6 a.L6o .involved .in 
c.ontinuing educ.a:t.ion 601l the ha.rU:taJU..a.n :thIlough the :tIta.in.ing c.an6e1tenc.u 
and wOIlk..6hop.6 that the boalld hP0Y/..601l.6. 

The Reg.i6.t.Jz.a.:tion Act, admin.i6telted tlvtough :the BOalLd 06 Sa.rU:taJU..a.Y1..6 
.i6 du.igned .6olely 601l the pltotec.lion 06 .the public.. In Ric.hland County 
whelte I plLac.lic.e a.6 a lleg.i6telled ha.rU:taJU..a.n, .the pubUc. .i6 6eel.ing :tItemendoU.6 
.impact6 61l0m :the W.iU.i6ton Bah.in 0..L.e. ac.:t.iv.i:ty. TfU.6 0..L.e. ac.livily PM u public. 
heali:h c.onc.eltY1..6 wh.ic.h a66ect .the Uvel.ihood and heaUh 06 aimO.6t all. Ric.hland 
County Ituide.~. Some 06 the. ..i..r.npoJt.ta..nt pll.oble.m6 wh.ic.h mutd be addlle.6.6e.d 
cl.a.il.y ,[n R,[c.h.land County aJLe: I} watelt pJtotec.lion {pIlUeltv,[ng the quaLi.:ty 
06 watVt 61lom oil Ile..f.ate.d c.ontam,[nat,[on .in we.U .6UppUu}; 2} Ilapid hOLL6,[ng 
expan.6.ion (.in.6u1t.ing .6a6 e .6 Welt and wateJt .iM.:t.o.Le.a:U.OY1..6 on dwelling un.i:t.6 out
h.ide:the illy l.im.it.6); and 3) c.on:t.inue.d 600d pllote.dion 61l0m the .inc.lte.a.6ed 
load that .i6 pf.ac.ed on the ewting 600d .6 eltv.ic.e utabli.6hmen:t.6. 

In an 0..L.e. .impacted aIle.a huc.h ah 1Uc.h.f.and County .i:t.i6 d.i66.ic.uU :to keep. 
a ha.rU:taJU..a.n employed due :to :the .inCltea.6ed plloble.m6 and wOllk load Iluu.e...ting 
61lom :t.h.i.6 type 06 development. ye:t, the pubUc. he.aUh .i6.6uU nec.u.6Uo.:te 
that :the loc.al gove.ltnment keep an .ind.iv.idu.a1. wOIlk..ing on the.6e p!toble.m6. Undelt 
c.oncJ..d-i..oY!.6 .6uc.h ah :th.i6, wh.ic.h do ex.i6t aJLOund Montana, .i:t .i6 my belie6 that. 
loc.al goveltnment would fUAe v..ur..tu.all.y anyone to 6ill a vac.anc.y welte il 'not 
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601L the Sa.n.i.t:aJUa.n'.6 Reg..i..6ttr..a:tion Ad. The e.OMequene.u 06 :t.lU..6 ; "loweJLin.g 
, 06 ld..a.ndaILd6" wou1..d. be cLi1tec:ti.y Jr..e6leded in the many Ct6pect6 06 a. 
deve1.ophtg e.ommunliy; ~1tom the qua.Wy 06 ,{;to .6ubdiv..i..6ioM a.nd incftu,:tJWLt 
alLeLL6, to the .6a.6dy 06 ill 600d .6oWte.u. It i.6 601L thue Jr..e..a..60M tha.:t 
I Wtge you ;to 6a.volL :the plLUeILva.:tion 06 the Boa.ILd 06 Sa.ni-taJr..ia.M and the 
Sani:ta.tUa.n Regi.6:ttt..a.:tio'n Ad." , 

- EWG/ki. 

Sine. elL ely' . 

~7r~~$. 
EdtmtLd W. GlLove 
Vi.6;tJUc.t Sa.ni:ta.JUa.n. 
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STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE 

University of montana 

missoula, montana 59812 

March 10, 1980 

Morris L. Brusett 
Legislative Auditor 
State Capitol 
Helena, Montana 59601 

Dear Mr. Brusett:. 

RECEIVED 
MAR 11 1980 

MONTANA LEGISlATIVE AUDITOR 

Since a commitment of several months to be in Seattle on March 17 would be 
difficult to change I will not be attending the public hearing relative 
to the Board of Sanitarians. James Peterson wi:.l represent the Board at 
this hearing. 

I wish to submit the enclosed personal answers to the six questions posed 
in the sunset law. 

Si:Z~ 
Kenneth B. Read, R.S. 
University Sanitarian 

~ 
cc: Sam Kalafat, R.S. 

James Peterson, R.S. 

Enclosure. 

Equal Opportunity in Education and Employment 



TESTIMONY TO LEGISLATIVE AUDIT COMMITTEE 

Relative to: Board of Sanitarians and Sanitarian Registration 
.... .:: . ". 

By: Kenneth B. Read, Registered Sanitarian 
502 Dearborn 
Missoula, MT 59801 

On behalf of: Self. 

A. WOULD THE ABSENCE OF REGULATION SIGNIFICANTLY HARM THE PUBLIC HEALTH, 
SAFETY, AND WELFARE'l 

It can be expected that, without required qualification standards, 
political patronage and false economy will cause to be employed as 
sanitarians persons with inadequate educational backgrounds. (This 
situation can be illustrated by past incidents in Montana.) 

It can also be expected that a person without the background, or a 
similar background, to that required for sanitarian registration would 
n~t have the knowledge needed for properly evaluating environmental 
conditions as to potential hazard to human health rior the capability 
to understand and interpret the reasoning behind environmental sanitation 
and public health standards. 

The anticipated eventual result of the services of an unqualified 
person is the lack of elimination and/or an inadequate reduction in 
severity of those conditions which cause or contribute to poor human 
health. 

B. IS THERE A REASONABLE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE EXERCISE OF THE STATE. l' 

POLICE POWER AND THE PROTECTION OF THE PUBLIC'S HEALTH, SAFETY, OR 
WELFARE? 

The requirement that persons employed to enforce laws in those environmental 
areas to which the Sanitarian Registration law and rules refer, become 
registered and thus meet specified qualifications has a strong relation
ship to the protection of the public's health. 

Educational requirements for sanitarian registration provide~ for a 
basic knowledge that: 

a. Is needed by a person in making intelligent and valid evaluation 
of community environments as to the existence of conditions which 
have the potential of causing disease or contributing to the cause 
or dissemination of disease. Such quality evaluation is a necessary 

p precursor to the formulation of recommendations which will prove 
effective in alleviating conditions detrimental to human health. 

b. Is needed for a person to have the ·capability to understand, and to 
interpret to the public, the reasoning behind environmental sanitation 
standards and related public health laws and regulations. 
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C. IS THERE ANOTHER LESS RESTRICTIVE METHOD OF REGULATION AVAILABLE WHICH COULD 
ADEQUATELY PROTECT THE PUBLIC? 

I am not aware of any. 

D. DOES THE REGULATION HAVE THE EFFECT OF DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY INCREASING 
THE COSTS OF ANY GOODS OR SERVICES INVOLVED AND, IF SO, TO WHAT DEGREE? 

No. Sanitarian registration helps to insure the employment of qualified 
persons who provide greater and more effective services for tax dollars 
expended than can be expected from unqualified persons. 

E. IS THEl INCREASE IN COST MORE HARMFUL TO THE PUBLIC THAN THE HARM WHICH 
RESULTS FROM THE ABSENCE OF REGULATION? 

see D 

F. ARE ALL FACETS OF THE REGULATORY PROCESS DESIGNED SOLELY FOR THE PURPOSE 
OF, AND HAVE AS THEIR PRIMARY EFFECT, THE PROTECTION OF THE PUBLIC? 

The rules of the Board are designed to enhance the effectiveness of 
the Sanitarian Registration law. The purpose of the Sanitarian Registration 
law is to require that persons employed as sanitarians have a background 
which provides the potential to effectively promote environmental 
sanitation and to enforce environmental sanitation laws. A sanitary 
community environment serves to protect the public. 
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Dear Mr. Chairman: \ 

- . 
I am presently a Registered Sanitarian within the State of Montana 

and currently hold the\position of Environmental Health Coordinator 
with the City-County Health Department in Great Falls, Montana. I am 
not representing any agency, department, or organization and therefore, 
this testimony is provided solely as an individual. Below, please find 
my testimony with regard to the six (6) questions outlined on pages 
1 and 2 of the "Report to the Legislature Sunset Review Board of Sani
tarians." 

A). "Would the absence of regulation significantly harm or en
danger the public health, safety, or welfare?" 

Yes, if individuals without proper knowledge of food borne 
illness, sewage disposal, public and private water system 
construction, etc., were allowed to practice as sanitarians 
serious public health and safety problems would soon become 
evident in public eating establishments, other public faci
lities, subdivision areas with numerous private water 
systems, etc. The types of decisions and consultation that 
Registered Sanitarians must provide to the public in proper 
construction, operation, and maintenance of numerous public 
and private facilities requires an individual with specific 
educational qualifications. The only way to assure such 
qualifications are met is through a required registration 
program for sanitarians. 

B). "Is there a reasonable relationship between the exercise of 
the State's police power and the protection of the public 
health, safety and welfare?" 

Yes, the various State and Local laws and regulations with 
regard to proper planning, construction, operation and 
maintenance of public food service and processing establish
ments, public housing, public and private water and sewage 
systems, subdivision development, etc., are necessary and 
beneficial to the public in order to assure that no public 
health and safety problems will prevail. In order to insure 
that the necessary regulations are adhered to, it is impera
tive that qualified and knowledgeable individuals administer 
and enforce these laws. The Registered Sanitarian is 
currently providing this service to the public in an efficient 
manner. Without these professional individuals the safety 
and health of the citizens of Montana will suffer. 
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C). "Is ther~\another less restrictive method of regulation 
available which could adequately protect the public?" 

No, I bel.~ve my a:swer in "A" qualifies this r~~iponse. 
D). "Does the reg~lation have the effect of directly or in

directly increasing the costs of any goods or services in
volved and, if so, to what degree?" 

\ 

Any regulatio~ naturally increases the costs of goods in 
order to comply with the law. However, if the Sanitarian 
Registration Board is disposed of, such action would very 
probably increase the costs to the industries related under 
State Heal-th and Safety Regulations and thus increase costs 
to the consumer, due to the fact that unqualified and un
knowledgeable individuals would be attempting to enforce 
the Health and Safety Regulations. In so doing, they may 
provide inadequate or incorrect information causing an 
establishment increased costs at a later date to correct 
the situation. 

E). "Is the increase in cost more harmful to the public than the 
harm which could result from the absence of regulation?" 

No, as indicated in "D" above, in actuality the costs probably 
would be higher with the absence of regulation of sanitarians 
due to poor judgements on the part of unqualified and un
regulated sanitarians. In addition, health care costs to the 
consumer could rise due to increased incidence of disease 
through lack of or poor enforcement of health related regu
lations by unqualified individuals. The properly trained and 
educated sanitarian provides the consumer the service of pre
ventative medicine -stopping a disease outbreak or safety 
problem before it becomes a problem -thus reducing potential 
illness or accidents to the citizens throughout Montana. 

F). "Are all facets of the regulatory process designed solely for 
the purpose of, and have as their primary effect, the pro
tection of the public?" 

Yes, I believe from the above comments it can be seen that 
the need for regulating the professional sanitarian through 
a testing and registration program is necessary to assure 
that knowledgeable and qualified individuals are available 
to carry out the important work of protecting the health and 
welfare of the citizens of Montana. 
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In conclusion," therefore, I respectfully urge the Legislative Audit 
Committee to make the recommendation to retain the current Board of 
Sanitarians, in order tHat the Environmental Health Programs within 
Montana can continue to provide the necessary and required consumer, 
health and safety protection services to the people of Montana that it 
has strived to do over the past many years. 

Thank you. 

/ 
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Helena, Montana 59601 

Dear Mr. Brussett: 

Attached are my personal comments on the report to the Legis
lative Audit Committee regarding review of the ~oard of Sanitarians. 

I will be in attendance during the public hearing on March 17, 
1980 . 

Mr. James Peterson will be representing the Board of Sanitar
ians during the hearing and I would be happy to provide any input, 
if requested by the Legislative Audit Committee. 

Sincerely, 

CITY-COUNTY BOARD OF HEALTH 
/ 

SRK/al 

Attach . 
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WRITTEN TESTIMONY TO LEGISLATIVE AUDIT COMMITTEE 

REFERENCE: Boar~ of Sanitarians Sunset Review 
Publ1,f .Hearing.March 17, 1980 

BY: 

~
samuel R. Kalafat, R.S. 

j P.O. Box,494 
Black Eagle, Montana 59414 

ON BEHALF OF: \ 
Self 

I would like to prefix my remarks by first saying that it 
seems rather unr~alistic that testimony is restricted to six 
(6) points that were posed in the Sunset Law, and not adequately 
or substantially addressed by the Sunset Review Auditor regard
ing Review of the Board of Sanitarians. It would seem more rea
listic to comment on the report, but in keeping with the desires 
of Legislative Audit Committee I have provided the following 
written comments. 

A. "Would the absence of Regulation significantly harm the 
Public Health, safety and welfare?" 

Yes, individuals working in the field of public health 
must be properly educated and meet a minimum qualifica
tion established by his or her peers. A decision and 
consultation provided by a Registered Sanitarian in many 
cases is provided during a critical period of time that 
requires an immediate decision. This decision must be 
in the best interest of public health and for the Citi
zens of Montana. An individual making this decision 
must be capable and knowledgeable and this can only be 
established by an adequate registration of the Sanitarian, 
should they not be qualified, his or her decision may 
have a costly and long lasting effect to the public that 
he serves. 

B. "Is there a reasonable 
o teState s po 1ce power an 
public safety and welfare?" 

between the exercise 
protect1on 0 t e 

Yes, not only are we faced with the State police power, 
but power intrusted to Cities and Counties to establish 
regulations. The individuals carrying out these regula
tions must have the capability to understand and inter
pret these regulations in the best interest of all parties 



C. 

involved. A carpenter is not capable of building a home 
without knowledge and tools; a Sanitarian is not c~pable 
of carrying out regulations without knowledge and abilities. 
The registered Sanitar~ans of Montana are currently pro
viding this service to the citizens of Montana in an effi
cient and economic manner. 

"Is there another less restrictive method of re~ulation 
available which could adequately protect the pu llc?1i 

No, not to my knowledge. 

D. "Does the re ulation have the effect of directly or 
increasIng t e cost 0 any goo s or serVIce Involve 
so, to what degree?" 

No. Sanitarian registration insures the employment of 
qualified individuals at the State, Local and Industrial 
levels and provides a cost effective service. An unquali
fied individual, through the enforcement of regulations, 
could increase cost to the taxpayer or to industry which, 
in turn, would pass the increased cost off to the consumer. 
The ultimate loser of this system would be each and every 
citizen of the State. 

E. "Is the in cost more harmful to the 

F. 

result 

No, see "D" above. 

the re ulatory process 
as t eIr prImary e 

Yes, most definitely, the rules of the Board of Sanitarians 
are designed and established in the best interest of public 
health. A price cannot be placed on the health and well-being 
of the public. A clean community is a healthy community, a 
healthy community is a rich and prosperous componnent that 
makes up a great State of Montana. I feel strongly, as can 

,be seen, that an individual intrusted with the primary goal 
of public health, must be both qualified and knowledgeable 
and this can only be maintained throug~an active and effec
tive peer review. Established in the be~t interest of the 
Citizens of Montana, and maintained for that purpose through 
the Registration of Sanitarians, a professional within the 
Community. 

I hereby encourage the Audit Committee to ~aintain the Board 
of Sani tarians. '< " 

\ . 
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Dear Mr. Brusett: 
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~ 

Central Montana Health Digtrict 
Sanifarian$ Office 

404 ft.rth Av,n .. South P. O. 80l 1150 Lewitt •••• M.llt.II. 59457 

T.I.ph,", 406/531-7466 

• FlfgUf • GDIi,,, Villey 

• Wh"f/,n; • MUllellhell 

• Pefr,leum • Ju;ifb B'fin 

RECE'VED 
MAR 1 4 i95Q 

MONTANA LEGISLATIVE AUDITOR 

This letter is to offer testimony in support of continuation of the Board 
of Sanitarians. 

I feel that if the Board is abolished, in many instances unqualified persons 
could practice as sanitarians without the education and proficiency that is 
now required by the Board. This would present a very real danger to the 
public. 

The Board, by use of it's police power, has insured educational and 
proficiency standards are established and complied with by the practicing 
sanitarians. This provides the public with sanitarians capable of working 
in the broad area of environmental health, and has done much to upgrade 
the profession. 

The regulation of sanitarians does affect the COSt of the counties providing 
environmental health services, however this cost is more than offset by the 
increased efficiency of the qualified sanitarians. It is difficult to equate 
cost of services with the quality of public health protection provided. 
Historically, these services have resulted i~ a decided upgrading in the 
quality of life. Given competent personnel this trend should continue. 

The increase in cost due to the Boards duties is truly minimal when compared 
to the many benefits derived by the public by their actions. 

I feel the regulatory process is a well designed and effective tool for 
protection of the public. 

~1~ncerel~' 
/l\ . ClcLi) 
Paul J. Gans 
Public ~ealth Officer 

PJG:RC:SI:jp 

I " , \ 
r ". '"",,,' . " 

Robert Childers 
District Sanitarian 

Steven Isaacson 
District Sanitarian 
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727 8th Avenue 
Helena, Ml' 59601 
March 12, 1980 

RECEIVED 
MAR 1;4 1980 

MONTANA LEGISLATIVE AUOITOR 

Fbr the past thirteen years I have worked in the Sanitarian profession, roth 
at the county am state levels. I am very ccncerned with what I believe \rwUI.lld 
happen to ~lic health protection at the local level without proper safeguards 
to see that properly erlu::ata:i and trainErl people are anployed. Working at the 
local level and with people daily at the local level, I find that in JOOst cases 
there is a terrlency to want to hire the least expensive help possible and to 
not get involverl with politically darca:Jin:J issues. Without constraints placed 
on the qualifications far hiring, it \r.Ulld be very easy to find sareone to 
collect his pay and not get bwolved. It is llnpossible to be an effective 
sanitarian am not get involverl with controversial ~lic health issues. Many 
sanitarians in ~bntana have lost their jobs tryin:J to do the job they were hirerl 
to do. This is still a IIUlch better situation than letti.rg controversial issues 
go unnoticed. Keeping qualifierl persons at the local level is the backbone for 
p.1blic health protection in Montana. 

It appears as though the re:JUlation increases the costs; mwever, if you look 
at the ramifications fran the problems that can be caused fran not having crlequate 
control, the investment in preventive rreasures to protect p.1blic health is very 
reasonable. 

The one overriding t.h.i.n:J that keeps anyone in the Sanitarian profession is the 
fact that you feel you are making a cantritution to the protection of p.1blic 
health now am for the future. It is one of the most thankless jobs anyone 
could ever have am there definitely isn It any big noney asscx:::iated with it. 

I hope you can see fran my ccmnents that I feel very stran:Jly atxJut the need to 
have qualifierl people working in the profession. funtana State University just 
received accreditation for their curriculum to grcrluate stLrlents with Environ
mental Health degrees. This sl"xruld make it easier to hire gocrl M::mtana students 
who are properly trained for the Sanitarian profession. Without the Sanitarian 
Registration Board, I am thoroughly convinced that the degree of p.ililic health 
protection will definitely be degraded. M:mtanans now enjoy sane of the finest 
public health protection in the United States. We should l::uild an that rather 
than beg in to ercx:le it. 

Employed by 1-bntana Department of Health 
and ErwirOl1fl"eI1tal Sciences 
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M:lrch 17, 1980 

RECEIVED 
MAR 1 9 1980 

MONTANA f:.EG'SLATIV£ AUDITOR 

I 'WOuld l.iJce to su.tItUt the following ccmnents for your ccmnittee I S con
sideration of the sunset review of the Sanitarian Registration Act. 

As a registered sanltarian 'WOrking in the state of M:mtana, I have a high 
esteem of our little known profession. The term "sanitarian" has little or no 
rreaning to the average citizen. Yet, every day the services the registered 
sanitarian lJerfontlS greatly influence the health and well-being of each and 
every citizen in Montana. 

The food we eat, the water we drink and the schools our children attend 
are all inspected for rompliance with Montana regulations by the registered 
sanitarian. In addition, m:Jtels, trailer courts, swimning pools and refuse 
disposal sites are inspected by registered sanitarians for the protectioo of 
the public health. 

Because tie sanitarian I s services are essential to the preservation of a 
high quality of health, it is essential the sanitarian be well qualified. The 
present registration of sanitarians insures that accrlemically qualified incii
viduals woo have passed a stringent registration exam are Employed as sani
tarians in this state. With:mt these registration starrlards, the quality of 
health in Montana will be jeopardized. 

The registered sanitarian is many tines called ufX)n to testify in legal 
enforcarent proceedings to insure state health laws arrl regulations are met. 
Each tirre a sanitarian testifies in these proceedings, his credentials are 
reviewed to authenticate his testirrony. Without a registration act and 
registration starrlards, the credibility of the sanitarian will be severely 
questioned and the enforcerrent of state law regarding health will be weakened. 

The registration of sanitarians in 1-bntcma does not significantly result 
in increasing the costs of goods or services to consurrers in the state. 
Registration of sanitarians does not increase the consurrer costs any m:Jre than 
the licensing of rredical doctors or nurses. Yet, l.iJce licensing of doctors and 
nurses, the registration of sanitarians insures a high quality of health care 
and services to the consurrer. I do not believe there is another ~thcx1 available 
other than the registration of sanitarians that 'MJuld insure high quality sani
tarian health services. 

HOVvBver, with the absence of qualified individuals performing sanitarian 
services, the quality of health to the public would be lessened. There is no 
way of placing a dollar value on health, but certainly the consequences of a 
reduced quality of health far outweigh any additional costs the consurrer may 
incur as a result of the Sanitarian Registration Act in M:mtana. 
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The sanitarian Registration Act was designerl to insure the health and 
safety of the ci t'.i.zens of llintana. To sunset this act will be a step backward 
in providing qualitY sanitarian health services which will in tum affect -each 
and every ci~en in,the state of &mtana. 

\ 

\ 

c;#(?~~ 
John C. Geach, R.S. 

Employed by funtana Department of Health 
and Envirorrnental Sciences 
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RECE'VED 
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MONTANA LEGISLATIVE AUOITOR 

I ....uuld like to offer my suWOrt far continued registration of sanitarians 
ill the state of Montana, and the preservation of the registration authority 
in the DE:partrrent of -Professional and Occupational Licensing. 

My recarrrendations are derived fran three areas of experience: 

1) I previously worked with unregistered sanitarians in another state 
which had no registration act; 

2) I am myself a registered sanitarian in Montana, and have dealt 
wi th the Board of Sanitarians, the law, and the Board's polic ies; and, 

3) I currently work for the Montana Departrrent of Health and Environ
rrental Sciences and have a strong conviction that allCMing unregistered 
individuals to practice as sanitarians could directly endanger public health, 
safety, and welfare. In addition, not having "proven professionals" in 
local governrrent positions ....uuld drastically increase the workload for 
state departrrents and l::e reflected in additional cost to the taxpayer for 
state services. 

I w:::>uld like to briefly address the six pertinent aspects of the 
Sunset Law: 

A) As the staff review indicates, the sanitarian has a unique blerrl 
of talents, kno.l'llec.ge, and responsibility. Many of the tasks he/she performs 
can directly affect public health, safety, and ~lfare. Without basic 
educational requirerrents, unqualified sanitarians could very likely rrake 
p:::x:>r decisions or ignore areas of significant inpact for fear of rraking 
wrong decisions. Such was often the case in Ohio, where I was previously 
errployed, and where there was no registration act. Sore local sanitarians, 
such as ex anny rress sergeants, "'ere qualified for fcx:xl programs, rut totally 
inept at rabies control, subsurface sewage disposal, etc. 

B) As I see it, the state's police p<::TWer in reg istr at ion directly 
controls the quality of individual practicing the profession and, therefore, 
directly renefits the public, not the rremters of the profession. 

C) I relieve the Board of Sanitarians represents a si.nple, yet effective, 
rrethcrl of control which is not too restrictiv=. Less control would adversely 
affect the public health, safety, and -welfare: 
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D) Most professional sanitarians work at nearly the sane salary levels 
as people in other- positions in local and state governrrent. The slight 
differential, if any at all, ~ offset by the increased efficiency of their 
Y.Grk and subsequent \avings to Other regulatory ageocies. The annual 
registration fees are negligible and do not affect costs to the public. 
The Board of Sanitarians is generally self-supporting. It appears 'that 
dOing away with the act wpuld actually increase costs to the public. 

E) The cost to the public is so small as to te non-harmful, at all. 
The added protection the, public receives is, therefore, a bargain. 

F) As I see it, no part of the regulatory process is self-serving 
or for other purposes than protection of the public. 

In br ief sumnatl.on, what we have here is a great deal! The majority 
of states have recCX]nized the value of sanitarians registration curl fooght 
for years to preserve it. The tenefits the public enjoy far ootweigh any 
disadvantages. 

Sincerely, 

Errployed by Montana Depart:m=nt of 
Health and Environrrental Sciences 
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MONTANA lEGlSLATM AUDITOR 

Re: Sunset of Sanitarian Registration Act 

I am crldressing the ccmnlttee as a registered sanitarian and will direct my 
cxmnents to the six questions specified in the rules for conduct of public 
meeting on sunset reviews. 

A. I believe the hiring of untrained and/or uneducated public health personnel 
will roost definitely endanger the health of the public. Mu::h of the sani
tarian's job is involved with making in-the-field judgments. These must be 
based on sound educational requirerents. 

B. My experience has shown that without the exercise of the state's police 
power, a percentage of regulated entities (city and county gover:nrrents, 
restaurant operations, trailer court operations, etc.) will absolutely ignore 
basic health principles, i.e. allow garbage to accunulate in a trailer park 
for m:mths at a tinE. With:>ut the use of police poYJer in these instances, these 
people will never "clean up their act." The same holds true for using police 
power to require that sanitarians be registered. Without the exercise of that 
power (non-registration), I think a gradual erosion process will occur resulting 
in unqualified people trying to do the job with an unsuspecting p..1blic being the 
victim. I don't think stmset of the registration act is going to imnediately 
result in plagues ravaging the land, drastic weather changes, etc., but I do 
believe over a period of t\I,D to five years you will see a grcrlual decrease in 
the protection of plbl ic heal th and an increase in illness. I, for one, don't 
think the increased risk is WJrth it. 

c. Making the present city/county sanitarians state BTlployees subject to the 
state classification and pay plan would acconplish the same goal. This would be 
done in nD.lch the same marmer as the county assessors. 

D. I think requiring the registration of in:1ividuals definitely increases the 
cost of toth goods arrl services because the salary is paid with tax dollars, 
arrl ~ all know a trained professional will have a higher salary than saneone' s 
nitwit nephew. Ho~ver, when the difference in cost is spread over the entire 
population, it literally arrounts to pennies per person. An indirect example of 
:i.rcreasing the cost of gooos is the cost of a restaurant meal when prepared in an 
approved kitchen and the dishes washed in an autanatic dishwasher versus the 
cost of a meal prepared on a hot plate and the dishes washa:l in the toilet tank. 
(Ibn't laugh; this happened.) Obviously, the first meal will cost more as an 
indirect result of having qualified perscmnel inspecting and enforcing regulations. 
An unqualified person hire1 under a spoils S'jstan may very well let health viola
tions go by because of who the operator is, cr because on less blatant things, he 
simply didn't knCM of the potential health hazards. 

E. The in::;rease in cost is much less hannfu l than the harm which would result 
fnrn the abserce of regulation wTIen you cons ider the cost of illness, lost work 
days, a'1d doctor ani ITlLuical bills. 
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F. Yes . \ 

Thank you for provUiing Ire thi; opportlIDity to cxrrrc61t. 

Sincerely, 

'l,c [ c~Le~ 
Vic R. Arrlersen 

:Employed by M:mtana Department of Health 
and &1Vironrrental Sciences 
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Dear Mr. Peterson: 
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!lJd/Wr~. "/t.7U'ona .1'.9/tJ.,? 

January 13, 1981 

I wanted to write this letter to you to express my concern for the 
continuance of the Sanitarian Registration Act. First I would like 
to give you my background in the field, then I shall list the reasons 
why I think that it is a good law. 

I have been a Registered Sanitarian since 1971, having taken and 
passed the test given by the board that year. For six years I worked 
for the City-County Health Department in Billings, inspecting food 
service establishments, and other programs that the Health Department 
administered. These include inspecting dairy farms, bakerys, meat 
lockers, food stores, and manufacturing establishements that pro
duced food in Billings. Also included in my job were school plant 
and school lunch programs, motels and hotels, and public swimming 
pools. Another program that the local Health Department administered 
was local compliance of the Sanitation in Subdivisions Act. This in
volved checking plans as submitted for proposed subdivisions, and 
also making field inspections at installation of septic systems. 

The field of subdivisions led to my leaving the department and starting 
my own consulting business 3 years ago. I primarily deal with en
vironmental impacts and soil testing for subdivisions. As a Registered 
Sanitarian, my work in the field is recognized by the Subdivision Bureau 
of the State Department of Health. 

As I listed the duties above for field sanitarians, you can see that 
the job would most certainly require someone with a bachelors degree 
in the general area of microbiology or related science fields to be 
able to understand the complex interactions of the environment around 
us and the public health and safety. I also feel that a college degree 
ensures a certain level o~ competence and maturity in an ~ndividual. 

In the 10 years that I have been in the field I have been fortunate 
to see and work for the improvement in the requirements of the in
dividuals that apply for the positions in environmental health. I do 
not feel that now is the time to dismantle -that work and leave the 
field wide open to anyone. 

~-
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Registration of Sanitarians working in Montana is a reasonable law 
and has not caused any hardships on anyone who is qualified under 
the premise that those working with the publics health and safety 
should have a minimum of a college degree. To drop the Registration 
law at this time would have serious implications for the quality 
of people who might be hired in some areas of the State. I see no 
real reason for this proposal except that it is the Registration 
Acts time for reveiw under the sunset legislation. I am in favor 
of such periodic reveiw, but it should be noted by those undertaking 
this reveiw that the Board of Sanitarians causes no great demand on 
the State budget, and it does serve a very useful purpose. I would 
like to illustrate one example curr.ently happening. 

In the city of Red Lodge there currently exists a serious problem 
with the quality of the drinking water and scores of people are sick 
from the problem that has been going on now for some six months in 
epidemic proportions. The problem has come about in no small measure 
because of a lack of proper installation of septic systems in the 
watershed for the drinking water of Red Lodge. In such rural areas 
it has been the practice in the past to have no one or someone 
who was not qualified working in the field of public health. Now 
these past mistakes have come back to haunt the people of Red Lodge. 
I'm sure that such problems also exist in other areas of the State. 
Should the Registration Act be dropped, then these types of problems 
can be expected to occur in the future, when unqualified people are 
again used in the public health field. 

If the Registration Act is dropped, I feel that irrepairable damage 
will be done to the quality of the people working in the field of 
public health. In the 10 years that I have been associated with this 
field, there has been the normal attrition of people who were "grand
fathered" in, and this has opened up positions for those more qualified. 
Should there be a lapse of even a few years, there would be many people 
hired who would then be entitled to such protection, and this would 
be a serious setback for the people of the State. 

I would urge you as a member of the Board of Sanitarians to do all 
you can to continue the Registration Act in Montana, for the good of 
all the people of Montana. 

Sincerely, 

~rm::7 
Registered Sanitarian 
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Dear Committee Members: 

January 20, 1981 

Testimony against SB 388 

During the past year or two the question of "Sunsetting" the Sani
tarians Registration Act has been reviewed and discussed with your fellow 
colleagues. It appears that some do not support our continued require
ment for registration. I am well aware that we are in a time of govern
mental change and most of us are in the disposition that we have too 
much government and this trend must be reversed. 

However, the eliminating of the Registration Act is taking a blind 
slice at one aspect of government requirements that is totally un
justified First of all, there are no expenditures of State funds in
volved in maintaining the Registration Act. Furthermore, there are 
significant factors that must be considered before making the final 
decision on a law requiring registration. You may already be familiar 
in a general way with the kinds of work the sanitarians do in the field 
of environmental and public health throughout the State of Montana, but 
let me elaborate for a minute on my role in the community. 

It is important to note that over the past twenty years the role 
of the sanitarians with regard to environmental and public health has 
evolved from rather a straight forward performance of tas1{s to a complex 
profession. Today we deal with problems far more wide ranging and 
intricate than our predecessors. We deal daily with questions and pro
blems dealing with air and water pollution, land subdivision, pesticides 
and other toxic substance contaminations, radiation, sewage disposal 
technology, land use planning, long range health planning, communicable 
disease investigations, to name a few. 

The world of environmental and public health is complex and even the 
~p:icatLon of written rules and regulations that we administer are com
plicated by an exacting legal system. Our efforts must continually 
disect the often unclear area between due process and effective enforce
ment. 

A ridged and thoughtless application of health rules and requirements 
by unregistered and unqualified persons would be certain to cause more 
problems and further strain relations between the inspectors and inspected. 
A successful regulatory process is not the mere filling of forms, but it 
is the professional judgement that the Registered Sanitarian brings to 
the process that is essential for sound application of the health laws 
and administrative rules and regulations. Without standards for perform
ance, blind application of regulatory authority would be totally in
effective and costly in terms of health and dollars. 
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Although I weigh carefully the financial impact of my decisions 
and always respect a persons rights to do business in the State of 
Montana, my first concern is the protection of the public from unneces
sary risks and dangers. 

I take seriously the obligation I have to the people of my health 
jurisdiction and continue to engage in activities of planning and develop
ment to insure their well being in years ahead. As involved as the work 
has become today, tomorrow will no doubt bring more challenges. 

Environmental and public health is not a fringe benefit to be taken 
lighcly; rather it is an obligation to be taken seriously. Removal of 
the Registration Act within Montana will open the profession up to less 
than trained, competent and dedicated individuals. The loosening of 
standards can only invite quasi-professional attitudes and knowledge 
to significant problems of the environmental and public health. 

Publicly financed health efforts in Montana need the direction that 
professional people can give it. We must anticipate the problems of the 
1980's and place before the legislature those concerns about Montana's 
health needs. Clear, professional and concise programs and policies that 
demand the most of the tax dollars available must not be left in the 
hands of nonprofessionals. 

In conclusion, the majority of us sanitarians work at the local 
levels of government, near the people that we are charged to protect. 
I believe that Montanans deserve to have the most qualified people on 
the frontline where the problems occur. A vote for Sanitarian Registration 
will help insure that your local community will have qualified health 
professionals. 

RKS/kl 

~jnGfrely, 

" ) ,1 r-
/ ~L( l C-1.-'vF 11 ~:'~'_-1_~~'- / ":--: 
Robert K. Stevenson 
Registered Sanitarian 



SJR 17 

This resolution calls for the repeal of Rule 16.8.813 of the 
Administrative Rules of Montana as adopted by the Board of Health 
and Environmental Sciences that set the monthly standard for 
flourides on forage at 20 micrograms per gram of forage. Further, 
the Board shall proceed to adopt a flouride standard at an annual 
average of 35 micrograms per gram of forage and a monthly average 
of 50 micrograms per gram of forage. The resolution addresses 
the fact that the Board, on July 18, 1980, set a higher standard 
than was suggested by department (DHES) staff study. 



This is a Resolution to the Board of Health to repeal the 

Foliate Fluoride standard of 20 micrograms per gram yearly, 

adopted and stayed by the Board of Health and raise it to 35~; 
yearly, any one month not to exceed 50 micrograms per gram. 

Stauffer Chemical has spent 1.16 million on Fluoride Abatement, 

6.89 million on Particulate and Visible omissions. Anaconda 

Aluminun 40 million, however, there were other benefits to this 

process such as 15% -20% energy savings, better efficiency, etc. 

Stauffer Chemical bega~lution control programs in 1968 

and fluoride control programs November 1978 through June 1979. 

Anaconda Aluminum's Sumitomo process 1976 - 1980. 

The Department of Health is just completing a study of these 

levels. Although this data is preliminary and not official it does 

appear to support the claim of Stauffer Chemical-that, given present 

technology they cannot, at this time, meet the standard of 20 micro-

grams per gram. 

The Board asked the Department to study the fluoride issue 

including data costs of compliance, etc., and report back at the 

next board meeting. The next meeting is scheduled for February 20 

with 4 new members out of a 7 member board. 

If the board were to desire a new fluoride standard, it would 

adopt the standard under the Montana Administrative Procedures Act. 

The time period could not exceed 6 months and would require public 

hearings and the like. It would also take another 2 months to 

develop the new standa~rl,reasons for adoption, and so forth. 

I believe from all the above evidence, both the Stauffer 

Chemical Company and the ranchers and residents of Ramsey have been 

done a disservice by leaving them in limbo with no standards. 



I believe the evidence points to the fact that the original 

recommendation by the Department of Health was reasonable and 

substantiated. I believe that the ranchers and residents of 

Ramsey never meant to close Stauffer Chemical Company, but rather 

want to protect their cattle and their homes with the best standards 

possible. 

The other important thing to remember is that this is not a 

Public Health Stan~ard--it is a Public Welfare standard and economic 
~ 

impact must be considered. Montana law clearly states in rY-z-l~~ 

of Clean ·Air Act of Montana. 

It is hereby declared to be the public policy of this state 

and the purpose of this chapter to achieve and maintain levels of 

air quality as will protect human health and safety and, to the 
~ 

greatest degree practicable prevent injury to~anr and ani~l, 

life and property, foster the comfort and convenience of the people, 

promote the economic and social development of this state, and 

facilitate the enjoyment of natural attractions of this state. 

I believe the Board of Health's original recommendation pro-

vides the gre~test degree practicable to prevent injury to plant 

and animals. This resolution has been endorsed by the ~l~i ~ub 
Committee on Economic Problems appointed by the Legislative Council, 

and I would appreciate this Committee's support. 

ARM - Administrative Rules of Montana 

2-4-412 

Subsection 

(2) "The legislature may also, by joint resolution, direct a change 

to be made in any rule in ARM or direct the adoption of an additional 

rule. If a change in any rule or the adoption of an additional rule 

is directed to be made the legislature shall in the Joint resolution 

state the nature of the change or the additional rule to be made and 



its reasons therefor. The agency shall, in the manner provided 

in the Montana Administrative Procedure Act, adopt a new rule in 

accordance with the legislative direction." 

Ic~J~ 
&fP~ 
#O?~~~ 
~'J~~ 
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TESTIMONY SJR 17 

Hal Robbins, Chief 
Air Quality Bureau 

Members of the Committee. My name is Hal Robbins; I am Chief of the Air 

Quality Bureau, and am here to speak on behalf of the Department of Health 

and Environmental Sciences. 

Senate Joint Resolution 17 tends to place the Department in a precarious 

position. The Department certainly does not object to adopting a different 

fluoride in forage standard than is currently on the books, although not en

forced via an order of the Board of Health. As you are already aware, the 

Department proposed the 35/50 value that is now a part of this resolution. 

The Department's recommendation of 35/50 was only one of several recommendations 

from various witnesses and parties, whose numbers ranged from as low as 10 to 

as high as 80. Nevertheless, we need to point out that shortly after the Board 

adopted the 20 ppm standard, the Department was directed to study the matter 

in light of two relevant points: 

1. Several members of the Board felt that the rule as published did not 

accurately reflect the intentions o~ the Board regarding a growing 

season average; 

2. The status of industry's ability to comply with the new standard was 

unclear at the time. 

In response to this request, the Department \"/ill present the fluoride issue 

to the nevi Board members at their first meeting tomorrow morning, February 20. 

We shall make a presentation to the Board and react to the Board's wishes. 

Our reservation concerning the resolution is that it requires the Board to 

adopt a specific number. i.e., the 35/50 value. We feel this specific value 

may unfairly lock the cattle or chemical industry into something that is not 
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easily changed. A legislative mandate of this set value would allow little 

flexibility. For example, what if Stauffer Chemical Company, despite our 

best estimates, cannot meet the 35 or 50 number? Stauffer would then be 

subject to enforcement proceedings without the Department's having the ability 

to make recommendations for any reasonable changes. The same case could be 

argued for the cattle industry. What if Stauffer could economically meet a 

more stringent standard some time in the near future? Would it not be fair 

to the ranchers to ask Stauffer to meet a more stringent standard, since it 

would be a benefit to the cattle industry without being a burden to Stauffer? 

In light of these shortcomings to the resolution, I would respectfully request 

that. you remove the portions in the resolution that mandate an adoption of a 

specific value. 

Senator Halligan has requested that we work with him, Senator Jacobsen, 

and the Co~mittee, if they so desire, to ensure that the resolution achieves 

the sponsor's wishes and complies with the goals of all parties involved, 

i.e., the sponsor's, industry's, the cattle industry's, and the Department's. 

Thank you for your time. I am available for questions. 
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PRESENTATION TO SllECIAL-SUBC0!1HITTEE 

ON EGONGHI G-DEVELOP I-lENT 
t J v~/... I c... H f: /1 :..- ( (-/ 

SENATE CHAMBERS 
SATURDAY, DEC-Er,1BER--20,----1:-9~-O-

Nr. Chairman, members of the committee, my name is Lester H. 

Loble, II, representing the Tri-County Anti-Pollution Association, 

which is an association of stockgrmvers centered at Garrison and 

from Powell, Granite and Deer Lodge Counties. These stockgrowers 

know first hand the economics of fluoride pollution. They have 

seen what it does to their cattle and horse herds. The difficulty 

is that the economic results are not as dramatic as in the case of 

Anaconda. The results are just as pernicious, though. The economic 

losses are in smaller bites, but the total could be just as large. 

Sixty peopie attended the hearing before the Board of Health. 

Pi-freen-people £ame_o_ver-today .--In--line-\vith- the request--by the 

-Chairman, we have a specific proposal. 

The Tri-County Anti-Pollution Association supports the fluoride 

standard in or on forage of a monthly average of 20 parts per 

million. It is the position of Tri-County, ho\vever, that this 

standard be applied in a fashion analogous to EPA Class I and II 

air quality areas. 

There is no question that it is more expensive to retro-fit 

an existing installation representing a large capital investment 

~o meet a 20 parts per million standard. However, these same 

problems do not face a potential investor wishing to begin 

opera tions in I,lontana. Accordingly I Tri-County recolThllends tha t 

the present standard as promulgated be maintained in all areas 

except those areas containing ope~ating plants with fluoride 
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emissions (Stauffer Chemical Company and Anaconda Aluminum). 

As is well known, the Tri-County area has been subjected in 

the past to excessive fluoride or forage. This resulted in a 

devasting economic loss to the local stockgrowers. A court found 

in 1966 that the damages suffered by the few people who sued to 

be $123,000. This illustrates the absolute necessity of requiring 

that anyone interested in investing in a plant which produces 

fluoride gases and fluoride particulates that lodge on forage 

be financially sound with sufficient capital to meet the emission 

control requirements. Operating \-lith the hope that the operator 

will respond in damages may prove futile. 

The investment of stockgrowersin Hontana, their continued 

livelihood, is as valid a concern as the investment of Stauffer 

and Anaconda and their continued live1ihood. Stock grazing is a 

larger industry than either of those represented by Stauffer or 

Anaconda and is entitled to protection and the right to flourish 

also. 

TRI-COUNTY ANTI-POLLUTION 
ASSOCIATION 

By Loble & Pauly, P.C. 

L~ tV .iff;;!:,'," " 
Lester H. Lo le, II 

Attorneys for Tri-County Anti-Pollution 
Association 

833 North Last Chance Gulch 
P. O. Box 176 
Helena, Montana 59624 
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My name is Karen Zackheim and I live in Twin Bridges. I have a masters degree 

from the University of Montana for my work on the effects of airborne fluorides 

on livestock and wildlife. For three years I have participated in the setting 
. i ,'" 

of state fluoride standards. VJ: " 
, ~~..:' ' - ' "'::-'~:~":;; , 

'.' 

. i t- am opposed to SJR 17 lor two reasons. First, the resolution undermines proper 

consideration of the fluoride forage standard. During its intensive hearings on 

the new air quality standards, the Board of Health heard hours of public and expert 

testimony and considered hundreds of pages of complex and technical testimony on 

the issue of fluoride standards. Included in these materials is the story of 

stunted growth, rotted teeth and lameness in cattle, all caused by fluoride air 

pollution. With due respect, I don't believe this committee has the time to 

adequately consider the health or economic implications of the fluoride standards 

proposed in this resolution. 

Tomorrow, the Board of Health will rec~sider the record and propose a new state fo: 
1\ 

I 

fluoride standard. It S unlikely that the much contested 20 ppm proposed 

standard will stand because the Board member who most strongty.:snppD±-eed·.t.aat 

standard is no longer on the Board. The Board also has a proven record of 

being more than fair to industry, as demonstrated by the dozens of variances 

granted to industries, including Stauffer Chemical and Anaconda Aluminum, over 

the years. Clearly, the Board is in a muoh better position to judge and balance 

factors relating to air quality standards than is a . Senate 

committee faced with tight time constraints. 

My second reason for opposing the resolution is that it would require' the Board 

to adopt a 35 ppm annual average and a 50 ppm monthly forage fluoride standard. 

There is ample evidence that such a standard would not protect the cattle around 

Silver Bow from fluorosis. In their draft EIS, the Air QUality Bureau states, "The 

evidence available indicates that livestock and wildlife are adversely affected aft€ 

long-term consumption of forage with less than 40 ppm fluoride." As I noted 

previously, these adverse impacts include serious bone and teeth damage. 



In view of this, and in view of the fact that livestock on the range are 

far more sensitive to fluoride impacts than are lfuvestock under lab conditions, 

the department's draft statement recommended a 30 ppm standard. This 

recommendation was also based on extensive research findings of Dr. J.L. Shupe 

of the University of Utah, who recommends a 35 ppm standard, and Dr. Leonart 

Krook, a Cornell University veterinarian who insists that even 20 ppm may be 

too high to prevent fluorosis.- : 

as proposed by SJR 17? 
Does Stauffer need a 35-)0 standar~: Based on a review of the company's own--- G 

data over the past six years, it's evident that they are already doing much better 
:',2--" -

than a 35-..50 standard. The data indicates: 1) Stauffer 'has.-probablY never' 

exceeded a 35 ppm annual average in forage during this six year period, 2) 

Since 197e~ there hasn't been a monthly average exceeding 50 ppm and 3) Fluoride 

levels have been decreasing since 1978 and the completion of Stauffer's 498& 

~ ----cleanup program\should lead to even lower fluoride levels in the future. 

Despite such a good record, livestock in the area have ~ontinued to be 

seriously damanged by fluoride. Clearly the standard proposed in SJR 17 is 

inadequate and a stronger standard 

would not be a hardship on StauffEr. 

In summary, I bel~eve the Board of Health is the appropriate body to 

set fluoride standards that will be fair to ranchers and reasonable for industry . 
. ,. 
, I \~f'- .... ;- •• 
, v .... VJ~ • ./ 

;rf the Legislature passes SJR 17, it will be insuring excessive fluoride 

&: - 12.. " ~: .. -
r ..f\'('l~ 

I ""--~ ... '. ~ .... ~ .. ", 
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NORTHERN PLAINS RESOURCE COUNCIL 

Main Office 
419 Stapleton Bldg 
Billings, Mt. 59101 
(406) 248-1154 

TESTIMONY OF THE NORTHERN PLAINS RESOURCE COUNCIL ON SJR 17 

Field Office 
P.O. Box 886 

Glendive, Mt. 59330 
(406) 365 -2525 

SENATE PUBLIC HEALTH CO~~ITTEE FEBRUARY 19, 1981 

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, for the record my name is 

Steve Doherty. I am testifying on behalf of the Northern Plains 

Resource Council. NPRC and its local affiliate organizations 

fully participated in the two year process to get enforceable air 

quality standards for the State of Montana. 

SJR 17 is a good attempt to deal with the issue of the fluoride 

standards. It is straight and directly to the point. It does not 

attempt to hide its intent and effect. To that degree we appreciate 

this resolution. 

However, SJR 17 shouldn't pass for the following reasons: 

1) The numbers cited in the bill appear to be too low to adequately 

protect the livestock industry in the vicinity of a fluoride emitting 

source. 

2) Perhaps the most important reason is the reason that we have 

opposed HB 334 and SB 65. The issue of the numbers is a complex one. 

Even among honest scientists there are honest disagreements over the 

correct interpretation of one study or another. It would not do justice 

to the industries or to the surrounding landowners for a hasty decision 

to be made. The pressure packed halls of the Hontana Legislature is 

not the place to make the decision. 

3) The Board of Health has stayed enforcement of the fluoride standard. 

It is meeting very soon to review the standard it has adopted. The system 

is working. There is no need to "fix it" if it isn't broke. 

ror tnese reasons we urge a do not pass. 
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CONCLUSI<PN: 

I ~ Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I urs= you to adopt ~ 

standa s set forth in this Joint Resolution. 

~~ TO QUOTE THE MONTiWA- STNJDAJlD[j!j:0IiffiSDNi, NOV;:MBER "18th: 

, s~~t~ Hal Robbins, Chief of the Health Department's Air Quality bureau, 

~t'" 
• ~ said Tuesday that his agency probably would recomrr.end the same fluoride 

It 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

-

-
-

-
-

standard that it suggested to the board about a year ago. 

Robbins said he plans to ask the board to delay action on fluorides 

until a good sampling protocol is developed. "We may be talking over -
a year," he said. 

Dr. Bartlett was quoted as saying the board basically has three 

options: 

1) accept the fluoride standard set last summer 

2) accept the standard to reflect the board's intentionymaking ~~ 

standard apply only during the growing season. 

I feel the first is unacceptable because it cannot be met. 

The second is not acceptable to the ranchers because of the vague-. 
~ ~~~+ l\~1.'VL-

ness of/\growlng season6 1hisl has been an unusual year, and cattle have 

been grazing long after what might have been termed the growing season. 

The 3rd option, to adopt the department's recommendation would 

involve, according to Dr. Bartlett} going through the state's rule-making 

process again. Under that process, notice must be given and hearings 

must be held. The process must be completed in 6 months. 

May I suggest to you that by the time the Department of Health 

develOps a good sampling protocol which may be over a year, according to 

Mr. Robbins, and after that time the Board of Health goes through the 

state's rule-making process again, it will be just about time for the 

legislature to meet again and, if they wish this Resoiution to be amended 
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I will be happy to introduce the legislation. In the meantime, I 

suggest we get some fluoride standards on the books". I urge this 

committee's approval. 
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STATE OF MONTANA 

DEPARTMENT OF PROFESSIONAL & OCCUPATIONAL LICENSING 

BOARD OF SPEECH PATHOLOGISTS AND AUDIOLOGISTS 

Sena tor Tom Hager, Chairman 
Senate Public Health Committee 
Capi tol Building 
Helena, MT 59620 

Dear Senator Hager: 

LaLONDE BUILDING 
HELE1'.'A. MT. 5960 I 

(406-4493737) 

February 18, 1981 

ED CARNEY. DIRECTOR 

The Board of Speech Pathologists and Audiologists would like to go on record as 
opposing SB453 which combines the Board of Speech Pathologists and Audiologists 
wi th the Board of Hearing Aid Dispensers. 

Senate Bill 453, as developed, did not include input from the Boards nor was 
there sufficient time for review. The bill to combine the Boards was promised 
in late September; however, it was not available for the Board members of the 
Montana Speech and Hearing Association at their late October meeting. This 
bill was finally available in early December with minimal time and opportunity 
for input and review by the members of the profession. 

The bill, as drafted, seems to be a last-minute cut and paste attempt to create 
a new Board, using bits and pieces of the two existing laws. SB453 thus legis
lates two groups with a history of antagonism to function as one compatible 
group. The two Boards and professions, although somewhat interrelated, provide 
a completely different service to two completely separate consumer groups, and 
to two separate categories of licensees. 

The Board of Speech Pathologists and Audiologists was very pleased with the 
sunset review. Findings were positive and comments by Legislative Auditors 
indicated that our law was one of the better laws reviewed. Complaints by 
consumers and licensees were non-existent. The Board has attempted to work 
cooperatively with all agencies and feels a quality credentialing program with 
optimal consumer protection exists. 

If we can be of further assistance regarding this proposed legislation, please 
do not hesitate to contact our Board members. We urge your vote of "do not pass" 
for Senate Bill 453. 

Thank yOu. 

~e~~ 
BOARD OF SPEECH PATHOLOGISTS & AUDIOLOGISTS 
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February 17, 1981 

....... :: 

~.te-Adm:i:nistr-at.-i0n Comrni ttee 
Capitol Station 
Helena, Montana 59601 

To Whom it may Concern: 

I am writing on behalf of the Ivlontana Speech-Language-Hearing 
Association in regard to SB 453. The Association does not support 
this bill for the following reasons: 

1. The bill does not address the qualifications of those 
members who would serve on the Board; 

2. The bill does not address the issue of continuing 
education; 

3. The bill would represent two entirely different consumer 
interest groups; 

4. The bill would create a board which does not equally 
represent the population it is designed to serve. The 
bill stipulates that there would be one hearing aid 
dealer and one speech pathologist on the board. We 
should note that there are less than 50 licensed hearing 
aid dealers in the state and over 200 licensed speech 
pa thologists; 

5. Historically, the two groups, which the bill would combine, 
have been antagonistic; and 

6. The two boards which SB 453 attempts to combine have 
significantly different treasury amounts. 

The Association does not believe that combining the Board 
of Speech Pathologists and Audiologists with the Board of Hearing 
Aid Dealers is in the best interest of the consumer. 

CD/lf 

Respectfully, 

V~ fJpd..-
Christie Deck, President 
Montana Speech, Language, 

Hearing Association 
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COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS 

University of montana 

missoula, montana 59812 February 17, 1981 

The Honorable Tom Hager 
Chairman, Public Health Committee 
State Senate 
Helena, MT 59601 

Dear Sir: 

The faculty of the Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders of the 
University of Montana are unanimously opposed to S.B. 453. This bill is 
seriously flawed and would be impossible to implement if passed. We urge your 
support in recommending a No Pass for this bill from your committee. 

Sincerely, 

(406) 243-4131 
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SP 453 TO COMBINE THE BOARDS OF SPEECH PATHOLOGISTS AND 
AUDIOLOGISTS WITH THE BOARD OF HEARING AID DISPENSERS. 

OPPOSE 

BECAUSE: 

1. 2 separate consumer groups 

2. Treasury differences 

3. Historic antagonism between groups 

4. Board businesses are entirely different 

5. Unequal representation 

6. Legislative audit staff gave SP&A Board a good, complimentary review 

7. No indication of better consumer protection 

8. Bill as written is poor - last minute cut and paste version of two licensure laws 

a. No continuing education 

b. No qualification for board members 
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